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Finite element analysis is a robust and effective tool for studying soft tissues
and living systems. It can analyze them despite their sophisticated forms, and
the results provide crucial information. However, the computational simulation
is still a time-consuming task, and researchers are required to apply significant
simplifications to the models. Therefore, it is important to reduce or even avoid
such simplifications and be computationally efficient.

This dissertation develops nonlinear continuum finite beam elements based on
the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF). A number of numerical tests
were performed under large static deformations within that formulation and
accompanied by various features, such as time dependency and tissue degradation.

The broad objective of this study is to provide a way for the general analysis
of beam-like structures. Such structures might have arbitrary cross sections,
demonstrate nonlinear material response accompanied by viscoelastic features,
and even show significant microstructure influence. The particular objective is to
describe the Achilles sub-tendon with a finite beam element, making the analysis
more computationally efficient.

Keywords: Absolute nodal coordinate formulation, finite element analysis, large
strains, soft tissues
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Ω Cross section of an arbitrary form
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tion between the physical and local coordinate system
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Continuum Mechanics
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Φ Damage condition
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The computational analysis of biological samples is a time-consuming task because
of the extreme complexity of living systems. Their functionality depends on many
reasons, including sophisticated geometric forms, attributed functions, and inner
structures. Over the last decades, it has been under careful investigation and is
getting increasing attention in literature [30, 32]. As a particular example, tendon
modeling presents the same difficulties for researchers, and despite all efforts,
its behavior is not well-understood [14]. However, correct deformation analysis
could be beneficial in multiple ways, from failure prediction to better diagnosis
and treatment [60]. Furthermore, as tendons are the most frequent recipient of
traumatic injuries [1], the actualization of tendon modeling is only increasing in
demand.

1.1 Motivation of the study

Tendons are structures interposed between muscles and bones responsible for
transmitting muscle forces. Their additional aim is to protect muscles from
damage due to overstretching. Their position requires minimum energy dispersion
and high resistance to loading. Tendons vary in shape and size; for instance, those
close to the quadriceps are short and thick, and those close to finger flexors are
long and thin [33].

The Achilles tendon stands out as the thickest one in the body and has the primary
role in running and physical activities. It has been studied for decades, focusing
on two main aspects: an accurate material representation and an exact geometric
description. Both aspects, from the computational mechanics and mathematics
points of view, require the usage of complex equations. In terms of geometry, it

21



22 1 Introduction

is necessary to describe the composition of sub-structures with their DNA-like
pre-twisting configurations, as presented in Fig. 1.1.

(a) Illustration with virtual anatomy bank of the
Achilles tendon (left leg)

(b) The Achilles tendon finite element model

Figure 1.1. The Achilles tendon representations

To give a correct representation of the materiality, it should be noted that there are
too many features contributing to the result, among them age, gender, and genetic
conditions [23] – and even the repetition of loading conditions can alter the inner
structure [73]. Researchers have introduced various mathematical functions to
present different properties within a material model. However, the simultaneous
inclusion of all of them can make the model almost accountable, despite the
computational power of modern research hardware. Thus, attention should be
paid to only the main properties.

Hence, this dissertation develops a computational tool for the Achilles sub-tendon
description, which can approximate the geometric form close to reality, describe
the main or all properties, and be computationally efficient.

1.2 Soft tissues material modeling

The deformation of soft tissues has been examined for decades. All deformations
of soft tissue have been found to have some properties in common [16], such
as deformation non-linearity, which could achieve a significant degree. Here,
non-linearity means a non-linear response between applied deformations or forces
and obtained stresses.

The non-linearity results in the so-called strain hardening phenomenon, shown
schematically in Fig. 1.2, i.e., to obtain greater deformations, the applied forces
should be significantly higher than at the initial loading stages. Additionally,
the tissues show minimum energy dispersion. The embodiment of the mentioned
features into mathematical form is not a trivial task. This, however, can be
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Figure 1.2. Schematic non-linear correlation between stress and strain

resolved within the continuum mechanics framework via the usage of appropriated
mathematical relations, namely, hyperelastic material models. There is a variety
of them, such as the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff, Murnaghan, Neo-Hookean, Mooney-
Rivlin material models, etc. However, they are different representations of the
internal energy function, also known as the Helmholtz free energy function. It
postulates that stress is the derivative of this function with respect to the strains.
Still, the class of these hyperelastic functions remains quite wide, but it could be
narrowed by making some reasonable assumptions. For example, biological soft
tissues contain a significant amount of water, which is incompressible. That
means the volume before and after deformation should not change. Thus,
incompressibility should be taken into account. This assumption reduces the
whole amount of hyperelastic material models to only incompressible ones.
The next aspect is the existence of preferable deformation directions in biological
tissues, i.e., the same forces applied in different directions lead to different
deformations in the same sample. This is called anisotropy. In the case of soft
biological tissues, it is caused by the presence of fibers [29]. They create a strong
stiffening effect in the main loading direction. The inclusion of anisotropy lessens
the known amount of hyperelastic models to only anisotropic incompressible
ones. The fibers are usually recruited and aligned in the primary direction, but
overloading can lead to the scattering of fibers from it [35] and may result in the
fibers’ dispersion. This can be taken into account via an additional parameter in
the models.
The next detail, which is often omitted for the sake of model simplicity, is the
time-dependence of the physical characteristics. In fact, the materials often reveal
not only the elastic features of solids, but the viscous features of liquids as well, i.e.,
they demonstrate viscoelasticity. This can explain such phenomena as relaxation
and creep, which are essential in many cases [29] and presented in Fig. 1.3. From
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the pure elastic point of view, the samples should demonstrate the deformation
immediately after force application, and the deformation holds unchanged until
the loading conditions remain the same. During creep (see Fig. 1.3a), the initial
deformation is lower than the elasticity theory predicts under the same loading.
However, under constant loading, the deformation accumulates and tends to the
value specified by the elasticity theory. Relaxation is the opposite of the creep
phenomenon (see Fig. 1.3b). Here, the strains keep the same values all the time.
Under constant strain, the inner stresses tend to decrease over time.

St
re
ss

St
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in

Time

Timet0

t0

(a) Creep effect

St
ra
in

Time

Timet0

t0

St
re
ss

(b) Relaxation phenomenon

Figure 1.3. Schematic figures of the viscoelastic features

Another important and common factor for soft biological tissues is the so-called
Mullins effect [58]. It was first reported by Mullins [42] for elastomers and
now bears his name. During his experiments, Mullins noticed that materials
could change their mechanical properties due to their extensions. It is especially
noticeable when loading is repeatable. For more than seven decades since Mullins’
findings, this phenomenon has been under investigation, and there is still no
general agreement either on the physical source or on the mechanical modeling of
this effect [6].
This phenomenon can be demonstrated as follows (see Fig. 1.4). A sample from
the initial configuration is under deformation until it reaches a certain deformation
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Figure 1.4. Schematic demonstration of the Mullins effect from cyclic tension test

state. Here, its stress-strain curve follows its theoretically predicted way, the so-
called primary loading curve. In the unloading phase, the sample shows softened
behavior, as it is from another less elastic material [27]. During the reloading
phase, the sample deformation follows the unloading curve until the previous
maximum. At this point, the loading path goes along the primary curve up to a
new second maximum.

Often during experiments, there is no possibility to study the whole object, and
researchers consider smaller samples of it. However, the material behavior might
differ significantly due to the microstructure influence [38].The rigidity might
depend on the object sizes, and smaller samples show stiffer responses than larger
ones even when they are the same material. The phenomenon can be included by
using extended continuum theories, for example, the micropolar elasticity theory
[4, 47]. The difference between the micropolar and classic theory is as follows:
in the former, material particles can be oriented, contrary to the latter theory,
where material particle orientation does not play a role.

1.3 Finite element method

The material features of biological samples make it almost impossible to perform
deformation analysis analytically when their geometric forms and force appli-
cations differ from simple ones. However, it is possible with the finite element
(FE) approach. FE analysis is currently a common approach for soft tissue
characterization [39]. The key idea of it is the substitution of an initial body
with an infinite number of points, as accepted in the continuum assumption, by
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non-overlapping subdomains called elements. The element behavior is defined
by a counted number of parameters called degrees of freedom (DOFs) at a finite
number of points called nodes (see Fig. 1.5).

FE approximation

Nodes

Elements

Figure 1.5. FE approximation of an arbitrary body

One can obtain the desired quantity at any other element points via prescribed
mathematical relations between the nodes; these are called shape functions. This
discretization helps transform the partial differential equations in one-, two- or
three-dimensional spaces into systems of algebraic relations. In general, one can
categorize all elements according to their dimensionality into three classes: beams
(1D), shells (2D), and solid elements (3D). Logically, the type of the problem
dictates the approximation strategy. For example, for a very long and thin
construction, discretization only along its largest dimension is natural. Then, the
body can be approximated by beam elements only.

The most significant advantage of the approach is that it can be applied to a body
of almost any shape and size, which makes it the most popular way of solving
engineering tasks and is used in this work for the analysis of the Achilles tendon
structures.

Unfortunately, the finite element approach, alongside its undeniable advantages,
has disadvantages and can provide incorrect results for some loading cases, such
as stiffer behavior during bending tests. Quite often, however, not always [10], it
is due to the locking phenomenon. One example of it is given as follows. Pure
bending deformation of the beam makes an initially rectangular cross section
trapezoidal. However, some elements cannot repeat this form, which leads to
additional stresses and inaccurate results. This is called Poisson’s locking. There
are different ways to address this problem: setting a particular constant (Poisson’s
ratio) to zero, applying different integration methods, and adding variables to the
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element description. Finite elements can also suffer from other locking phenomena:
curvature thickness locking and shear locking. The former is related to the element
kinematics volume description, where interpolation leads to thickness reduction
in the intermediate cross sections. In shear locking, on the other hand, elements
demonstrate incorrect shear strain distribution, which results in exaggerated shear
strain components and smaller displacement predictions. Volumetric locking can
also be an issue when Poisson’s ratio is included in its material definition and
tends to its upper limit.
The next crucial step in finite element analysis is assembling several bodies into
one model. However, when several bodies before, during, or after the deformation
process share common points, lines, or surfaces, the issue of their influences on
each other arises. Here, the researchers encounter the so-called contact problem,
which involves numerous difficulties. Firstly, the contact boundary is usually
unknown in advance and determined by a search procedure. Secondly, the contact
forces describing the bodies’ interactions depend on the deformation during the
contact. This deformation-dependency is always non-linear — even when the
simplest materials and objects are involved. Thus, the contact problem solution
requires significant effort.
Even with the usage of the finite element method, the systems of equations can be
complicated and non-linear. Therefore, solving them requires advanced calculation
approaches, such as the Gaussian elimination technique or gradient methods, but
the most popular one is Newton’s iteration scheme because it allows solving
non-linear systems of equations rapidly. Newton’s method is used in this work.

Background of the Achilles tendon FE models

This section briefly presents the FE models for studying human Achilles tendons.
First, it should be said that all models can generally be divided into two categories:
ones considering the tendon as a non-divided object and ones considering it at the
sub-structural level. The first approach allows concentrating on the influence of
geometry and material property optimization. For example, in [65], the authors
showed that tendinopathy leads to the tendon cross-section area increasing on
average 31%. In [23], it was found that the exact tendon geometry is more
important for stress distribution among a young and healthy population than
material properties. In the works [34, 35], the authors assessed the influence of
anisotropy and viscoelasticity on tendon deformation.
Another way is to include the sub-tendon division, which allows assessing the
influence of non-uniform displacements, pre-twisting, and the importance of the
differential muscle force control [15, 21, 22, 36, 63, 68, 75].
Despite differences in viewpoints, both ways of modeling are united by the fact
that they consider the problem only partly, prioritizing some features over others.
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However, each feature can have a decisive effect. Nonetheless, omitting details
is understandable because, in the mentioned works, the authors utilized 3D
solid elements, which usually provide reliable results but are computationally
demanding even with some simplifications. Therefore, some advanced computation
methods are necessary to consider the influence of all factors simultaneously
without resorting to physical or geometric simplifications. These difficulties have
motivated applying a finite element approach called absolute nodal coordinate
formulation (ANCF) to the task.

1.4 Objective and scope of the dissertation

This dissertation examines the non-linear deformations of soft biological tissues
with finite element models based on the ANCF framework. It deals with
incompressibility, anisotropy, viscoelasticity, and the Mullins effect. It also
considers the possible utilization of ANCF elements for microstructure analysis.
The work highlights the exact geometric description of the Achilles sub-tendon
cross sections, proposing a new approach for the approximation. To describe the
bodies’ interactions, a surface-to-surface method is adopted for the ANCF beam
elements. Furthermore, this work also considers all known locking alleviation
methods to mitigate the impact of Poisson’s locking on the ANCF elements’
behavior.
The objective of this study is to examine the elements based on the absolute
nodal coordinate description for the Achilles tendon approximation. Publication I
focuses on the various incompressible models’ implementation within ANCF.
Publication II concerns the detailed biological tissue analysis taking into account
viscoelasticity and the stress-softening phenomenon. Publication III considers
one of the problems associated with ANCF elements, namely, Poisson’s locking.
Publication IV shows the possibility of using ANCF elements to describe microp-
olar media. Publication V studies the description of the exact geometric form
of the Achilles sub-tendon with beam-like elements. Publication VI expands the
usage of the method described in Publication V to the beam-to-beam contact
problem area.

1.5 Scientific contributions

• Publication I introduces an approach based on gradient deficient ANCF
elements to describe the beams from incompressible material models. The
models are compared with ones based on the commercial software ANSYS
for five different hyperelastic energy functions to demonstrate correctness.
Additionally, with the usage of the proposed approach, a new set of constants
is derived for the classical Treloar’s rubber experiments, and the influence
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of the fiber dispersion on resulting displacements for anisotropic materials
is demonstrated.

• Publication II models rat Achilles tendons using the ANCF beam element.
It includes the description of viscoelastic properties and the degradation
function. An objectivity test is proposed to ensure element applicability
for dynamics problems. Furthermore, to demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed formulation, a convergence rate comparison test is carried out
against the solid element-based solution using ANSYS software. Finally, the
developed element is used for the simulation of the rat Achilles tendons.

• Publication III is a review of all known methods for remedying Poisson’s
locking in continuum-based beam ANCF elements. To demonstrate their
efficiency, multiple numerical experiments are carried out and compared
with references, analytical solutions, and commercial software models. Fur-
thermore, the methods in the proposed examples are applied to all types of
ANCF beam elements suffering from Poisson’s locking.

• Publication IV examines the usage of ANCF beam elements to describe
beams from micropolar media. The results show that ANCF-based models
agree well with ones obtained with 3D micropolar solid elements within
the linear Cosserat theory. The research also reveals that ANCF elements
converge faster than the standard 3D cubic elements, which are common for
such tasks. Therefore, the simultaneous utilization of both the micropolar
continuum model and ANCF beam elements provides possibilities to use
micropolar theory in a non-linear regime, which is rare due to computational
heaviness.

• Publication V proposes a new numerical integration scheme. The scheme
based on the Gauss-Green cubature integration formula is adapted for ANCF
continuum-based beam elements to describe complicated cross sections. The
combination of scheme and element is verified analytically and numerically.
It then helps in tensile loading tests on the sub-tendons arising from the
Soleus muscles of the two most common Achilles tendon types. The results
reveal that the developed ANCF elements with the proposed arbitrary cross-
section description are a computationally efficient tool for analyzing the
deformation of Achilles sub-tendons.

• Publication VI proposes a surface-to-surface contact description for beam-
to-beam contact tasks. Multiple scenarios are considered with external and
internal contacts to verify the correctness of the description, including the
contact area description between two curved spiral patches of beams. The
results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed contact solution.
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Chapter 2
Absolute nodal coordinate formulation

The absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is a FE approach, that was
initially developed to model large deformations in beam and plate structures for
multibody dynamics problems [64]. Concurrently a very similar approach, the
so-called vectoral approach, was proposed in [61], and another one was proposed
more recently in [5]. Since and during the past decades, ANCF elements have
received great attention within the multibody community, and the formulation
has even been extended to solid elements [54].
The key idea of ANCF elements is to use absolute nodal positions and their
gradients, i.e., slope vectors, as element degrees of freedom with respect to the
bi-normalized or physical coordinate systems. Then, having the element nodal
coordinates and gradients at hand, the kinematics description utilizes polynomial-
based spatial shape functions. The ANCF offers certain advantages. It describes
continuum-based beam or plate-type structures from their centerline or mid-
plane while considering cross-sectional deformation. The slope coordinates lead
to a unique description of element rotation and deformation. Therefore, the
formulation facilitates using of three-dimensional rotations in the total Lagrangian
framework without introducing rotation angles as degrees of freedom and avoiding
the introduction of a rotation matrix. The ANCF element saves the mass matrix
as a constant, because the interpolation uses only global variables. The latter
results in exclusions of Coriolis inertia and centrifugal forces from the equation of
motion. On the other hand, the formulation leads to nonlinear elastic forces and
suffering from the locking phenomena in some types of ANCF elements.
Various elements have been proposed with different displacement interpolation
strategies. So far, one can categorize them into three groups: gradient deficient,
fully parameterized, and higher-order. This division considers the number of
the used slope vectors and their derivatives. The fully parameterized element
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type uses all components of the deformation gradient as the nodal degrees of
freedom. In contrast, in the case of the gradient deficient elements, displacement
interpolation uses only some slope vectors in the kinematics description. For the
higher-order ANCF elements, higher than first-order derivatives are employed in
displacement interpolation.
How an element type is used depends on the expertise of the researchers. There
are certain drawbacks and benefits related to each element type. The gradient
deficient elements use only some deformation gradient vectors and result in lower
CPU costs. However, because of the lack of slope vectors in the transverse
direction, problems appear in the cross-section deformation description. For
initial distortions or curvatures, the choice of an element to use should be made
with precaution to exclude initial strains. Otherwise, their presence leads to an
accuracy reduction in the number of numerical outputs.
In fully parameterized elements, all first-order slope vectors are used, which relaxes
the assumptions used in the Bernoulli–Euler and Timoshenko beam theories [8],
but also results in higher computational cost. Also, the gradient deficient and
fully parameterized elements cannot describe warping effects, because element
cross sections remain planar regardless of the magnitude of the deformation.
Furthermore, these elements are unable to represent the deformations caused
by the coupling between axial and transverse normal strains, which leads to an
inaccurate response when the Poisson’s ratio is not zero.
That issue is alleviated in the case of the higher-order element, because of the
rich polynomial basis of higher-order polynomials and because higher-order slope
derivatives are used as the additional nodal coordinates. As a result, they could
describe the cross-sectional deformation more precisely and capture the warping
effect in beams [2]. On the other hand, higher-order elements are computationally
heavy. Moreover, some of them give inflated results for elongation problems
because of the convex form of the deformed cross section.
This work mostly uses the gradient deficient three-node beam element denoted as
3333c [8] and employed in Publications I–III, Publication V and Publication VI.
The locking effects are an issue for such element types and need detailed treatment.
That was the topic of Publication III, where all known locking alleviation methods
for continuum-based ANCF beam elements are considered.

2.1 Kinematics of the beam element

To present the element kinematics, let us define the position vector field at the
current configuration as r = r (x, y, z), with the position vector in the initial
configuration being r0. Then, the kinematics of the 3333c ANCF beam element
can be presented as in Fig. 2.1 as follows.
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Figure 2.1. Three-node beam element with the position vector r of an arbitrary particle
p in the current and reference configurations, where the polynomial space of basis is[
1, x, y, z, xy, xz, x2, x2y, x2z

]
The connection between the position and displacement field vectors can be written
as:

r = r0 + uh, (2.1)

where vector uh describes a displacement field. The position and displacement
fields of the isoparametric finite elements can be interpolated in the form:

r(x, y, z, t) = N (x, y, z) q (t) ,
uh(x, y, z, t) = N (x, y, z) u (t) ,

(2.2)

where u is a vector of nodal displacements, q is a vector of nodal coordinates. For
the i-th node, it has the following from.

qi =
[
r(i)T r(i)T

,y r(i)T
,z

]T
, (2.3)

and therefore, shorthand symbols are used as follows.

r(i)
,% = ∂r(i)

∂%
, % = {y, z}. (2.4)
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N is a shape function matrix:

N = [N1I N2I N3I ... N9I] , (2.5)

where I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix. In the element, the bi-normalized local
coordinate system ξ = {ξ, η, ζ} can be introduced, with the range for the local
coordinates [−1, 1]. The shape functions have the form:

N1 = 1
2ξ(ξ − 1) N2 = 1

4Hξη(ξ − 1) N3 = 1
4Wξζ(ξ − 1)

N4 = 1− ξ2 N5 = 1
2Hη(1− ξ2) N6 = 1

2Wζ(1− ξ2)

N7 = 1
2ξ(ξ + 1) N8 = 1

4Hξη(ξ + 1) N9 = 1
4Wξζ(ξ + 1).

L,H andW are the physical dimensions of the element. For further investigations,
the deformation gradient F must be defined. It can be written as:

F = ∂r
∂r0

= ∂r
∂ξ
·
(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1
= I + ∂uh

∂ξ
·
(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1
. (2.6)

The determinant of F defines the volume ratio of the element, and in this regard,
considering continuity:

J = det F > 0. (2.7)

2.2 The equilibrium equation

In FE analysis, the equilibrium equation can be derived from the equations of
motion. The common approach for calculating body motion is to work with the
total variational formulation. These virtual works can be grouped as inertia,
external, contact, and internal.

δΠext − δΠint + δΠinert − δΠcon = 0, (2.8)

where δΠinert can be written as:

δΠinert = q̈T
∫
V
ρNTNdV δq. (2.9)
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The variable ρ is the mass density, and V is the volume of the element in the
reference configuration. From here, the mass matrix can be introduced as follows.

M =
∫
V
ρNTNdV.

In the case of the static problems, δΠinert = 0. The variation of Πint with respect
to the nodal coordinates is:

δΠint =
∫
V
S : δEdV =

∫
V
S : ∂E

∂q dV δq. (2.10)

S is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, and its exact form depends on the
material model, which will be discussed in Section 3.1. E is the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor.

E = 1
2
(
FT · F− I

)
. (2.11)

The variation of the contact force work δΠcon will be explained in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Computational model of

the Achilles tendon

In this study, two strategies will be followed to approximate the Achilles tendon.
The first is to represent the soft tissue behavior of the Achilles tendon by
considering several features of its different natures. Several constitutive models
to describe the tissue behavior are presented in Publication I. However, these
models are only able to predict pure elastic responses. To expand further and
embrace viscoelasticity and the Mullins effect, the relations from Publication II
are introduced.
The second is to describe its exact geometric form by giving a detailed geometric
approximation of complicated cross sections. That can be applied to the continuum-
based beam element. Thus, the whole model for the Achilles sub-tendon is a
structure assembled from different building blocks.

3.1 Material modeling

To obtain the stress-strain relations, the Helmholtz free energy function Ψ is
usually used, and all elastic material characteristics can be consequentially derived
from it. So, the material response depends on its form. In this section, six different
variations of the function, i.e., material models, will be considered. These material
models are related to the incompressible type. To deal with it, the deformation
gradient from (2.6) should be decomposed into volumetric and isochoric parts:

F = J
1
3F, (3.1)

where F represents the isohoric part with det F = 1. Correspondingly, the isohoric
parts of the right and left Cauchy-Green deformation tensors are given by:

37
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C = FT · F, B = F · FT . (3.2)

In this case, if one is limited by only isotropic response, then all deformations can
be defined as a function of the right Cauchy-Green tensor or its invariants:

I1 = trC, I2 = 1
2

(
tr2C− trC2)

. (3.3)

Thus, the Helmholtz free energy function can be presented in general form as
Ψ = Ψ(C, J) = Ψ(I1, I2, J).

Many materials, including biomaterials, often show anisotropic behavior, i.e., there
is a preferable deformation direction. To describe anisotropy and this direction,
in the initial configuration, a unit vector a0 is introduced at each point along the
direction. During the deformation process, this vector field becomes a, and the
connection between current and initial configurations is a = F · a0. Then, the
square of the preferable direction vector extension is defined:

λ2
1a0 = C : A0, (3.4)

where A0 is a structural tensor of order two that takes the form A0 = a0 ⊗ a0.
This structural tensor can be considered an additional variable of the energy
function Ψ = Ψ(C,A0, J). The inclusion of the structural tensor also can be
expressed in the invariant form, where the influence of the preferable direction is
described with two additional invariants I4 and I5, and the energy function has
the form:

Ψ = Ψ(I1, I2, I4, I5, J), (3.5)

where

I4 = C : A0, I5 = C2 : A0. (3.6)

The form of (3.5) with the additive split (3.1) can be represented with the following
expression.

Ψ = Ψ(C,A0) + Ψvol(J) = Ψ(I1, I2, I4, I5) + Ψvol(J), (3.7)

where Ψvol(J) is the volumetric part.
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Remark 1. Usually, for mathematical simplicity, I5 is neglected. References
[12, 43, 74] show its importance in the case of shear deformation, and during
axial loading, as it is for the Achilles tendon, it can be omitted.

Remark 2. If necessary, the concept of one preferable direction can be easily
extended to several directions. For example, let us denote the second vector field
as b0 with the corresponding structural tensor being B0, which represents the
second preferable deformation direction. Then, this introduces several additional
invariants. They are analogous to I4 and I5 and denoted as I6 and I7, and in the
case of coupling these two directions, the invariant I8 = (a0 · b0)(a0 ·Cb0) can be
given.

Then with the help of (3.7) and (3.11), the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
S used in (2.10) can be obtained in the following manner:

S = 2 ∂Ψ
∂C = 2 ∂Ψ

∂C
: ∂C
∂C . (3.8)

Using the strain energy density described in (3.7) and the chain rule, (3.8) can be
rewritten :

S = 2 ∂Ψ
∂C

: ∂C
∂C + 2∂Ψvol

∂J

∂J

∂C = 2
(∑

k

∂Ψ

∂Ik

∂Ik

∂C

)
: ∂C
∂C + ∂Ψvol

∂J
JC−1. (3.9)

Then, with (3.9), the expression for the total second Piola-Kirchhoff (2.10) can
reach its final form

S = S + Svol, (3.10)

where Svol is the volumetric part, the form of S depends on the material model.

3.1.1 Material models

In this work, several models are considered: Neo-Hookean, the two- and five-
parameter Mooney-Rivlin models [41, 62], and the so-called GOH model [17] with
several variations. The volumetric part is represented by the quadratic function:

Ψvol = kp
2 (J − 1)2. (3.11)

The experimental results [31] have demonstrated the possibility of adequately
describing the volume change for slightly compressible solids in simple tension.
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In (3.11), kp is the coefficient, which needs to be large enough to impose the
incompressibility constraint. Then the corresponding volumetric part of the second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor from (3.11) is:

Svol = kp (J − 1) JC−1. (3.12)

Assuming that the volumetric part is the same for all material models, the
difference between models would be only in the isochoric parts. The second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors from these parts can be derived as follows.

S = 2J−
2
3

[
∂Ψ

∂C
− 1

3

(
∂Ψ

∂C
: C
)
C−1

]
. (3.13)

Neo-Hookean

The first model is the Neo-Hookean. The isochoric part is:

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
. (3.14)

Then, the corresponding isochoric part of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress has
the form:

S = 2c10J
− 2

3

[
I− 1

3I1C
−1
]
, (3.15)

where c10 is a material constant.

Mooney-Rivlin

The second type of hyperelastic material models are the two- and five-parameter
Mooney Rivlin models. The isochoric part of the two-parameter model strain
energy is:

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
+ c01

(
I2 − 3

)
, (3.16)

where c10 and c01 are material constants, with the corresponding part of the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is:

S = 2J−
2
3

[
c10I + c01

(
I1I−C

)
− 1

3
(
c10I1 + c01

(
I1

2 −C : C
))

C−1
]
. (3.17)

In the case of the five-parameter model, the isochoric part of the strain energy
density is:
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Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
+ c01

(
I2 − 3

)
+ c20

(
I1 − 3

)2

+ c11
(
I1 − 3

) (
I2 − 3

)
+ c02

(
I2 − 3

)2
,

(3.18)

where cij are material parameters, i, j = 0, 1, 2. Analogously, the second Piola-
Kirchhoff stress is:

S = 2J−
2
3 [c10 + 2c20(I1 − 3) + c11(I2 − 3)] I

+ 2J−
2
3 [c01 + c11(I1 − 3) + 2c02(I2 − 3)]

(
I1I−C

)
− 2

3J
− 2

3 I1 [c10 + 2c20(I1 − 3) + c11(I2 − 3)]C−1

− 2
3J
− 2

3
(
I1

2 −C : C
)

[c01 + c11(I1 − 3) + 2c02(I2 − 3)]C−1
.

(3.19)

GOH model

The next material model is the anisotropic GOH model, where several variations
are considered. The first is the model has one preferable deformation direction,
where the isochoric part of the strain energy density is:

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
+ c1

2c2

(
ec2(I4−1) − 1

)
. (3.20)

Here the invariant I5 is neglected, following Remark 1. c1, c2 are material
parameters. The corresponding second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is:

S = 2J−
2
3

[
c10I + c1

2 e
c2(I4−1)A0

]
− 2

3J
− 2

3

[
c10I1 + c1

2 e
c2(I4−1)I4

]
C−1

.

(3.21)

In this model, all fibers are considered aligned in only one direction a0. However,
in reality, they can be dispersed around the assumed fiber orientation. To account
for this dispersion, "the κ model" was proposed [17, 30]. Here, the dispersion
of the fibers is given via the κ parameter and associated with the invariant
I∗4 = κI1 + (1− 3κ)I4, the range of κ values is

[
0, 1

3

]
. The lower limit of the range

corresponds to zero dispersion and all fibers are in the same direction. κ = 1
3
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corresponds to full dispersion, which correlates to the isotropic model, and the
unit vector a0 does not affect the results. Then, the isochoric form of the strain
energy density is:

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
+ c1

2c2

(
ec2(κI1+(1−3κ)I4) − 1

)
. (3.22)

and the corresponding isohoric part of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is given
as:

S = 2J−
2
3

(
c10 + κ

c1
2 e

c2(κI1+(1−3κ)I4−1)
)
I

+ 2J−
2
3 (1− 3κ) c1

2 e
c2(κI1+(1−3κ)I4−1)A0

− 2
3J
− 2

3

[(
c10 + κ

c1
2 e

c2(κI1+(1−3κ)I4−1)
)
I1

]
C−1

− 2
3J
− 2

3

[
(1− 3κ) c1

2 e
c2(κI1+(1−3κ)I4−1)I4

]
C−1

.

(3.23)

When the isochoric part is reinforced by two fibers families without coupling
between them, i.e., when omitting the invariant I8 described in Remark 2 alongside
invariants I5 and I7 and without fiber dispersion, the density energy has the form:

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
+ c1

2c2

(
ec2(I4−1) − 1

)
+ k1

2k2

(
ek2(I6−1) − 1

)
. (3.24)

k1, k2 are material parameters. The corresponding isohoric part of the second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress is:

S = 2J−
2
3

[
c10I + c1

2 e
c2(I4−1)A0 + k1

2 e
k2(I6−1)B0

]
− 2

3J
− 2

3

[
c10I1 + c1

2 e
c2(I4−1)I4 + k1

2 e
k2(I6−1)I6

]
C−1

.

(3.25)

3.1.2 Viscoelastic modeling

To characterize the viscoelastic processes, a set of non-measurable internal variables
{Γα}, where α = 1, 2, ...m, relating to the reference configuration is added to the
energy function, presented in (3.7), [28]. Similar to strain measure, these variables
are responsible for dissipative effects.
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Ψ = Ψ(C,A0, Γ1, ...Γm) + Ψvol(J). (3.26)

Splitting the viscoelastic (isochoric) response into the parts responsible for the
equilibrium (elastic response t → +∞) and non-equilibrium states, the energy
form can be written as follows.

Ψ = Ψvol(J) + Ψ(C, A0) +
m∑
α=1

Υα(C, A0, Γα), (3.27)

where Υα is the deceptive potential to determine the viscoelastic contribution.
This change is valid for energy at some closed time interval t ∈ [0, T ]. Using (3.8)
and (3.27), the stress response can be derived based on the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor in the following form.

S = 2 ∂Ψ
∂C = Svol + S +

m∑
α=1

Qα, (3.28)

where Qα = 2∂Υα/∂C are the non-equilibrium stresses in the sense of non-
equilibrium thermodynamics [28]. Assuming that under condition t→ +∞, the
stress tensor (3.28) achieves an equilibrium state, Qα = 2∂Υα/∂Γα = 0 [66].
Therefore, to complete the model, we need to find a law which governs the internal
variables to determine the isochoric non-equilibrium stresses Qα. In this work,
viscoelastic behavior is modeled using a generalized Maxwell element with m > 1
and corresponding relaxation times τα ∈ (0,∞).

In the one-dimensional case of the generalized Maxwell model, where the basic
elements are a spring and a viscous Newton-element, as shown in Fig. 3.1, elasticity
can be given as:

σ = Eε. (3.29)

For the Newton-element, the strain-stress relation depends on the strain rate:

q = ϕε̇, (3.30)

where viscosity ϕ can also be expressed in terms of an elastic constant E and
relaxation time τ :

ϕ = τE. (3.31)
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Figure 3.1. Generalized Maxwell linear viscoelastic model with m Maxwell elements

Considering the combination of m Maxwell elements in the generalized Maxwell
model in Fig. 3.1 and from the equilibrium of the applied stress, we obtain the
relation for α element.

qα = Eα(ε− γα) = ϕαγ̇α. (3.32)

From (3.32), the evolution equation can be obtained.

q̇α + qα
τα

= Eαε̇. (3.33)

By adding the relation βα = Eα/E0, where E0 is the elastic constant of the
element consisting only of a spring (see Fig. 3.1), we obtain the final form of the
evolution equation.

q̇α + qα
τα

= βαE0ε̇. (3.34)

Taking (3.34) into consideration, the choice for the evolution equations for Qα is:

Q̇α + Qα

τα
= βαṠ, (3.35)
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where βα is a free-energy factor like the one used in (3.34). Then, a closed-form
solution of (3.35) is as follows.

Qα =
∫ t

0
βαexp

(
− t− s

τα

)
d

ds
S(s)ds, (3.36)

This assumes also that Qα|t=0 = 0. As (3.36) shows, this procedure offers a
crucial advantage. To determine the viscoelastic model, only the Ψ and Ψvol scalar
functions are necessary. To make it handy for numerical integration within the
FE analysis, the formula (3.35) should be rewritten in the form of an update
algorithm.

Firstly, the time period [0, t] is divided into k sub-periods such that ⋃kn=0 [tn, tn+1].
This assumes that deformation history, i.e., the measures Sn, Svoln , Qαn , Cn ,
on the previous time interval on 0 ≤ s ≤ tn, is known, and that the equilibrium
equations are satisfied. The task simplifies to the derivation of these measures in
the tn+1 moment. Attention is now focused on the time interval [tn, tn+1], and
the time-step ∆t = tn+1 − tn is defined. Taking into account that

exp
(
− tn+1

τα

)
= exp

(
− tn +∆t

τα

)
= exp(− tn

τα
)exp

(
−∆t
τα

)
,

(3.36) yields:

Qαn+1 = βα

∫ tn+1

0
exp

(
− tn+1 − s

τα

)
d

ds
S(s)ds =

= exp
(
−∆t
τα

)
βα

∫ tn

0
exp

(
− tn − s

τα

)
d

ds
S(s)ds+

+βα
∫ tn+1

tn
exp

(
− tn+1 − s

τα

)
d

ds
S(s)ds =

= exp
(
−∆t
τα

)
Qαn + βα

∫ tn+1

tn
exp

(
− tn+1 − s

τα

)
d

ds
S(s)ds,

(3.37)

which is an exact recursive formula for the current Qαn . The transition to a
discrete time step is:

d

ds
S(s) = lim

∆s→0

∆S(s)
∆s

= lim
∆s→0

Sn+1 − Sn
∆s

,

leading to the following expression.
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Qαn+1 = exp
(
−∆t
τα

)
Qαn + βα

∫ tn+1

tn
exp

(
− tn+1 − s

τα

) Sn+1 − Sn
∆t

ds. (3.38)

Applying the mid-point rule to this expression gives:

Qαn+1 = exp
(
−∆t
τα

)
Qαn + βαexp

(
− ∆t2τα

)(
Sn+1 − Sn

)
. (3.39)

The update formulas become:

Sn+1 =
[
Svol + S +

m∑
α=1

Qα

]
n+1

Svoln+1 = ∂Ψvol(Cn+1)
∂Jn+1

Jn+1C−1
n+1 ,

Sn+1 = 2
∑
k

∂Ψ(Cn+1)
∂Ik

∂Ik
∂Cn+1

,

Qαn+1 = βαexp(−∆t/2τα)Sn+1 +Hαn ,

Hαn = exp(−∆t/2τα)[ exp(ξ1α)Qαn − βαSn].

(3.40)

Remark 3. The sub-periods for the algorithm described in (3.38) are not neces-
sarily of equal duration.

3.1.3 The Mullins effect

During deformation, the material can change its elastic response. This was noted
in [42]. Up to now, there is no general agreement on the nature of the phenomenon.
However, the change in elastic response is commonly associated with material
damage after cyclic loading or other mechanical treatment.

There are two main approaches to modeling this phenomenon: phenomenological,
which uses damage parameters, and micromechanics-based modelings [24]. In
this work, the first approach has been taken. The so-called discontinuous damage
method [58] was chosen. The methodology was first introduced in [66], and
it offers several advantages, which include small parameter numbers and easy
compatibility with the above-described viscoelastic algorithms.

S = Svol + (1−D)S +
m∑
α=1

Qα, (3.41)
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where [1−D] is known as a reduction factor, and D is a scalar damage variable
that varies in range [0, 1]. Damage is governed by the maximum of equivalent
strain that has occurred during the loading process.

Θms = max
s∈[0,t]

√
2Ψ(s),

where s ∈ [0, t] with the initial condition Θs=0 = 0. Then, the damage condition
has the following form.

Φ(C(t), Θms ) =
√

2Ψ(t)−Θms 6 0.

The condition defines a surface Φ(C(t), Θms ) = 0, D is characterized by the
equation:

Ḋ =

hd(Θt, Θms )Θ̇t, if Φ = 0 and ∂Φ

∂C : Ċ > 0
0, otherwise

where ∂Φ

∂C is a normal to the surface in the strain space, hd(Θt, Θms ) is the
given function of the damage evolution, and Θt is the equivalent strain in the
current moment. Assuming that h(Θt, Θms ) is independent of Θms , one can set
hd(Θt) = Ḋ(Θt). We conclude the expression for the damage model in the form:

S = Svol + (1−D)S +
m∑
α=1

Qα, (3.42)

where

1−D = ω1 + (1− ω1)1− exp(−Θms /ω2)
Θms /ω2

, ω1 ∈ [0, 1], ω2 ∈ [0,∞), (3.43)

and where ω1 and ω2 are the model parameters.

3.2 Extension on an arbitrary cross section

When ANCF elements are used, for the calculation through the element, the
standard Gauss integration scheme is usually applied [51].
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∫
Ω
f (x, y) dΩ =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

f (xi, yj)wiwj , (3.44)

where Ω is the cross section of the beam, 2n − 1 is the polynomial exactness
degree of function f over one of the variables, and w is the so-called weight of
the point. That technique limits the possible cross-section shapes of beams to
simple rectangular or circular forms. To overcome this difficulty and extend the
application of the ANCF beam elements, where arbitrary cross sections can be
accounted for, this integration scheme should be substituted by another advanced
approach. For this aim, the method proposed in [70] was adopted for the arbitrary
cross-section description within the ANCF framework.

Ξ

Y

Z

ζ

η

-1

1

1-1

Pimi−1

Pi2
Vi+1Vi Si

∂Ω

Ω

zmaxzmin0

ymin

ymax

Figure 3.2. An arbitrary cross section in the initial and local coordinate systems

To introduce the approach, let us take a closed domain Ω as it is presented in
Fig. 3.2. The border of the domain is piece-wise and denoted as ∂Ω with border
points Vi.

Vi = (xi, yi), i = 1, .., α, (3.45)

∂Ω = [V1, V2] ∪ [V2, V3] ∪ ... ∪ [Vα, V1].
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Additionally, the lines [Vi, Vi+1] might have “control” points, Pi1 = Vi, Pi2, ..., Pimi =
Vi+1, or in the bi-normalized coordinates, P ξi1 = V ξ

i , ..., P
ξ
imi

= V ξ
i+1. Then, a

parametrization is used:

[ηij , ζij ] =

0,
mi−1∑
j=1
| P ξij+1 − P

ξ
ij |

 , j = 1, ...,mi − 1.

Each line [V ξ
i , V

ξ
i+1] is tracked by a spline curve Si(ps) = (Si1, Si2) degree of ϑi,

where ϑi ≤ mi − 1, and ps is a spline parametrization parameter. The cubature
formula with a 2n− 1 polynomial exactness degree over the Ω domain has the
following form

I2n−1 =
∑

ιΩ∈Λ2n−1

wιΩf(ηιΩ , ζιΩ ), (3.46)

where
Λ2n−1 = {ιΩ = (i, j, k, h) : 1 6 i 6 α, 1 6 j 6 mi − 1,

1 6 k 6 ni, 1 6 h 6 n},

and wιΩ , ηιΩ and ζιΩ are:

ηιΩ =
Si1(psijk)−Ξ

2 ιnh +
Si1(psijk) +Ξ

2 ,

ζιΩ = Si2(psijk),

wιΩ =
∆psij

4 wkniwhn(Si1(psijk)−Ξ)dSi2(ps)
dps

|ps=psijk ,

psijk =
∆psij

2 ιkni +
psij+1 + psij

2 , ∆psij = psij+1 − psij ,

ni =
{
nϑi + ϑi/2, ϑi is even,
nϑi + (ϑi + 1)/2, ϑi is odd.

Therefore, only ιkni , wkni and Ξ need be defined. Ξ is an arbitrary straight line
enclosed within Ω. See Fig. 3.2. The choice of Ξ does not have any influence. ιkni ,
wkni are the nodes and weights, respectively, of the Gauss–Legendre quadrature
formula of the exactness degree 2ni − 1 on [−1, 1].
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3.3 Contact problem formulation

For some computational mechanics problems, contact problems must be addressed.
In these cases, special computational techniques are used to calculate contact
quantities. In general, for beam-to-beam contact tasks, three different approaches
from a geometric perspective are taken: point-to-point, line-to-line, and surface-to-
surface contact. For point-to-point contact, a discrete contact force between the
two closest points of either surface is considered. Line-to-line contact considers
the contact forces as distributed along a line. For surface-to-surface contact, the
contact forces are distributed across an area.

This work concerns only surface-to-surface formulation, which can describe contact
between bodies with unconventional forms. This is an important capability for
tendon modeling. To better understand, two contacting beams (denoted as A
and B) can be described in the terms of the distances between the two closest
position vector fields rA and rB. Assuming there is no penetration along the
contact surface, all contact must occur on the surface of each body. The distance
between points can be formulated as follows.

df =
∥∥∥rA − rB∥∥∥, (3.47)

The non-penetration condition is defined via the so-called gap function.

g(ξA, ξB, ηA, ηB, ζA, ζB) =
∥∥∥rA(ξA)η,ζ=0 − rBc (ξBc )η,ζ=0

∥∥∥
−
(∥∥∥rA(ξA, ηA, ζA)− rA(ξA)η,ζ=0

∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥rBc (ξBc , ηBc , ζBc )− rB(ξBc )η,ζ=0

∥∥∥)
(3.48a)

with
g(ξA, ξB, ηA, ηB, ζA, ζB) ≥ 0, (3.48b)

where the subscript c denotes the closest projection of the beam A point onto the
beam B, and rBc (ξBc )η,ζ=0 is the projection of the point rBc

(
ξBc , ζ

B
c

)
on the beam

centerline. Then the variation reads as follows.

δΠcon = pn

∫
Ω
gδg dΩ, (3.49)

where Ω is the integration domain, i.e., the contact patch to be constrained on
the contacting surface of A and B beams, and pn is the penalty parameter. The
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weak form of contact energy (3.49) can be expressed in discretized form as follows.

δΠcon = −δuTApn
ni∑
i=1

nj∑
j=1

nk∑
k=1

g
(
ξAi , η

A
j , ζ

A
k

)
NT
Anijkwiwjwk

+ δuTBpn

ni∑
i=1

nj∑
j=1

nk∑
k=1

g
(
ξBc , η

B
c , ζ

B
c

)
NT
Bnijkwiwjwk,

(3.50)

with the following accepted simplifications:

nijk = n
(
ξBc (ξAi ), ηBc (ξAi , ηAj , ζAk ), ηBc (ξAi , ηAj , ζAk )

)
,

NT
A = NT (ξAi , ηAj , ζAk ) and NT

B = NT (ξBc (ξAi ), ηBc (ξAi , ηAj , ζAk ), ζBc (ξAi , ηAj , ζAk )
)
.

In (3.50), ni is the number of Gauss points in the A beam in the ξ direction, wi
are the weights of the corresponding Gauss points, ηk and ζk are the Gauss point
coordinates along the η and ζ directions. ξB, ηBc and ζBc are the parameters of
the closest projected point ξAj , ηAk and ζAk on B. The vector n is a normal to
the element surface of the B beam oriented towards the element surface of the A
beam.

3.4 Verification against for experiments and analytical solutions

This section derives analytical solutions for the elongation of beams from hypere-
lastic incompressible material models with simple rectangular and circular, and
arbitrary cross sections. Additionally, it is assumed that the structures have no
holes or other imperfections. The volumes of the beams in the initial configurations
will be denoted as V .

3.4.1 Analytical solutions for beams with simple cross sections

The total volumes in the cases of beams with circular and rectangular cross
sections cross sections in the initial configuration can be expressed:

Vcyl = πLR2, Vrec = HWL, (3.51)

where, in both formulas, L is the length (in the longitudinal direction, correspond-
ing with x) of the beam-like structure. In the left (3.51), R is the radius of the
circular cylinder cross section. H and W in the right equation are the height
and the width of the beam (in the transverse directions), respectively. After the
application of load F , the biggest dimension L changes in λ1 times. The beam
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Figure 3.3. Tensile loading case for beams with the rectangular cross sections

is considered incompressible, so the volume does not change. Then r = R√
λ1
,

w = W√
λ1

and h = H√
λ1
, where r, h, and w are the dimensions in the actual

configuration. According to [30], the Cauchy stress tensor for incompressible
solids is:

T = −vI + 2F ·
(
∂Ψ

∂C

)
· FT , (3.52)

where Ψ is the potential density function (3.5), and v is a function of hydrostatic
stress, which is not determined. C = FT ·F and B = F ·FT are, respectively, the
right and left Cauchy-Green tensors before multiplicative decomposition. Based
on the assumption of (3.5), (3.52) can be rewritten as [30]:

T = −vI+2 ∂Ψ
∂I1

B+2 ∂Ψ
∂I2

(I1B−B2)+2 ∂Ψ
∂I4

a⊗a+2 ∂Ψ
∂I5

(a⊗Ba+aB⊗a). (3.53)

v is not established directly from the deformation, but it can be obtained from
the boundary conditions. The stress tensor components in y, z directions for a
rectangular beam or the cylindrical axes for a cylindrical beam, when a0 = 0 or
a0 = [1, 0, 0]T , are zero. In that case, the expression for the deformation gradient
tensor F is:
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F =

λ1 0 0
0 1√

λ1
0

0 0 1√
λ1

 .
From this condition, the form of v can be derived and then substituted into Txx.
The final expression for tensile force can be written as:

Frec =
∫ h

0

∫ w

0
Txxdydz =

∫ H

0

∫ W

0
Pxxdydz = PxxHW, (3.54)

or

Fcyl = 2π
∫ r

0
Txxrdr = PxxπR

2. (3.55)

where Pxx is a component of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, P = T · F−T .
The λ1, as a part of the deformation gradient tensor, is included in the expressions
of the stress tensors T and P. Then, after obtaining λ1 from (3.54) or (3.55), the
results for the displacements along the axis x will take the following form.

ux = (λ1 − 1)L. (3.56)

3.4.2 Analytical solutions for beams with arbitrary cross sections

The analytical solutions for beams with arbitrary cross section are not as straight-
forward as those of Section 3.4.1. To address these, we will rely on the approach
derived in Section 3.2. Then, combining formulas (3.54) and (3.46), the final
analytical solution takes the following form.

F =
∑

ιΩ∈Λ2n−1

wιΩPxx(ηιΩ , ζιΩ ). (3.57)
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Chapter 4
Element modifications and microstructure

influence inclusion

The Finite Element method (FEM) is a great tool for solving engineering tasks,
however, in a number of known cases, it has performed poorly. There are many
reasons for this, and two of these are considered in this study. The first is locking
phenomena, several illustrative examples of which were discussed in Section
1.3. The second reason is that FEM uses continuum theories, which cannot
describe certain mechanical effects. This research offers approaches to resolve
these difficulties within the ANCF kinematic description. Since not all locking
alleviation methods are suitable for incompressible hyperelastic material models,
for better consistency, they will be applied to the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material
model. This model will be used in the enhanced material description as well.
Moreover, only straight beams with rectangular cross sections have been considered
here.

4.1 Locking alleviation methods

Several approaches can be taken to cure locking phenomena within ANCF
beam elements. The first is to enrich the polynomial basis with higher-order
polynomials and use the components of higher-order gradients as additional
nodal coordinates. However, that solution increases computational burden and,
gives inflated results for elongation problems for some elements because of the
convex form of the deformed cross sections. Another approach is to apply locking
alleviation techniques. So far, several methods have been proposed within the
community: the Enhanced Continuum Mechanics formulation (ECM) [18], the
Strain Split Method (SSM) [57], and the Enhanced Deformation Gradient approach
[59], the Enhanced Assumed Strain (EAS) method [67].

55
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4.1.1 Standard continuum-based method

To describe the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material model and make the comparison
between methods easier to understand, some of the relations from Section 3.1
should be rewritten. That description would be called the “Standard continuum-
based method”. The expression for the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is as
follows.

S = λItr(E) + 2µE, (4.1)

where λ and µ are Lamé elastic coefficients, which relate to Young’s modulus E
and Poisson’s coefficient ν as follows.

λ = Eν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) , µ = E

2(1 + ν) .

Then, the expression (2.10) can also be represented via Voigt notation, where
stresses and strains have the following vector forms.

σV = [Sxx Syy Szz 2Syz 2Sxz 2Sxy],

εV = [Exx Eyy Ezz 2Eyz 2Exz 2Exy],

and the stress-strain relation (4.1) are:

σV = DεV , (4.2)

the elasticity matrix D is:

D =



λ+ 2µ λ λ 0 0 0
λ λ+ 2µ λ 0 0 0
λ λ λ+ 2µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µks2 0
0 0 0 0 0 µks3


, (4.3)

with shear correction factors ks2 , ks3 . Then, the expression (2.10) is as follows.

δΠint = 1
2

(∫
V
εTVDεV dV

)
δq. (4.4)
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Recalling that the element is isoparametric and that Jξ = det(∂r0
∂ξ ) is the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix providing the transformation between the
physical and local coordinate system:

δΠint = 1
2

(∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
εTVDεV Jξdξdηdζ

)
δq. (4.5)

4.1.2 Enhanced Continuum Method – ECM

The idea of the ECM approach lies in the concept of reduced integration: the
elasticity matrix is divided into one part presenting Poisson coupling between the
normal strains and one part representing thickness deformation [45].

D = D0 + Dv, (4.6)

where Dv is responsible for the Poisson effect only.

Dv =



λ2

λ+µ λ λ 0 0 0
λ λ2

λ+µ λ 0 0 0
λ λ λ2

λ+µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


, (4.7)

and D0 is

D0 = diag (E,E,E, µ, µks2 , µks3) . (4.8)

The strain energy variation can be written as follows.

δΠint = 1
2

(∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
εTVD0εV Jξdξdηdζ +HW

∫ 1

−1
εTVDvεV Jξ dξ

)
δq, (4.9)

4.1.3 Strain Split Method – SSM

The strain split method is similar to the ECM. However, unlike in the ECM,
different strain matrices are used for different parts. The gradient deformation
tensor (2.6) should be separated as follows.

F = Fc + Fk, (4.10)
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where

Fc =
[
∂r |η,ζ=0
∂ξ

∂r
∂η

∂r
∂ζ

]
·
(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1
, (4.11)

and

Fk =
[
Hη

2
∂2r
∂η∂ξ

+ Wζ

2
∂2r
∂ζ∂ξ

0 0
]
·
(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1
. (4.12)

Then, with the help of (4.11) and (4.12), Green–Lagrange strain can be written
as

ESSM = Ec + Ek, (4.13)

where

Ec = 1
2
(
FcT · Fc − I

)
, (4.14)

Ek = 1
2
(
FcT · Fk + FkT · Fc + FkT · Fk

)
. (4.15)

Using Voigt notation, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress can be defined as follows.

SSSM = DεcV + D0εkV , (4.16)

where

εcV = [Ec11 E
c
22 E

c
33 2Ec23 2Ec13 2Ec12],

εkV = [Ek11 E
k
22 E

k
33 2Ek23 2Ek13 2Ek12].

Finally, the expression for the virtual work of elastic force takes the form

δΠint =
∫
V
SSSM : ∂E

SSM

∂q dV δq, (4.17)
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4.1.4 Enhanced Assumed Strain Method – EAS

The main limitation of the mentioned approaches is their applicability to only
the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material model, which significantly limits their usage.
The following methods are suitable for all material models. The EAS approach
was first proposed by [67]. The basic idea was to enrich the element strain field
to improve element performance. The enhanced strain field can be written in the
following form.

E = ECom + EEnh,

where ECom is the compatible strain field obtained from (2.11) and EEnh is the
enhanced strain field. The enhanced strain field should be L2 orthogonal to the
stress, i.e., the following condition must be applied to remove the independent
stress.

∫
V
S : EEnhdV = 0.

α is a vector of additional enhanced strain variables, EEnh is assumed.

EEnh = Mm(ξ)α, (4.18)

where Mm is a shape function matrix. Mm can have various forms. One possible
example is:

EEnh = Mmα =

0 0 0
0 ηα1 0
0 0 ζα2

 . (4.19)

It gives the following system.

δΠint =
∫
V S : ∂E

∂q dV δq,∫
V S : ∂E

∂αdV δα = 0.
(4.20)

4.1.5 Enhanced Deformation Gradient Method – EDG

The enhanced deformation gradient method is similar to the EAS. The difference
is that the enhanced field is added through the enrichment of the deformation
gradient F, which can be written in a form similar to that of the EAS.
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F = FCom + FEnh,

where FCom is the compatible part of the deformation gradient obtained in (2.6).
The form of FEnh can vary. One particular example is:

FEnh = F0

0 0 0
0 ηα1 0
0 0 ζα2

 , (4.21)

Another, with 4 variables, could be as follows.

FEnh = F0

0 0 0
0 ηα1 ζα3
0 ηα4 ζα2

 . (4.22)

This results in the following system:

δΠint =
∫
V S : ∂E

∂q dV δq,∫
V S : ∂E

∂αdV δα = 0.
(4.23)

4.2 Micropolar media description

The difference between the classical (Cauchy) theory described above and the
micropolar theory is that the micropolar theory considers the local rotations of
material particles. In classical mechanics, however, a material particle only has
a position. Its orientation does not play a role. To present these rotations, the
angle of rotation as pseudovector θ should be defined. Without loss, it can be
assumed that in the initial configuration, the microrotation pseudovector is a zero
vector. Then, the orthogonal micro-rotation tensor has the following form

R = exp(Ωθ) =
(
I + sin θ

θ
Ωθ + 1− cos θ

θ2 ΩθΩθ

)
, det R = 1, (4.24)

whereΩθ is the skew-symmetric tensor corresponding to θ, which has the following
representation in the indicial form Ωθij = −εijkθk, θ is the magnitude of θ, θk is
a component of θ, and εijk are components of the third-order Levi-Civita tensor
ε. Then, the following deformation measures are defined:

U = FT ·R, where F = R ·UT . (4.25)
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The wryness or microcurvature tensor Γ has the following form.

Γ = −1
2ε : (RT · ∇R). (4.26)

Then, using formula (4.25), the material strain tensor can be defined.

H = U− I. (4.27)

In linear deformation cases, the material strain and wryness tensors can be reduced
to ε and κ, respectively, which have the following forms.

H ≈ ε = ∇uTh +Ωθ

Γ ≈ κ = ∇θ. (4.28)

The strain tensors are not symmetrical. As mentioned above, a linear isotropic
micropolar solid would be considered here, where the relations between stress t
and couple stress m tensors and the material strain and wryness tensors are:

t = λmtr(H)I + (µm + km)H + µmHT ,
m = αmtr(Γ )I + βmΓ + γmΓ

T .
(4.29)

From the balance equations of linear momentum and the moment of momentum,
the equilibrium equations can be obtained in the following form.

∇ · t + f = 0,
∇ ·m + ε : m + c = 0,

(4.30)

where f and c are external body forces and couples. To combine the developed
continuum description with ANCF beam elements, several formulas from Section
2.1 must be adjusted. These adjustments will be made in the example of the
three-node higher-order ANCF beam element called 3363 [8]. The whole shape
function matrix then takes the following form.

Nm(ξ, η, ζ) =
[
N1Ĩ N2Ĩ N3Ĩ ... N18Ĩ

]
, (4.31)

where Ĩ is an 6× 6 identity matrix, and the shape functions are:
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N1 = 1
2ξ(ξ − 1) N2 = 1

4Hξη(ξ − 1) N3 = 1
4Wξζ(ξ − 1)

N4 = 1
8WHξηζ(ξ − 1) N5 = 1

16H
2ξη2(ξ − 1) N6 = 1

16W
2ξζ2(ξ − 1)

N7 = 1− ξ2 N8 = 1
2Hη(1− ξ2) N9 = 1

2Wζ(1− ξ2)

N10 = 1
4WHηζ(1− ξ2) N11 = 1

8H
2η2(1− ξ2) N12 = 1

8H
2ζ2(1− ξ2)

N13 = 1
2ξ(ξ + 1) N14 = 1

4Hξη(ξ + 1) N15 = 1
4Wξζ(ξ + 1)

N16 = 1
8WHξηζ(ξ + 1) N17 = 1

16W
2ξη2(ξ + 1) N18 = 1

16W
2ξζ2(ξ + 1).

Assuming that the i-th node has the following set of the nodal coordinate qi.

qi =
[
r(i)T r(i)T

,y r(i)T
,z , r(i)T

,yy r(i)T
,yz , r(i)T

,zz ,θ
(i)T θ(i)T

,y θ(i)T
,z θ(i)T

,yy θ(i)T
,yz θ(i)T

,zz

]T
,

(4.32)

Figure 4.1. Illustration of the nodal coordinates for the proposed three-node ANCF
Cosserat beam element

An approximation can be expressed in the form:

[rT ,θT ]T = Nm (ξ, η, ζ) q. (4.33)
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With (4.33), the expressions for (2.6) and (4.24) can be updated to the forms:

F = ∂r
∂r0

= ∂r
∂ξ
·
(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1
= I + ∂uh

∂ξ
·
(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1
,

R =R(θ(ξ)).
(4.34)

The internal virtual work Πint is given as follows.

δΠint =
∫
V

(
t : ∂H

∂q + m : ∂Γ
T

∂q

)
dV δq. (4.35)
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Chapter 5
Summary of the findings

The results of beam element implementations based on the absolute nodal coordi-
nate formulation adapted to the Achilles sub-tendon modeling are summarized in
this work. The primary objective was to extend the application of ANCF elements
to biomechanical tasks by considering the number of hyperelastic materials and
time- and loading-dependent physical properties and by proposing a new way of
constructing cross-section description. Methods for curing problems associated
with the ANCF elements are also considered, and description is extended to include
the influence of material microstructure on the advanced continuum description.

Extending the application of ANCF elements is the subject of Publication I,
which considers up to five different material models. This publication also
demonstrates comprehensive analyses of the performance of ANCF elements
compared to commercial software and a numerical reproduction of Treloar’s rubber
experiments. Viscoelastic and damage models are implemented into various ANCF
beam elements in Publication II, which then assess their performance via several
validation procedures including relaxation, creep, cycling loading, and objectivity
testing. After the comparison of convergence rates of the various elements, the
gradient deficient beam element was chosen to reproduce the experiments on
the elongation of the Achilles tendon of rats. Publication III, a review paper,
summarizes the methods to avoid Poisson’s locking phenomenon within ANCF
elements. In the work, various numerical experiments are performed to assess
accuracy and efficiency with respect to curing locking problems. Publication IV
presents a way to develop a size-dependent 3D continuum beam element with
microstructure influence based on the absolute nodal coordinate formulation.
Publication V offers a thorough presentation of an algorithm for an arbitrary
beam cross-section description and checks its effectiveness using multiple examples.
Publication VI concerns contact beam-to-beam tasks, concentrating on bodies with

65
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unconventional cross sections. A surface-to-surface algorithm is given where beams
are described using the approach presented in Publication V. The information
provided by Publication VI makes it possible to approximate the future tendon
model as a multi-beam-assembled structure.

This chapter illustrates the robustness and computational effectiveness of beams
based on the developed formulation in a variety of nonlinear problems, including
non-linear large deformations.

5.1 Publication I

Publication I concerns the implementation of various material models within the
framework of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation. The gradient deficient
beam element was chosen for the numerical experiments. However, this element
suffers from different locking phenomena in comparison to other ANCF elements.
The primary motivation of the study was to analyze straight beams subjected to
uniaxial tensile loads. Therefore, the problems of ANCF elements associated with
bending can be now neglected, and the choice of the gradient deficient element
is reasonable, which makes it possible to reduce computational costs due to the
minimum number of slopes and degrees of freedom.

Nearly incompressible materials have been modeled using the ANCF, but the
types of the material models considered were simple isotropic material models
and therefore quite limited. For example, in [56] only one-constant Neo-Hookean
and two-constant Mooney-Rivlin models were considered. In Publication I, five
material models are considered including the above-mentioned models and also
the five-constant Mooney-Rivlin model alongside an anisotropic, so-called GOH,
material model. The anisotropic model also includes different variations in the
number and dispersion of family fibers.

Several numerical results demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
element in the uniaxial loading tests. For the references, analytic derivations
presented in Section 3.4.1 and solutions based on commercial software ANSYS with
the help of solid finite elements are used. The solutions based on the absolute nodal
coordinate formulation for all material models provide accurate results, which are
closer to analytical ones than those obtained by ANSYS-based models. Moreover,
the ANCF-based model demonstrates a higher convergence speed, which leads to
the idea to use it in optimization tasks. The chosen example is the classical rubber
experimental data presented by Treloar in [72]. However, not all experimental
data, which are presented up to 750% of the initial sample deformation, can be
used. The reason is that the Neo-Hookean and two-parameters Mooney-Rivlin
models have the limitation of appropriate deformation representation [46, 71]. In
the example of the Mooney-Rivlin material model, the difference between two
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sets of constants widely used in the literature and obtained during optimization
techniques is demonstrated (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. Experimental, analytical, ANCF and ANSYS stress–strain relation in
tension up to 300% strain considering two-constant Mooney-Rivlin material

Another result demonstrated in Publication I, shown in Fig. 5.2, was the influence
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of the dispersion parameter on the role played by deformation. The variation of
the parameter κ was in its whole range [0, 1

3 ], where one preferable direction along
the biggest beam dimension was considered.
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Figure 5.2. Deformation dependency of rectangular beam with one family fiber a0 =
[1, 0, 0]T from parameter κ

5.2 Publication II

Publication II expands various material features within ANCF beam elements.
The Mullins effect and viscoelastic features are important for approximating
soft biological tissues. Moreover, within ANCF models, viscoelasticity had been
considered before, for example, in [20], which presented the general Kelvin–Voigt
model. However, as the authors themselves pointed out, their model based on
the Navier–Stokes constitutive equations is widely used for fluids and not for the
damping of solids. The reliability of the model given in Publication II was checked
on the experimental data set obtained in the work [11].

Publication II dealt with the anisotropic one-family κ model as a basis and
added the viscoelastic feature and the Mullins effect. Considering optimization
tasks with possibly a significant number of parameters, the material softening
effect was described via a discontinuous damage model [66], because it offers a
simple and highly adaptive approach for FE analysis, in contrast to others such
as those presented in [7, 58]. Publication II have considered only quasistatic
elongation cases for several ANCF beam elements, including gradient deficient,
fully parametrized, and higher-ordered types. Based on the comparison of their
convergence rates presented in Fig. 5.3, it was concluded that the gradient deficient
element, used previously in Publication I, is the best choice.
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element

Several numerical experiments were carried out where all features were considered
separately to validate the newly developed element. To represent creep defor-
mation, the beam was subjected to elongation. During this deformation, the
beam reached a strain close to the pure elastic solution. And then, after the load
was removed and within the same period, it returned to its unloaded state. To
demonstrate the relaxation phenomenon, the beam elongation after some uniaxial
extension was fixed, and the inner stresses of the beam should exponentially
decrease. These features are presented in Fig. 5.4.
To demonstrate the Mullins effect, the element with only elastic features and the
included discontinuous model was considered. The softening phenomenon was
revealed via multiple cycles of loading and unloading. In the first cycle, some
loading was applied and then completely unloaded. This demonstrated, that the
deformation curves were different. In the second cycle, the applied force was
increased by 150%, and then the sample was again returned to the completely
unloaded state. After that, the applied force was again increased by 200% in
comparison to the first loading.
Fig. 5.5 shows that the dependence of response on previously applied loads and
unloading and loading follow different paths. And the next loading repeats the
path of the previous unloading phase.
The last test was to ensure that the developed element correctly described the
superimposed rigid body movements. It was the called “objectivity” test, which
is based on the work reported in [19, 37], developed by the authors to assess
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Figure 5.4. Load-displacement viscoelastic behavior of the ANCF beam element
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Figure 5.5. Softening behavior of the ANCF-based beam model

viscoelastic element performance where beam deformation was considered with
imposed rigid rotation. To this end, the straight beam with a fixed end was
subjected to force applied at the other end together with the rigid rotation of the
whole beam. See Fig. 5.6.
The objectivity of the elements was checked by monitoring the deformation of
the beam at each time step with different angles. The finite element passes the
objectivity test when all named characteristics for any time moment do not depend
on the angle.
After the above-mentioned tests were passed, the developed element was applied
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to the tensile testing of rat tendons described in [11]. For simplicity, the tendons
were assumed to be circular, with the constant cross section along their lengths.
During the experiments, 9 data sets were obtained with 12 loading and unloading
cycles for each. In the work, all these data were averaged, and only the first three
and the last three cycles were considered (see Fig. 5.7) in accordance with the
procedure presented in [34].
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Figure 5.7. Experimental loading protocols for all 9 tendons

Then, Publication II followed the next optimization protocol: the experimental
forces for the first load cycle and uploading part of the second cycle were used as
boundary conditions. Next, the optimization MATLAB® function ’fminsearch’
[40] was used to find parameters with the minimum of the function of the root-
mean-square error:

minf =

√∑n
j=1(Fmodel − Fexp)2

n
. (5.1)

Finally, the optimized results were assessed by calculating the root-mean-square
error (RMS) between the displacement of the model and the experiments applying
forces from the average data set:

RMS =

√∑n
j=1(umodel − uexp)2

n
. (5.2)
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As a result, after the optimization procedure, the number of constants was obtained
with the relatively low root-mean-square error for the viscoelastic and viscoelastic
with Mullins effect models. The results of the optimization can be observed in
Figs 5.8 and 5.9.
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Figure 5.8. Viscoelastic model
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Figure 5.9. Viscoelastic with the Mullins effect model
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5.3 Publication III

Since ANCF elements, in general, suffer from locking problems, and deformations
can result in incorrect results, techniques have been developed to address these
issues. Many of the known aimed at alleviating Poisson’s locking within continuum-
based ANCF beam elements were summarized in Publication III. Additionally,
a relatively new method first given in [59], called the Enhanced Deformation
Gradient method, was adopted for ANCF use and verified in this study. In total,
the work considered four different curing methods: the Enhanced Assumed Strain
(EAS) [67], the Enhanced Continuum Mechanics formulation (ECM) [18], the
Strain Split Method (SSM) [57], and the Enhanced Deformation Gradient method
(EDG). The usability of all these methods was demonstrated for the gradient
deficient, fully parameterized, and higher-order continuum-based ANCF beam
elements.
After consideration of numerous benchmark tasks, where all possible combinations
of elements and locking alleviation techniques, including original elements versions,
were investigated and compared. No universal modification was discovered that
performed better than the others in all numerical experiments.
Among the considered modifications, it was also found, that the locking problem
can be fully alleviated for only the higher-order element and with only the ECM
and EDG-4 approaches. Unfortunately, the ECM approach has strong a limitation
related to material application and can only be successfully applied with the Saint
Venant–Kirchhoff model. To use locking alleviation methods with other materials,
those considered in Publication I for example, the EDG approach should be
used. An additional comparison of EDG modification with the element denoted
3363 showed that the EDG modified element provides better results with the
requirement of fewer DOFs. Therefore, this modification can be interesting for
further practical applications.

5.4 Publication IV

During the experiments on some biological samples, it was revealed that microstruc-
ture has an influence on deformation and that results might differ significantly from
those predicted theoretically [38]. To describe this influence and bring theoretical
results closer to experimental ones, extended theories must be used. Micropolar
(also known as Cosserat) elasticity theory is an example. In Publication IV, an
attempt was made to apply such a theory alongside the ANCF beam element.
It was the first attempt to implement micropolar media in a continuum beam
formulation.
Several numerical tests to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
element development for bending and torsion deformation cases were performed
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Figure 5.10. The influence of the size element dependency on displacements within
linear micropolar theory

and compared with existing known solutions. The solutions based on the absolute
nodal coordinate formulation provided accurate results. In bending cases, the
solutions obtained with the ANCF element were closer to the analytical solutions
than those obtained from known 3D solid elements. Moreover, the ANCF-based
model demonstrates higher convergence speed. See Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.11. Illustration of the differences in non-linear behavior for the cantilever
bending problem within the Cauchy and Cosserat theories

The convergence speed of the ANCF-based model suggested using the element in
the non-linear deformation range, which is usually bypassed because of the high
computational costs to demonstrate the significant differences between classical
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and the Cosserat theories. See Fig. 5.11.

(a) sk = 0.1

(b) sk = 0.15

(c) sk = 0.2

Figure 5.12. The von Mises-like couple stress distributions with different size-coefficient
k under bending load Fy = 500 · sk, L = 0.03 · sk m, H = 0.01 · sk m, W = 0.002 · sk m

A comparison of the couple stresses with the yield criteria similar to von Mises
showed that the couple stress is mostly concentrated at the fixed edge, with a
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decreasing tendency as the size coefficient increases. See Fig. 5.12.

The presented results demonstrated the importance of including micropolar
theory in the cases where the relative samples of the bigger body are considered.
Additionally, they showed a range in deformation-applied force dependency when
the non-linearity of the micropolar theory must be considered.

5.5 Publication V

In comparison to Publications I and II, where efforts were directed at correctly
representing material features, Publication V is more concerned with the exact
geometry of the object. Focusing on this point has substantial grounds. Reference
[21] concluded that pre-twist can optimize rupture load and stress distributions.
Reference [23] showed that tendon cross-sectional geometry is an important
determinant of injury risk. The main obstacle to using the ANCF-based elements
here was that despite existing efforts to introduce them to solve various problems,
their applications had solely been limited to beams with simple cylindrical and
parallelepiped cross sections [8, 44, 55]. In some recent works, such [25, 26],
a subdomain integration method was introduced to capture the local surface
geometry. However, this integration method, in the case of complex shapes,
requires the division of the body into a significant number of subdomains, and
each of the subdomains must use different integration methods, which makes for
a cumbersome procedure.

Publication V applied the integration scheme based on Green’s integral formula
presented in [69, 70] to the ANCF. The adaptation was verified via some simple
examples, considered in Publication I, including the comparison with analytical
solutions, standard integration schemes, and commercial software solutions for
two different nearly incompressible material models: the Neo-Hookean and the
GOH. Additionally, cases of pre-twisted constructions were considered. See Fig.
5.13.

After validating, it was used to describe human sub-tendons. According to [13],
there are three different types of Achilles tendons. Publication V considered two of
the most common: Type I and Type II. The cross sections for the approximation
were taken from [9]. See Figs. 5.14, 5.15.

The only assumption related to the geometrical sub-tendon approximation was
that the sub-tendons had constant cross-sectional areas along their lengths. The
final forms of the sub-tendons are presented in Fig. 5.16.

To summarize, the results presented in Publication V revealed that the developed
integration scheme is a reliable tool that performed well in all numerical tests,
which were verified analytically and numerically using commercial FE software
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Figure 5.13. Pre-twisted beam in the initial configuration
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Figure 5.14. The sub-tendon representation for the Type I tendon

and an in-house algorithm for the ANCF beam elements with standard integration
scheme. Furthermore, the computational advantage was also demonstrated for the
beams with a complicated cross section in terms of the convergence rate against
commercial software.

5.6 Publication VI

A tendon is a composite structure where parts might have different physical
parameters [75]. Therefore, with the help of beam-type finite elements, several
bodies must be included in the model, each representing every sub-tendon. That
is not possible without the algorithm describing the contact interactions between
these parts. In Publication VI, the technique for beam-to-beam contact problems
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Figure 5.15. The sub-tendon representation for the Type II tendon

(a) Pre-twisted sub-tendon Type I (b) Pre-twisted sub-tendon Type II

Figure 5.16. The sub-tendon representations

was adopted for beams with arbitrary cross-sections obtained with the approach
presented in Publication V. The contact method description was developed in the
case of slender continua with arbitrary cross-sectional geometry in the framework
of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation and general presentation given in
Fig 5.17.

Five different numerical examples were provided that embraced internal and
external contact scenarios. Moreover, the proposed formulation can model difficult
contact scenarios such as a curve-to-curve contact, e.g., contact between spiral
patches in beams with non-conformal cross sections that wrap around each other.
See Fig. 5.18.

To summarize, The numerical results reported in Publication VI demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for contact problems that considered
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Figure 5.17. General contact problem

Figure 5.18. curve-to-curve contact

various configurations, such as coupled large deformation modes within the contact,
contact between beams with sharp edges, and, where an arbitrary curve-to-curve
contact occurs.



Chapter 6
Conclusions

The motivation for the work was to introduce continuum-based beam finite
elements based on the absolute nodal coordinate formulation for biological soft
tissue analysis. Because of their strict limitations, beam elements are not usually
used for soft tissue analysis. Instead, solid elements are the common choice, even
for beam-type structures, though using solid elements is computationally intensive.
The continuum-based ANCF elements resemble solid elements in their ability
to describe large deformations and couple them with changes in cross sections.
At the same time, they use parametrization along mid-lines like conventional
beam elements do, which helps to reduce the number of DOFs during description
procedures. Another reason for the involvement of the continuum-based ANCF
element in discretization was that all known material laws can be employed in
the material description.
This thesis proposes the application of a gradient deficient continuum-based beam
ANCF element to approximate the Achilles sub-tendons. Publications I and II
clearly show that the ANCF element formulation is suitable for the FE numerical
analysis of soft tissues. In Publication V, the relatively new integration method,
based on Green’s integration formula, is introduced to extend the usability for the
ANCF element on arbitrary cross sections. The combination of the approaches
presented in the aforementioned publications makes it possible to describe the
exact geometrical forms of the objects of interest and their essential physical
features in a computationally efficient model. This statement can be proved
by comparing results obtained with independent solutions based on commercial
software. The results verified that the ANCF-based models agree well with solid-
element-based models, provide accuracy compared to analytical solutions, and
demonstrate higher convergence speed.
Publication VI presents the next step towards approximating complicated compos-
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ite structures. The approach taken to solve contact beam tasks was checked for
various scenarios. In parallel with adopting the ANCF elements for biomechanical
tasks, other problems were also addressed and reported in Publications III and
IV. In Publication III, Poisson’s locking problem, a common problem associated
with the ANCF elements, was considered. The work reported by Publication IV
extends the ANCF beam elements for the advanced continuum model, namely,
the micropolar model. This made it possible to derive a size-dependent continuum
beam element able to address the influence of microstructure.
The Publication I general goal is to demonstrate that static elongation tests
of rectangular beams based on ANCF continuum-based beam elements from
hyperelastic material can provide accurate results. For validation purposes,
five hyperelastic free energy functions were considered. The results show that
the gradient deficient ANCF beam element provides good approximations and
demonstrates a computational advantage in terms of used degrees of freedom.
Publication II explores the modeling of viscoelastic features and the parameter-
based damage model of repetitive loading within the ANCF framework. The
successful implementation of these properties demonstrates computational effi-
ciency against the same models constructed from solid elements. To repeat the
experimental results presented in [11], the developed element was applied to model
the Achilles tendons of rats. Based on several numerical experiments, the number
of constants for the tissue characterization is presented. The model yielded less
than a 1% difference compared to experimental data.
In Publication III, all known locking alleviation methods for continuum-based
ANCF beam elements are gathered and combined with all types of ANCF elements.
These combinations are verified in various benchmark tests against reference
solutions, commercial software, and the locking-free but computationally heavier
ANCF beam elements. The result is that there is no universal solution, but some
approaches in certain situations can completely cure Poisson’s locking.
Publication IV presents the size-dependent ANCF beam element. Using the
advanced material description made it possible to incorporate this dependency.
Comparison to analytical solutions within the Cosserat continuum model and
models based on already existing 3D micropolar solid elements and the element
developed in Publication IV shows good correlation, with a faster convergence
rate for the ANCF beam element. Moreover, the element can work in a non-linear
deformation regime, thereby accounting fully for differences between the two
media descriptions.
The cross-section forms of continuum-based ANCF beam elements have been
solely limited to simple rectangular and circular geometries, which limits their
area of application. In the work reported by Publication V, a step is taken towards
overcoming this difficulty by describing a non-standard Achilles sub-tendon cross
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section. The numerical integration scheme via Green’s integral formula for a three-
node quadratic continuum-based ANCF beam element is used for this purpose.
In the work, the developed scheme with the ANCF element is verified analytically
and numerically supported by several numerical experiments for straight and pre-
twisted samples. The results suggest the method is a reliable tool. Additionally,
the application area of the developed approach is not limited by biomechanics
and can be used in other fields where the arbitrary cross section of beam-like
structures must be considered.

Publication VI provides a surface-to-surface contact description in the context
of beam-to-beam contact problems. That kind of description is necessary to
consider the composition of several beams with non-standard cross sections. Other
approaches, such as the point-to-point approach, are not able to guarantee the
exactness and uniqueness of the closest point projection. Therefore, the developed
scheme is a necessary link for future detailed tendon models. The effectiveness of
the proposed method was checked with numerous examples of contact scenarios
and several material models.

Continuum-based beam elements based on the absolute nodal coordinate formula-
tion show promise for the analysis of biological soft tissues. They can successfully
approximate some parts of the human body with high accuracy. Moreover, because
they make it possible to describe any arbitrary cross section and make use of
various elasticity theories, the engineering areas where they can be implemented
might be significantly extended.
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Abstract This paper introduces an implementation of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF)
that can be used to model fibrous soft tissue in cases of three-dimensional elasticity. It is validated against
results from existing incompressible material models. The numerical results for large deformations based on
this new ANCF element are compared to results from analytical and commercial software solutions, and the
relevance of the implementation to the modeling of biological tissues is discussed. Also considered is how
these results relate to the classical results seen in Treloar’s rubber experiments. All the models investigated
are considered from both elastic and static points of view. For isotropic cases, neo-Hookean and Mooney–
Rivlin models are examined. For the anisotropic case, the Gasser–Ogden–Holzapfel model, including a fiber
dispersion variation, is considered. The results produced by the subject ANCF models agreed with results
obtained from the commercial software. For the isotropic cases, in fact, the numerical solutions based on the
ANCF element were more accurate than those produced by ANSYS.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the mechanical behaviors and computational modeling of soft tissues have been under
investigation, and these investigations are receiving increased attention in the literature [17]. Cardiovascular
diseases remain a significant factor in disability for Western countries and around the world. Despite years
of research, illnesses of the heart, tendons, and arteries, and the mechanisms behind them are still not well-
understood [10,26]. This can be attributed, firstly, to the extreme complexity of biological systems. Their
proper functioning depends on a wide variety of factors [36]. Secondly, their complex shapes make them
difficult to model. Moreover, in vitro experiments are complicated, invasive, and could be subject to error [47].
Computer analysis (finite element method modeling, for example) can be useful and can play a vital role in
providing insights into biological problems of interest. Rapid increases in computational power are facilitating
the simulation of more and more sophisticated problems that are considering the deformations of complex
systems, even in dynamic conditions. However, even with new computational methods, general systemmodels
are still challenging to describe. Therefore, it makes sense to consider the system in parts. Two of the more
important fundamental parts are arteries and tendons.Modeling arteries and tendons has been addressed in some
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earlier works including Holzapfel [21], Horgan and Saccomandi [15], Li [18], Rachev and Greenwald [37]. To
describe the deformation of arteries and tendons, they are usuallymodeled as beams and shells of different cross
section. In standard beam elements using an FEA-based approach (for example, Euler–Bernoulli, Timoshenko,
and geometrically exact beam theories [25]), cross-sectional deformation is assumed constant. Although typical
in traditional finite element analysis, beam elements do not capture cross-sectional deformation and thus lead to
inaccurate solutions for rubber-likematerials and biological tissues [24]. Therefore, they are not straightforward
to implement for materials laws known from general continuum mechanics. Because of this deficiency, it is
important to demonstrate the capacity of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) to accurately
model soft tissue deformation.

The ANCF was initially developed by Shabana [39] to model large deformations in multibody dynamics
problems. Since then, the ANCF has been a subject of continuous active research [12,29]. In recent years,
ANCF elements have also been used to model nonlinear problems [14,20] including those subject to locking
effects [35]. The key idea behind the ANCF is to employ spatial shape functions together with the position
and global slope coordinates (i.e., tangent and curvature vectors) as degrees of freedom. In displacement field
approximations of the beam or plate elements, these functions describe the nodal positions and orientations,
respectively. It makes it possible to describe the continuum of a beam or plate-type structures from centerline
or mid-plane while considering cross-sectional deformation.

Additionally, the use of slope coordinates that are components of the deformation gradient leads to a
unique description of the rotation of the ANCF element. Thus, the formulation facilitates the usage of three-
dimensional rotations in the total Lagrangian framework without introducing singularity problems. The ANCF
element describes deformation using nodal coordinates without bringing in additional degrees of freedom such
as rotations.

The ANCF element automatically describes nonlinear effects [8] and relaxes some assumptions used in
Euler–Bernoulli, Timoshenko, Reissner, and Mindlin theories [4,25,27]. Furthermore, the formulation leads
to a constant mass matrix, which makes it possible to exclude Coriolis inertia and centrifugal forces from the
equations of motion, a computational advantage [27,29,40]. This approach has already been used to describe
rubber-like materials. Maqueda and Shaba [23] presented general nonlinear constitutive equations of beams
based on the ANCF. The work discussed capturing Poisson modes for three different hyperelastic material
models. Orzechowski and Fra̧czeks [34] presented ANCF beam elements that were modeled using nonlinear
material models such as incompressible neo-Hookean and two-parameter Mooney–Rivlin. Bauchau et al. [1]
discussed slow convergence and locking problems in these ANCF beam elements.

Additionally, if the element has some initial distortions or curvatures, it should be modeled with care to
exclude initial strain, because the presence of initial strain can influence the final results and lead to a reduction
in the accuracy of numerical outputs [36]. While locking effects are an issue, accurate description of geometry
is also a primary concern. Both of these issues need detailed treatment and discussion that is beyond the scope
of the current work.

Most of the studies devoted to the ANCF are related to the linear theory of elasticity and do not consider
material nonlinearities. In this work, the material models considered are hyperelastic—both isotropic and
anisotropic. In particular, we consider three different nonlinear constitutive laws in this investigation: neo-
Hookean, Mooney–Rivlin two constants and five constants, and Gasser–Ogden–Holzapfel (GOH) [11]. The
usability of the above-mentioned material models is studied in the framework of a 3D three-node ANCF beam
element (Nachbagauer et al. [31]).

The novelty of this paper is mainly in the application of nonlinear hyperelastic material models for usage
with ANCF-based element formulations. Besides, a thorough comparison is provided here to compare the
accuracy and computational efficiency of these novel elemental formulations that can be leveraged to model
biological systems in real-time. Further, as a part of the investigation, the study also brings out the errors in
the Treloar parameters [45,46], for neo-Hookean and Mooney–Rivlin models, generally used for validation in
most studies involving soft materials.

2 Absolute nodal coordinate formulation

The idea behind the ANCF is to use global nodal position and gradient vectors to describe the location of
nodes and their orientations, respectively. The position vector is defined as r = r (x, y, z) for any particle in
the current configuration, and the position of the initial configuration is defined as r0. The connection between
any two vectors is
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Fig. 1 ANCF three-node element depicting vectors r and r0 related to current and reference configurations, respectively. The
nodes are denoted as 1, 2, 3 [7]

r = r0 + uh

where uh is a displacement vector. Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the position vectors in the
Cartesian coordinate system.

In the isoparametric ANCF element, the interpolations of the displacement uh(x, y, z) and position
r(x, y, z) vectors are defined as

uh(x, y, z) = Nm (x, y, z)u, (1)

r(x, y, z) = Nm (x, y, z) q (2)

where Nm is a shape function matrix, u is a vector of nodal displacements, and q is the vector of the nodal
position coordinates. The vector of nodal position coordinates (q) is defined for the i th node as

qi =
[
ri T

ri T

,y r
i T

,z

]T
(3)

where the gradients are given as

ri
,y =

⎡
⎢⎣

r i
1,y

r i
2,y

r i
3,y

⎤
⎥⎦ = ∂ri

∂y
(4)

and similarly with respect to z. Correspondingly, expanding the vector of nodal coordinates of the element q
yields

q =
[
qT
1 qT

2 qT
3

]T
. (5)

To approximate displacement and position fields, the shape function matrix Nm , in Eq. (1), can be formulated
with the help of polynomial basis functions for a three-node beam element [30]. The polynomial space of basis
functions can be written as

[
1, x, y, z, xy, xz, x2, x2y, x2z

]
. (6)
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Since the element under consideration is isoparametric, the shape functions can be expressed by introducing
the local coordinate system {ξ, η, ζ } with a range for local coordinates of [−1, 1]. The local coordinates can
be related to the current configuration as follows:

ξ = 2x

lx
, η = 2y

ly
, ζ = 2z

lz

where the expressions lx , ly , and lz are the physical dimensions of an element. These identities make it possible
to apply standard integration procedures such as the Gaussian quadrature rule.

Finally, the expression for the position vector in the current configuration (1) can be written in terms of
local binormalized coordinates as

r = Nm (ξ, η, ζ ) q (7)

where

Nm(ξ, η, ζ ) = [N1I N2I N3I . . . N9I] , (8)

and where I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix and

N1 =1

2
ξ(ξ − 1) N2 = 1

4
lyξη(ξ − 1),

N3 =1

4
lzξζ(ξ − 1) N4 = 1 − ξ2,

N5 =1

2
lyη(1 − ξ2) N6 = 1

2
lzζ(1 − ξ2),

N7 =1

2
ξ(ξ + 1) N8 = 1

4
lyξη(ξ + 1),

N9 =1

4
lzξζ(ξ + 1).

This element was introduced by Nachbagauer et al. [31]. Referring back to (3) reveals the element to be
gradient deficient, i.e., one of the gradient vectors is absent. In this case, the gradient vector with respect to the
x coordinate is absent. However, as has been shown in earlier works, elements that include all gradient vectors
are more susceptible to shear-locking effects [2,3,5,31]. Moreover, the primary motivation for developing this
element is to model tendon and subtendon structures, which are primarily subjected to uniaxial tensile loads.
So, for this application, using a gradient-deficient three-node element may be a reasonable choice.

Furthermore, it is essential to highlight that this formulation can be further extended to non-uniform cross-
sectional geometries as well. Just as a Joukowsky transformation transforms an airfoil to a circle, the current
configuration of any reasonably convex shape can be mapped to a circle/rectangle. This work can be directly
extended for irregular cross-sectional geometries by including this transformation and a Jacobian matrix.
However, such an implementation is not trivial and merits a detailed accuracy discussion, which is beyond the
scope of this work.

3 Equations of motion

The equations of motion can be derived using the Lagrangian of the system based on the principle of virtual
work as follows:

δWext + δWelast + δWinert = 0 (9)

where Wext is the virtual work by external forces, Welast is the virtual work by elastic forces, and Winert is the
virtual work by inertial forces [29]. The variation of virtual work by inertial forces with respect to the nodal
coordinates can be written as

δWinert = −q̈T
∫

V
ρNT

mNm dV · δq (10)
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where ρ is the mass density, and V is the volume of the element in the reference configuration. The expression
under the integral is usually called the mass matrix and can be written as

M =
∫

V
ρNT

mNm dV . (11)

Similarly, the variation of Welast with respect to the nodal coordinates is

δWelast =
∫

V
S : δEdV =

∫

V
S : ∂E

∂q
dV · δq (12)

where S is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress, and E is the Green–Lagrange strain given as

E = 1

2

(
FT · F − I

)
(13)

where F is the deformation gradient given to be

F = ∂r
∂r0

= ∂r
∂ξ

(
∂r0
∂ξ

)−1

= I + ∂uh

∂r0
. (14)

Lastly, the variation of external forces has the form

δWext =
∫

V
bT δr dV =

∫

V
bTNm dV · δq (15)

where vector b is the vector of body forces.

4 Material model implementation

The details of the material model and related implementation aspects are discussed in this Section. As in the
works of Flory [9], Lu and Pister [22], Ogden [33] and Simo et al. [42], the deformation gradient can be
decomposed into dilational (volumetric) and distortion (isochoric) parts.

The determinant of the deformation gradient maps the volumetric changes in the reference and current
configurations. Therefore, in this regard, considering continuity, it can be said that

J = det F > 0. (16)

The overall deformation gradient can be decomposed as deviatoric, and the volumetric contributions can be
expressed as

F = J
1
3F (17)

where F represents the deviatoric part of the deformation and follows Eq. (17) with

det F = 1. (18)

Correspondingly, the deviatoric parts of the right and left Cauchy–Green deformation tensors are given by

C = F
T · F, B = F · FT

. (19)

In the isotropic case, all deformations can be defined as functions of the right Cauchy–Green tensor.
However, in multibody applications, such as simulating sports injuries in athletes (particularly track and field),
accuratemodeling of the behavior of tendons and subtendon structures is required. Biomaterials such as tendons
demonstrate a directional behavior, because they are made up of fibers oriented in preferred directions. Thus,
an anisotropic model is the preferred one to accurately describe their behavior.

In anisotropic materials, like tissues that involve a preferred fiber orientation, orientation must be included
in the strain energy formulation. This is achieved as described by the work of Holzapfel and Ogden [17].
Fiber orientation is introduced as a unit vector field a0, which describes the primary direction of the family of
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fibers in the reference configuration. Analogously, the vector a = F · a0 denotes the orientation in the current
configuration. From continuum mechanics, we can define the square of fiber extension as

λ2a0 = C : A0 (20)

where A0 is a structural tensor of order two, with the form

A0 = a0 ⊗ a0. (21)

Using the structural tensor in (21), the concept developed for one family can be extended to include several
families of fibers. Here, the models include up to two families. The second one is denoted as b0 with the
corresponding structural tensor being B0.

In general, the internal energy of the elastic continuum is expressed via the Helmholtz free energy function,
which is denoted byΨ . For a pure isotropicmaterial, the strain energy density function is expressed as a function
of the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor only. However, in the presence of anisotropy due to fiber deformation,
structural tensors are also considered. A more detailed discussion of this methodology can be found in the
works of Gasser et al. [11] and Holzapfel and Gasser [16]. Analogously, the strain energy density for elastic
materials reinforced by two families of fibers can be expressed as Ψ = Ψ (C,A0,B0).

The additive split of the strain energy density, described earlier in (17), is also commonly known as the
F-bar method. It provides a reasonable solution to deal with solids involving incompressibility. Total energy
density is decoupled into deviatoric and volumetric parts as follows:

Ψ = Ψ (C,A0,B0) + Ψvol(J ) (22)

where Ψvol(J ) is the volumetric form. In this work, the functional form for the volumetric part is defined as

Ψvol = d

2
(J − 1)2 (23)

where d is the penalty coefficient, which is large enough to guarantee incompressibility. A more detailed
treatise on various functional forms can be found in the work of Doll and Schweizerhof [6].

The deviatoric part of the strain energy density function can be expressed as a function of the invariants of
the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor.

Total strain energy density Ψ for anisotropic materials reinforced by two families of fibers (22) can be
written as

Ψ = Ψ (I1, I2, I4, . . . , I7) + Ψvol(J ) (24)

where I1 and I2 are the invariants of C such that

I 1 = trC,

I 2 = 1

2

(
trC

2 + tr2C
)

, (25)

and I4, . . . , I7 are the invariants based on C and tensors A0 or B0 [17] such that

I 4 = C : A0, I 5 = C
2 : A0,

I 6 = C : B0, I 7 = C
2 : B0. (26)

The total second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is known to be

S = 2
∂Ψ

∂C
= 2

∂Ψ

∂C
: ∂C

∂C
. (27)

Using the form of strain energy density described in (24), this can be expressed as follows:

∂Ψ

∂C
=

∑
k

∂Ψ

∂ I k

∂ I k

∂C
, (28)
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or in other words

S = 2
∂Ψ

∂C

∂C
∂C

+ 2
∂Ψvol

∂ J

∂ J

∂C

= 2

(∑
k

∂Ψ

∂ I k

∂ I k

∂C

)
∂C
∂C

+ ∂Ψvol

∂ J
JC−1. (29)

Because

J 2 = detC ⇒ ∂ J 2

∂C
= ∂ (detC)

∂C
,

∂ (detC)

∂C
= (detC)C−1 = J 2C−1,

∂ J 2

∂C
= ∂ J 2

∂ J

∂ J

∂C
= 2J

∂ J

∂C
,

⇒ ∂ J

∂C
= 1

2
JC−1,

⇒ 2
∂Ψvol

∂ J

∂ J

∂C
= 2

∂Ψvol

∂ J

(
1

2
JC−1

)
= ∂Ψvol

∂ J
JC−1,

(30)

and substituting for the deviatoric and volumetric parts of the energy, from the work of Weiss et al. [48], the
Piola–Kirchhoff stress can be expressed as

S = pJC−1 + 2J− 2
3

[
∂Ψ

∂C
− 1

3

(
∂Ψ

∂C
: C

)
C

−1

]
(31)

where p has the form

p = ∂Ψvol(J )

∂ J
. (32)

The derivatives of invariants with respect to the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor are well known [16] and
can be written as follows:

∂ I1
∂C

= I,
∂ I2
∂C

= I1I − C,
∂ I4
∂C

= A0,

∂ I6
∂C

= B0
∂ I5
∂C

= a0 ⊗ Ca0,
∂ I7
∂C

= b0 ⊗ Cb0.
(33)

Although the models assume a single-fiber orientation for all fibers, this is not the reality. Human tissue
fibers are dispersed around the assumed fiber orientation, introduced here through a0 and b0. To account for this
dispersion, “The κ model”was proposed [11,17]. In the κ model, the dispersion of the fibers is accounted for via
the κ parameter and associated with the invariant I ∗

4 = κ I1 + (1− 3κ)I4. According to the literature, [11,17],
the range of κ values is [0, 0.333]. The lower limit of the range corresponds to zero dispersion, that is, when
all fibers are oriented in the same direction. κ = 1

3 corresponds to full dispersion, which correlates with the
isotropic model in which the fiber direction, i.e., angles a0, do not affect results. This work also discusses the
influence of the parameter on the overall response of anisotropic samples.

5 Material models under consideration

In this Section, thematerialmodels used in this investigation are discussed, and the expressions for the deviatoric
parts of the strain energy densities of the material models under consideration are given. The volumetric part
of the strain energy density term is the same for all models as given in (23). The corresponding volumetric
part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is given as

Svol = d (J − 1) JC−1 (34)
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The first model considered is the neo-Hookeanmodel. The earliest work that uses this model in conjunction
with ANCF elements is the work of Orzechowski and Fra̧czeks [34]. The deviatoric part of the neo-Hookean
material model can be given as

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

)
, (35)

and the corresponding deviatoric part of the secondPiola–Kirchhoff stress can be obtained using the expressions
(35) and (31) as

S = 2c10 J− 2
3

[
I − 1

3
I 1C

−1
]

. (36)

The second type of hyperelastic material models explored for the application of ANCF-type elements are
the two- and five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin models [28,38]. The deviatoric part of the strain energy, for the
two-parameter Mooney–Rivlin model, is

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

) + c01
(
I2 − 3

)
, (37)

and the corresponding deviatoric part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is

S = 2J− 2
3

[
c10I + c01

(
I1I − C

) − 1

3

(
c10 I1 + c01

(
I1

2 − C : C
))

C
−1

]
. (38)

Analogously, the deviatoric part of the strain energy density for the five-parameterMooney–Rivlinmaterial
is

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

) + c01
(
I2 − 3

)

+ c20
(
I1 − 3

)2 + c11
(
I1 − 3

) (
I2 − 3

) + c02
(
I2 − 3

)2
.

(39)

The next material model under consideration is the anisotropic GOHmodel [11]. For our purposes, several
variations were considered. The first is the sample reinforced by one family of fibers with κ = 0. This implies
that there is no dispersion of fibers or that all of them are oriented along the mean direction. The deviatoric
part of the strain energy density is

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

) + c1
2c2

(
ec2

(
I4−1

)
− 1

)
, (40)

and the corresponding deviatoric part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is

S = 2J− 2
3

[
c10I + c1

2
ec2

(
I4−1

)
A0

]

− 2

3
J− 2

3

[
c10 I1 + c1

2
ec2

(
I4−1

)
I4

]
C

−1
.

(41)

This variant of the model is also available in the ANSYS commercial software and thus facilitates a compar-
ison of the efficiency of the algorithms. The deviatoric part of the strain energy density of the GOH model,
generalized for two families of fibers, is

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

) + c1
2c2

(
ec2

(
I4−1

)
− 1

)
+ k1

2k2

(
ek2

(
I6−1

)
− 1

)
, (42)

and the corresponding deviatoric part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is

S = 2J− 2
3

[
c10I + c1

2
ec2

(
I4−1

)
A0 + k1

2
ek2

(
I6−1

)
B0

]

− 2

3
J− 2

3

[
c10 I1 + c1

2
ec2

(
I4−1

)
I4 + k1

2
ek2

(
I6−1

)
I6

]
C

−1
.

(43)
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The final variant of the GOH model considers a dispersion factor. The deviatoric form of the strain energy
density considered is

Ψ = c10
(
I1 − 3

) + c1
2c2

(
ec2(κ I1+(1−3κ)I4) − 1

)
, (44)

and the corresponding deviatoric part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is given to be

S = 2J− 2
3

(
c10 + κ

c1
2

ec2
(
κ I1+(1−3κ)I4−1

))
I

+ 2J− 2
3 (1 − 3κ)

c1
2

ec2
(
κ I1+(1−3κ)I4−1

)
A0

− 2

3
J− 2

3

[(
c10 + κ

c1
2

ec2
(
κ I1+(1−3κ)I4−1

))
I1

]
C

−1

− 2

3
J− 2

3

[
(1 − 3κ)

c1
2

ec2
(
κ I1+(1−3κ)I4−1

)
I4

]
C

−1
.

(45)

Although only one family of fibers is considered, the influence of dispersion of fibers is considered in the
whole range from 0 to 1

3 .

6 Results

Thiswork demonstrates the application of theANCF element formulation tomodel large deformation structural
behaviors, particularly for biological tissue, using hyperelastic material models. Neo-Hookean and Mooney–
Rivlin models are implemented using the ANCF formulation to study beam structures with rectangular and
circular cross sections. A comparative study of different material models is carried out in the large deformation
setting. The physical constants for the strain energy densities considered here are taken from the earlier
works of Gasser et al. [11] and Shmurak et al. [41]. Results obtained from the ANCF-element-based analyses
are compared with solutions obtained from analytical solutions [17,44] and numerical results obtained from
standard Finite Element approach. For the FE solutions, The ANSYS commercial software application with
SOLID185 and SOLID186 elements was used. The derivation of analytical expressions for the two cross-
sectional cases is given in Appendix A and obtained via symbolic computation using Maple. The ANCF
computations were carried out using in-house codes written in the MATLAB environment.

6.1 The elongation of a cylinder

The deformation of solid hyperelastic cylinders is the focus of this example. This scenario is commonly used
in the validation of models used to model the behavior of tendons [10,19] and rubber materials [13].

In this case, a cylindrical bar with radius R = 0.1 m and length L = 1 is considered. As for the circular
faces of the cylinder, one end is fixed, and normal uniaxial forces are applied at the other end. The two material
models used are the neo-Hookean (with c10 = 0.9MPa and d = 1GPa) and the five-parameterMooney–Rivlin
(with c10 = − 0.77 MPa, c01 = 0.91 MPa, c11 = 1.03 MPa, c20 = − 0.27 MPa, c02 = − 0.59 MPa, and
d = 10 MPa).

The results obtained from theANCF-element-based analysis are comparedwith commercial FE and analyt-
ical solutions. The force–elongation behavior predicted when using the neo-Hookean material model is shown
in Fig. 2 and Table 1. The corresponding result, for the five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin material is presented in
Fig. 3 and Table 2. The results obtained from the ANCF formulations are much closer to the analytical solution
results than are the standard FE solutions.

6.2 Beams with rectangular cross section subjected to elongation

The uniaxial loading of beams of rectangular cross section is considered in this example.
As in the previous example, the beams are subjected to elongation along their largest dimension L . The

beams are considered to be of width W = 0.1, height H = 0.1, and length L = 1. The results are presented
in both tabular and graphical form to ensure that the small differences in the results are evident.
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Fig. 2 Force versus elongation considering the material description by a neo-Hookean model

Table 1 Comparison of ANCF results with ANSYS and analytical solutions for material description by a neo-Hookean model

Load Analytical ANSYS ANCF

500 0.00593 0.00574 0.00593
1000 0.01193 0.01171 0.01193
2000 0.02414 0.02391 0.02414
3500 0.04301 0.04278 0.04301
5000 0.06256 0.06234 0.06256
6500 0.08280 0.08260 0.08280
8000 0.10376 0.10356 0.103765
11,500 0.15558 0.15536 0.155587
13,000 0.17908 0.17884 0.179087
15,000 0.21166 0.21137 0.211665
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Fig. 3 Force versus elongation considering the material description by a Mooney–Rivlin model

6.2.1 Neo-Hookean material model

In the first case, the neo-Hookean material model is used to model the beam. The parameters are c10 = 0.9
MPa and d = 1 GPa. The comparison of results obtained between the ANCF-element-based solution and the
3D FEM solutions is shown in Fig. 4 and Table 3.

The ANCF results agree well with the analytical solution and the ANSYS solution, even when the material
begins to demonstrate nonlinear behavior. The converged results of the ANCF-element-based model can be
achieved with just three elements, which correspond to 36 degrees of freedom.
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Table 2 Comparison of ANCF results with commercial and analytical solutions for material description by a Mooney–Rivlin
model

Load Analytical ANSYS ANCF

100 0.00390 0.00395 0.00392
200 0.00805 0.00815 0.00809
300 0.01250 0.01265 0.01255
400 0.01729 0.01745 0.01736
500 0.02251 0.02279 0.02260
600 0.02826 0.02862 0.02837
700 0.03469 0.03516 0.03483
800 0.04207 0.04268 0.04223
900 0.05084 0.05167 0.05104
1000 0.06198 0.06320 0.06221
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Fig. 4 Load–displacement behavior of a neo-Hookean beam subjected to uniaxial load: comparison between ANCF, 3D FEM,
and analytical results for a beam of rectangular cross section

Table 3 Deformation of a neo-Hookean beam: comparison between ANCF, 3D FEM, and analytical results for a beam of
rectangular cross section subjected to uniaxial load

Load Analytical ANSYS ANCF

500 0.018866 0.018990 0.018869
2000 0.079830 0.080217 0.079844
3500 0.147858 0.148384 0.147887
5000 0.223538 0.224111 0.223589
8000 0.399475 0.399925 0.399594
9500 0.5 0.500297 0.500171
11,000 0.608655 0.608746 0.608894
11,500 0.646604 0.646615 0.64687
13,000 0.765329 0.765067 0.765689

6.2.2 Mooney–Rivlin material model

In this example, the two-parameter (37) and five-parameter (39) Mooney–Rivlin material models are used to
model rectangular beams. For the two-parameter Mooney–Rivlin model, the parameters used are c10 = 0.334
MPa, c01 = −337 Pa, and d = 0.1 GPa. The deformation behaviors for this case are documented in Fig. 5 and
Table 4.

Alternatively, for the five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin model, the constants considered are c10 = −0.77
MPa, c01 = 0.91 MPa, c20 = −0.27 MPa, c11 = 1.03 MPa, c02 = −0.59 MPa, and d = 0.01 GPa; the
resulting deformation is presented in Fig. 6 and Table 5.

From the Tables, it is evident that the ANCF-element-based model results in a better approximation of the
analytical deformation result, with much fewer nodes, the FE-based solution achieved by ANSYS.
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Fig. 5 Load–displacement behavior of a two-parameter Mooney–Rivlin beam: comparison between ANCF, 3D FEM, and ana-
lytical results for a beam of rectangular cross section

Table 4 Deformation of the isotropic beam of rectangular cross sections with two-constant Mooney–Rivlin model

Load Analytical ANSYS ANCF

500 0.02561 0.02564 0.026018
2000 0.11053 0.11068 0.111971
5000 0.32160 0.32224 0.324556
6500 0.44961 0.45068 0.453091
8000 0.59262 0.59431 0.59649
10,000 0.80483 0.80776 0.809051
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Fig. 6 Load–displacement behavior of a five-parameter Mooney–Rivlin beam: comparison between ANCF, 3D FEM, and ana-
lytical results for a beam of rectangular cross section

Table 5 Deformation of the isotropic beam of rectangular cross sections with the five constant Mooney–Rivlin model

Load Analytical ANSYS ANCF

100 0.00304 0.00306 0.00304
200 0.00624 0.00627 0.00622
500 0.01693 0.01700 0.01690
1000 0.04092 0.04108 0.04106
1200 0.05520 0.05540 0.05570
1400 0.07850 0.07877 0.08181
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Fig. 7 Comparison with Treloar experimental data using material parameters used in literature

6.2.3 Treloar experiments

For further validation of models based on the new ANCF elements, the classical rubber experimental data
presented by in the work by Treloar [46] are reviewed here.

However, only a portion of the results is considered. The original work of Treloar presents deformation data
up to 750%. In this work, the neo-Hookean andMooney–Rivlin material models are applied. These models are
only appropriate for comparison up to a maximum of 300% [32,45]. For the Treloar data, material constants
for neo-Hookean (as c10 = 0.4 MPa) and two-constant Mooney–Rivlin (as c10 = 0.39 MPa and c01 = 0.015
MPa) are widely used in the literature for validation.

As shown in Fig. 7, it is evident that the constants proposed in the literature do not give accurate results in
the 0–300% range. Therefore, it is necessary to propose new constants, both for the commercial FE solution
and for ANCF-element-based analysis.

The recommended new set of material parameters are c10 = 0.5254 MPa for the neo-Hookean model and
c10 = 0.06727 MPa and c01 = 1.37485 MPa for the Mooney–Rivlin model. The resulting force–elongation
data for the new set of parameters are shown in Fig. 8a, b.

6.2.4 Anisotropic material model

In the next example, the deformation of anisotropic beams is presented. In Sect. 5, several material models
were introduced, in relation to the anisotropic models. Discussed here are the results obtained via ANCF-
element-based analysis using these material models. These models have been consistently used in earlier
works [11,17,43]. The material parameters used in this work are taken from the work of Gasser et al. [11] and
are c10 = 7.64 kPa, c1 = 996.6 kPa, c2 = 524.6 Pa.

The simplest, with only a single family of fibers, is first. Fiber orientation is assumed to be in the mean

direction. The fiber direction, for the first case, is given as a unit vector a0 with components
(√

3
2 , 0, 1

2

)
. The

resulting force–deformation behavior is shown in Fig. 9 and Table 6.

For the a0 =
(
1/

√
2, 0, 1/

√
2
)
fiber direction, the resulting force–displacements are shown in Fig. 10 and

Table 7.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the ANCF-based solutions offer a high degree of accuracy compared to 3D FEA,

even for nonlinear cases. The convergence behavior is shown in Tables 8 and 9 for the case of the anisotropic

beam with preferred orientation along a0 =
(√

3/2, 0, 1/2
)
. It is again evident that the ANCF formulation

offers faster convergence in comparison to 3D FEA results.
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Fig. 8 Comparison with Treloar experimental data using updated material parameters
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Fig. 9 Load–displacement behavior of a GOH beam: comparison between ANCF and 3D FEM results for beams of rectangular

cross sections and fiber orientation along a0 =
(√

3/2, 0, 1/2
)

Table 6 Load–displacement behavior of a GOH beam: comparison between ANCF and 3D FEM results for a beam of rectangular

cross section and fiber orientation along a0 =
(√

3/2, 0, 1/2
)

Load ANSYS ANCF

20 0.0444163 0.045147
40 0.0933481 0.094902
60 0.150106 0.149495
80 0.205066 0.208908
100 0.272049 0.272734
120 0.340228 0.340362
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Fig. 10 Load–displacement behavior of a GOH beam: comparison between ANCF and 3D FEM results for beams of rectangular

cross sections with fiber orientation along a0 =
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Table 7 Load–displacement behavior of a GOH beam: comparison between ANCF and 3D FEM results for a beam of rectangular

cross section with fiber orientation along a0 =
(
1/

√
2, 0, 1/

√
2
)

Load ANSYS ANCF

20 0.0394922 0.041532
40 0.0802718 0.083686
60 0.122392 0.125684
80 0.165644 0.166945
100 0.209808 0.207137
120 0.254683 0.246133

Table 8 Convergence behavior of ANSYS elements

DOFs ANSYS

96 0.341577
153 0.343201
243 0.342766
1275 0.342487
14,883 0.342052
24,843 0.341553
56,355 0.340798
79,059 0.340498
92,400 0.340334
107,163 0.340228

Table 9 Convergence behavior of ANCF elements

DOFs ANCF

27 0.340358490833798
45 0.340361806744267
81 0.340362158053474
153 0.340362204033327
297 0.340362210306283
585 0.340362211026671
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6.2.5 Anisotropic material model with two families of fibers

In this example, the Eq. (42) anisotropic model is investigated. As described, the material is reinforced by two
families of fibers. For the two cases considered here, the fiber directions are as follows.

1. Case 1: a0 =
(√

2
2 , 0,

√
2
2

)
and b0 =

(√
2
2 , 0,−

√
2
2

)
;

2. Case 2: a0 =
(
1
2 , 0,

√
3
2

)
and b0 =

(
1
2 , 0,−

√
3
2

)
.

The geometry, loading conditions, and physical constants for both examples in this Subsection are the same
as and equal to those used in Sect. 6.2.4 (Figs. 11, 12).

It is evident that the obtained results, both numerical solutions—ANCF andANSYS, are still well matched.
At higher loads, the difference is about 4% at maximum load (Tables 10, 11).

6.2.6 Anisotropic beams considering the κ model

So far, anisotropic models with a particular fiber orientation have been discussed. In many biological tissues,
however, fibers can change orientation or undergo disruption [19]. Therefore, it is important to represent in
the model these changes. To address this scenario, the next example considers the κ model [17]. The related
strain energy density for this model is as described in (44).

To evaluate the influence of the dispersion parameter κ , a single family of fibers is used as reinforcement.
The dispersion parameter falls within the range κ ∈ [0, 0.333]. The other constants such as geometry, loading
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Fig. 11 Load–displacement behavior of beamswith two families of fibers, namely, a0 =
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Fig. 12 Load–displacement behavior of beams with two families of fibers, namely a0 =
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√
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Table 10 Load–displacement behavior of beams with two families of fibers, namely, a0 =
(
1/2, 0,

√
3/2

)
, b0 =(

1/2, 0, −√
3/2

)

Load ANCF ANSYS

20 0.004965 0.0048108
40 0.009542 0.00923268
60 0.013782 0.0133195
80 0.017728 0.0171146
100 0.021415 0.0206535
120 0.024871 0.0239655
140 0.028122 0.0270754
160 0.031188 0.0300039
180 0.034087 0.032769
200 0.036835 0.0353859

Table 11 Load–displacement behavior of beams with two families of fibers, namely a0 =
(
1/

√
2, 0, 1/

√
2
)
, b0 =(

1/
√
2, 0, −1/

√
2
)

Load ANCF AN SY S

20 0.031334 0.0305561
40 0.059141 0.0575575
60 0.083443 0.0810563
80 0.104566 0.101412
100 0.122945 0.11907
120 0.139011 0.13447
140 0.153144 0.147991
160 0.165665 0.159951
180 0.176837 0.170607
200 0.186872 0.180172
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Fig. 13 Deformation of the κ model for a0 = (1, 0, 0)

conditions, and material parameters remain as in the previous example, i.e., c10 = 7.64 kPa, c1 = 996.6 kPa,

c2 = 524.6 Pa with a0 =
(√

2
2 , 0,

√
2
2

)
.

As shown in Fig. 13, the dispersion parameter significantly influences the deformation. Although the
behavior is much the same in the beginning, the variation becomes significant with increased loading. The
smallest elongation for this fiber direction occurs when the parameter is close to the maximum value. The
larger the dispersion parameter becomes, the closer the result is to the isotropic case defined in (40).
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7 Conclusions

The responses of beam-like structures using two different numerical analysis element technologies, namely
the ANCF and standard FEA, are compared in this work. The ANCF framework made use of in-house codes
based on MATLAB, while the FEA used the commercial finite element code ANSYS. The 3D FEA analyses
were included for validation, and they served to demonstrate the computational advantage of the new ANCF-
element-based beam models. The different results from the two approaches were represented in tabular and
graphic forms and compared with analytical solutions.

This work compares the behavior for five hyperelastic free energy functions as a validation of the accuracy
and performance of our algorithm. These include the neo-Hookean, two types of Mooney–Rivlin, and three
variations of the GOH model. For the last anisotropic case, the variation in the material parameters, namely
the number of fiber families and the value of the dispersion parameter is considered and demonstrated.

The obtained results demonstrate convincingly that the ANCF elements agreed, within reasonable limits,
with those obtained from analytical solutions and 3D FEM. The work also demonstrates that the considered
three-noded 3D ANCF element provides reasonable accuracy and good convergence behavior for modeling
uniaxial modes of deformation. Furthermore, the ANCF-element-based analyses converge better than the 3D
FEM analyses. The ANCF-based solutions provide good approximations to capture the nonlinear behaviors of
deformation. When used to model an isotropic bar, the ANCF-element-based results better matched analytical
solution results. For the GOH material cases, the ANCF and ANSYS model results both matched well within
reasonable error.

In summary, the ANCF element formulation is suitable for the finite element numerical analysis of soft
tissues. As demonstrated, it gives an excellent approximation of deformations, and at the same time, it requires
fewer elements. As a result, it results in fewer degrees of freedom and faster convergence.

Acknowledgements We would like to thank the Research Foundation of the Lappeenranta University of Technology and the
Academy of Finland (Application No. 299033 for funding 519 of Academy Research Fellow) for the generous grants that made
this work possible.

Appendix A: Analytical solution

The analytical solution which we use in this paper has been outlined here. Firstly, we assume an object without
any holes or different types of imperfections. Also, we assume that the material is isotropic in nature. Let us
now consider the total volumes of them in the initial configuration, which can be expressed for cylindrical or
rectangular bars in the forms

Vcyl = π L R2, Vrec = H W L . (46)

Upon application of load, the largest dimensions of them, i.e., let us assume it to be L , changes by λ times. If
we consider the material to be incompressible, then the volume of the object does not change; from here for
the cylinder, we have received r = R√

λ
, and in the rectangular cross-sectional case, we have w = W√

λ
, h = H√

λ
,

where r, h, w are dimensions of circular and rectangular cross sections in actual configurations.
The Cauchy stress tensor for the incompressible solids can be given as

σ = −pI + 2F
(

∂Ψ

∂C

)
FT (47)

where Ψ is potential density function, p is a function of hydrostatic stress (which is not determined by the
deformation). C is the right Cauchy–Green tensor. However, p is not established from deformation; it is
possible to receive it from boundary conditions. Our deformation occurs along one of the axes, let’s name this
axis z, the components of stress tensors in others, i.e., x and y are equal to zero. From this condition, the form
of p is possible to derive and then substitute into σzz . The final expressions for the applied loads from which
we can obtain the values of λ and as a result define the total displacements are

Ncyl = 2π
∫ r

0
σzzrdr, Nrec =

∫ h

0

∫ w

0
σzzdxdy. (48)
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A B S T R A C T
This work explores the modelling of soft tissues, particularly the Achilles tendon, using the absolute nodalcoordinate formulation (ANCF).The anisotropic Gasser–Ogden–Holzapfel (GOH) potential energy functionprovided the necessary anisotropic elastic feature descriptions. A generalized one-dimensional Maxwell modeldescribed the viscoelastic effects. Finally, a parameter-based damage model characterized the effects ofrepetitive loading. We used an objectivity test to establish multibody system dynamics usability. The testascertains whether or not the developed elements can adequately describe rigid body motion and thereforebe applied to describe large deformation in whole bodies. Comparing our results against high-fidelity ANSYS3D FEA solutions served as verification. To further ensure the validity of the obtained solutions, our resultswere also compared against test results. For modelling material behaviour, the developed ANCF elementsdemonstrated substantial fidelity, and simulation results agreed well with test results and results found in theliterature.

1. Introduction
Soft connective fibrous tissues, such as ligaments and tendons,are responsible for the transfer of mechanical loads throughout themusculoskeletal system. In the human body, they are subjected tolarge deformations brought about by muscular contractions from dailyphysical activity. While ligaments act as passive structural elementsrestricting relative motion between bones, tendons transmit forces gen-erated by the muscles to move bones. For example, during a physicalmovement, the forces transmitted through the Achilles tendon canreach up to as much as 9 kN [1]. The nature of the tendons allowsthem to store and recover energy efficiently. Computational analysisof soft tissues can contribute significantly to understanding of theloads incurred when standing and dynamic loads from running and/orother exercise. However, such analysis is challenging due to the needfor an accurate description of the fibrous viscoelastic material andthe requirement for reasonable computational efficiency. Furthermore,despite many advances over recent decades [2], the mechanisms be-hind soft tissue deformation are yet to be fully understood [3]. Forinstance, some works, such as [4–6], describe the tissues as purelyelastic structures. The topic is, however, very important because ten-dons and ligaments are a critical part of musculoskeletal systems ofbiological structures. Thus, a better understanding of their mechanics

∗ Corresponding author.E-mail address: Leonid.Obrezkov@lut.fi (L. Obrezkov).

and accurate identification of relevant parameters can provide valuableinformation for improved clinical diagnosis and medical treatment [7].Multibody system dynamics offers a straightforward computer-based approach to setting up and solving problems of complex mechan-ical systems. These types of systems vary considerably and may consistof multiple interconnected rigid and flexible bodies. In the multibodyapproach, some bodies can be assumed to be rigid, while others thatundergo small displacements can be modelled using a formulation moreappropriate for relatively small elastic deformation scenarios. For bod-ies undergoing large deformations that involve geometric and materialnonlinearities, a formulation based on nonlinear FE methods is requiredfor accurate modelling. Examples of usage of such flexible bodies inmultibody systems can be found in belts in belt-drive transmissionsystems, in tyres and airbags in vehicles, and in biological tissues inhumans and animals.Around two decades ago, the absolute nodal coordinate formulation(ANCF) was proposed by Shabana [8] to describe large deformationsin beam and plate type structures in multibody applications. Con-currently, Rhim and Lee [9] proposed a similar formulation (termedthe vectorial approach) for nonlinear static problems involving fi-nite elements. Since that time, the ANCF formulation has been ac-tively developed and utilized by the multibody community for standardproblems [10–12], and soft materials [13].
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This paper takes into account these important features of fibrous tis-sues. The model under consideration here is assumed to be anisotropicand reinforced by one family of fibres with the inclusion of viscoelastic-ity and the stress softening phenomenon. Specifically, the anisotropicGasser–Ogden–Holzapfel (GOH) model [13–15] is used to describefibres at the continuum level. A generalized Maxwell model is imple-mented to account for viscoelastic effects using the algorithm presentedby Holzapfel [16]. There are several works with respect to the dampingimplementation in the ANCF. One of the first is presented by Yoo et al.[17], where the damping is introduced via the Rayleigh dissipationfunction. The same approach is used by Garcìa-Vallejo et al. [18],where damping forces are assumed to be proportional to the velocityand acting in opposite direction. However, this model is not suitablefor the analysis of very flexible bodies and incompressible materialsbecause it is derived from the linear constitutive equations. It alsoleads to the coupling between strain and viscous components [19].The approach shown by Zhang et al. [20] demonstrates good resultsfor cantilever a beam and a pendulum, but it may be applied only totwo-dimensional analysis with the plane stress assumption. Moreover,the usage of this approach leads to significant computational costs. Themost recent attempt has been done by Grossi and Shabana [19] via thegeneralization of the Kelvin–Voigt model. It leads to the Navier–Stokesconstitutive equations. As the authors point out, the Navier–Stokesconstitutive equations are widely used for fluids and not for dampingof solids. Thus all these models have their own limitations eitherin linearity of the constitutive equations, two-dimensional analysis,or the application area. Additionally, all these models were used todemonstrate the damping high-frequency modes of beam-like structuresmodelled by the ANCF in the analysis of the flexible multibody systemdynamics [19,20].The Mullins effect is described with the discontinuous damagefunction proposed in the earlier works of Simo [21]. It has also beenexperimentally observed [22] that biological tissues demonstrate in-compressible behaviour.The objective of this paper is to extend the description of ANCFelements to incorporate an incompressible material model with vis-coelastic and anisotropic properties. The use of ANCF elements formodelling of soft tissues such as Achilles tendons in complex biome-chanical systems will thus become possible and, consequently, it willalso be feasible to analyse biomechanical systems with the methodsused in multibody system dynamics. The ANCF elements developedin this work use a previously proposed kinematics description [12]and the material model shown in [14,15]. The objectivity of the finiteelements used in the application analysed in a framework of multibodysystem dynamics is important due to large rotations and lengthy sim-ulation times. For this reason, an objectivity test for time-dependentelements is developed to check that the rigid body motion assumptionis fulfilled [23]. Furthermore, the usability of the developed ANCFelements is demonstrated via fitting of real biological tissues withtendon data obtained in the experiment reported by Eliasson et al. [24]and already implemented in the model by Khayyerin et al. [25]. Inthis work, we analyse viscoelastic anisotropic materials in the ANCFframework.

2. Absolute nodal coordinate formulation
In this work, we study the usability of continuum-based ANCFbeam elements for modelling of Achilles tendons. The ANCF beam ele-ments used in this study, i.e. the widely used quadratic beam elementproposed by [11], fully-parameterized and higher-order ANCF beamelements [26], were chosen to demonstrate the capability of ANCF forsoft tissue modelling. Higher-order elements are under considerationdue to their potential to describe higher-order cross section deformationmodes [27].In ANCF, the kinematics of finite elements are described withspatial shape functions where absolute nodal positions and their gra-dients act as degrees of freedom. The use of gradients as degrees of

freedom is considered a fundamental feature of ANCF. The usage ofslope coordinates enables three-dimensional rotations to be presentedwithout having to include rotational degrees of freedom and the bodydeformation can thus be captured effectively with a reduced numberof nodes and elements [28,29]. Additionally, it brings advantages indynamic simulations due to the improved numerical efficiency in thetime integration that results from the mass matrix being presented bythe formulation as a constant, which eliminates Coriolis inertia andcentrifugal forces from the equation of motion [11]. Furthermore, theelement formulation can automatically describe nonlinear effects [30].ANCF-based beam and plate elements can be categorized into thegroups: low-order, fully-parameterized and higher-order elements withrespect to the number of (first-order) gradient vectors and order of thegradient vectors. In low-order elements, i.e gradient deficient beamelements, see for example [12,31,32], the displacement interpolationis accomplished in a way that all the (first-order) gradient vectors arenot needed. This type of choice can lead to elements with or withoutcross-section deformation. In fully-parameterized elements [33–36],all first-order gradient vectors are utilized. The longitudinal gradientvectors in shear deformable ANCF beam elements may give morefreedom for defining the initial configuration of the geometricallycomplicated structure. However, ANCF elements with a complete setof gradient vectors suffer from different types of locking phenomenadue to unbalance choice of the base functions for displacement fieldinterpolation [37] leading to computational burdening. It has also beenshown that introducing the transverse gradient vectors can improveaccuracy and numerical performance [26,38] and are advantageouscompared to the original fully-parameterized ANCF element [39].In the case of higher-order ANCF elements [37,40,41], higher thanfirst-order derivatives are used in displacement interpolation to de-scribe the cross-section deformation more precisely. The use of thehigher-order derivatives as nodal coordinates offers a possibility to finda balanced interpolation, which makes it possible to reduce numericallocking phenomena such as shear locking and Poisson locking. Further-more, in the case of low-order and fully-parameterized elements, strainenergy can be formulated based on beam theory, i.e. using an elasticline approach or material laws based on general continuum mechanics.For higher-order elements, continuum mechanics is often the onlypossibility for derivation of internal energy due to the rank deficiencyof the elemental stiffness matrix. The material laws based approachallows some assumptions commonly used in beam modelling to berelaxed, for example, when capturing cross-section deformation, whichis a significant advantage when describing biological tissues [42].On the downside, an uncritical choice of higher-order elements canlead to computational difficulties and a reduction in accuracy [26].Moreover, recent research has shown, that modelling of incompressiblehyperelastic materials via the gradient deficient beam elements mightbe a preferable choice [13].Let us consider the quadratic ANCF element proposed by Nachba-gauer [11]. First, the position vector field 𝒓 = 𝒓 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) of any particlein the current configuration is defined within a framework of Cartesiancoordinate systems. The position in the initial configuration is definedas 𝒓. The connection between the two vectors is:
𝒓 = 𝒓 + 𝒖ℎ,

where 𝒖ℎ is a displacement vector. Using the assumed vector field, themotion of the body can be expressed as:
𝒓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐍𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 𝒒 (𝑡) , (1)
where 𝐍𝑚 is a shape function matrix and 𝒒 is a vector of nodalcoordinates. Accordingly, the vector of displacements 𝒖ℎ has the form:
𝒖ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐍𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 𝒖 (𝑡) , (2)
where 𝒖 is a vector of nodal displacements.
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Fig. 1. ANCF three-node gradient deficient beam element with the vectors in the current and reference configurations, respectively [12].

In the ANCF element, see Fig. 1, the interpolation can be done forthe displacement and position (geometry) fields as well. For the 𝑖thnode, the ANCF three-node gradient deficient beam element has:
𝒒𝑖 =

[
𝒓𝑖𝑇 𝒓𝑖𝑇,𝑦 𝒓𝑖𝑇,𝑧

]𝑇
. (3)

Hence, shorthand symbols are used as
𝒓𝑖,𝛼 = 𝜕𝒓𝑖

𝜕𝛼
, 𝛼 = {𝑦, 𝑧}.

Since the element is assumed to be isoparametric, a new local coor-dinate system 𝝃 = {𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁} (see Fig. 1) with the range for the localcoordinates [−1, 1] is formed with the substitutions 𝜉 = 2𝑥
𝑙𝑥
, 𝜂 = 2𝑦

𝑙𝑦
, 𝜁 =

2𝑧
𝑙𝑧

. Here, 𝑙𝑥, 𝑙𝑦 and 𝑙𝑧 are the physical dimensions of the element. Thesubstitutions are made to deal with the Gaussian integration procedure.Assuming all the above propositions gives Eqs. (1) and (2) in theforms [39]:
𝒓(𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 , 𝑡) = 𝐍𝑚 (𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 ) 𝒒(𝑡),
𝒖ℎ(𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 , 𝑡) = 𝐍𝑚 (𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 ) 𝒖(𝑡), (4)
where:
𝑁𝑚(𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 ) =

[
𝑁1𝐈 𝑁2𝐈 𝑁3𝐈 ... 𝑁9𝐈

]
, (5)

where 𝐈 is a 3 × 3 identity matrix and:
𝑁1 =

1
2
𝜉(𝜉 − 1) 𝑁2 =

1
4
𝑙𝑦𝜉𝜂(𝜉 − 1) 𝑁3 =

1
4
𝑙𝑧𝜉𝜁 (𝜉 − 1)

𝑁4 = 1 − 𝜉2 𝑁5 =
1
2
𝑙𝑦𝜂(1 − 𝜉2) 𝑁6 =

1
2
𝑙𝑧𝜁 (1 − 𝜉2)

𝑁7 =
1
2
𝜉(𝜉 + 1) 𝑁8 =

1
4
𝑙𝑦𝜉𝜂(𝜉 + 1) 𝑁9 =

1
4
𝑙𝑧𝜉𝜁 (𝜉 + 1).

3. Equations of motion
In ANCF analysis, the common approach for calculating body mo-tion is to work with the total variational formulation according to theacting forces. These forces can be grouped as inertia, external andinternal forces:

𝛿𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝛿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝛿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡 = 0. (6)
where 𝛿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡 can be written as:
𝛿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡 = −�̈�𝑇 ∫𝑉 𝜌𝐍𝑇

𝑚𝐍𝑚𝑑𝑉 ⋅ 𝛿𝒒, (7)

where 𝜌 is the mass density, and 𝑉 is the volume of the element in thereference configuration. The mass matrix is introduced as:
𝐌 = ∫𝑉 𝜌𝐍𝑇

𝑚𝐍𝑚𝑑𝑉 . (8)
The variation of 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡 with respect to the nodal coordinates is:
𝛿𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑡 = ∫𝑉 𝐒 ∶ 𝛿𝐄𝑑𝑉 = ∫𝑉 𝐒 ∶ 𝜕𝐄

𝜕𝒒
𝑑𝑉 ⋅ 𝛿𝒒. (9)

where 𝐒 is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, which in our caseaccounts for the viscoelastic behaviour and the Mullins effect. 𝐄 is theGreen–Lagrange strain tensor:
𝐄 = 1

2
(
𝐅𝑇 ⋅ 𝐅 − 𝐈

)
,

where 𝐅 is the deformation gradient tensor, which can be described as:
𝐅 = 𝜕𝒓

𝜕𝒓
= 𝜕𝒓

𝜕𝜉

(
𝜕𝒓
𝜕𝜉

)−1
= 𝐈 +

𝜕𝒖ℎ
𝜕𝜉

(
𝜕𝒓
𝜕𝜉

)−1
.

The virtual work of the external force has the form:
𝛿𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑡 = ∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇 𝛿𝒓𝑑𝑉 = ∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇𝐍𝑚𝑑𝑉 ⋅ 𝛿𝒒, (10)
where vector 𝒃 is the vector of the body forces. Taking Eqs. (7), (9), and(10) and substituting them into Eq. (6), the equation of motion can bederived.
4. Anisotropic viscoelastic damage model

Here, we present a brief explanation of the derivation of constitu-tive equations appropriate for the viscoelastic damage response basedon [14,16,21].
4.1. Anisotropic viscoelastic model

We describe a fibre-reinforced solid using the Helmholtz free-energyfunction 𝛹 . As assumed in Section 1 the biological tissues are in-compressible solids. The strain–energy density is decomposed into twoparts, the so-called volumetric and isochoric parts [14]. In this work,the volumetric part is represented by a quadratic function. Experimen-tal data has demonstrated that a quadratic function can adequatelydescribe the volume change for slightly compressible solid rubber ma-terials in simple tension for stretches up to 100% [43]. So, consideringthe deformation gradient 𝐅, we know that the determinant defines thevolume of the object as
𝐽 = det 𝐅 > 0. (11)
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Further on, the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation isconsidered and is split as:
𝐅 = 𝐽

1
3 𝐅, (12)

where 𝐅 is the volume-preserving part of the deformation response, andthus:
det 𝐅 = 1. (13)
The right and left Cauchy–Green tensors are given by:
𝐂 = 𝐅

𝑇
⋅ 𝐅, 𝐛 = 𝐅 ⋅ 𝐅

𝑇
. (14)

As in Holzapfel and Ogden [4] and Holzapfel and Gasser [14] and thefibre direction is defined using a unit vector field 𝒂0 at each point ofthe object in the initial configuration. This unit vector represents themain direction of the family fibres. The vector defining orientation andstretch in the current configuration is given with 𝒂 = 𝐅 ⋅𝒂0. The squareof the fibre extension is defined as:
𝜆2𝒂0 = 𝐂 ∶ 𝐀0, (15)
where 𝐀0 is a structural tensor of order two and has the form:
𝐀0 = 𝒂0 ⊗ 𝒂0. (16)
The approach is easy to extend to several families of fibres by intro-ducing new unit vectors. To characterize the viscoelastic processes, aset of (non-measurable) internal variables {𝛤𝛼} relating to the referenceconfiguration is introduced, where 𝛼 = 1, 2,… , 𝑚. These variables aresimilar to the strain measure and the response to dissipative effects [16]and they characterize the non-equilibrium state. So, it is assumed that:
𝛹 = 𝛹 (𝐂,𝐀, 𝛤1,…𝛤𝑚).

The viscoelastic behaviour is modelled using a generalized Maxwellelement with 𝑚 ⩾ 1 relaxation processes with corresponding relaxationtimes 𝜏𝛼 ∈ (0,∞), 𝛼 = 1, 2,… , 𝑚. Now, taking into account Eq. (12) andsplitting also the viscoelastic (isochoric) response of the material intoparts responsible for the equilibrium (elastic response 𝑡 → +∞) andnon-equilibrium states:
𝛹 = 𝛹𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝐽 ) + 𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝐂, 𝐀) +

𝑚∑
𝛼=1

𝛶 𝑖𝑠𝑜
𝛼 (𝐂, 𝐀, 𝛤𝛼), (17)

where 𝛶𝛼 is the deceptive potential to determine the viscoelastic con-tribution. This change is valid for energy at some closed time interval
𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇 ]. 𝛹𝑣𝑜𝑙 is the volumetric part of the Helmholtz free-energyfunction given as:
𝛹𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝐽 ) = 𝑘(𝐽 − 1)2, (18)
where 𝑘 is a penalty coefficient which is large enough to guarantee theincompressibility. Now, the part of the equilibrium state is expressedthrough the invariants of the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor andstructural tensors. The free-energy 𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜 of the anisotropic model ispresented as:
𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝐼1, 𝐼2, 𝐼4, 𝐼5), (19)
where 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 have the forms:

𝐼1 = tr𝐂,
𝐼2 =

1
2

(tr𝐂2
+ tr2𝐂) ,

(20)
and 𝐼4, 𝐼5 are invariants based on 𝐂 and tensor 𝐀0 [4]:
𝐼4 = 𝐂 ∶ 𝐀0, 𝐼5 = 𝐂

2
∶ 𝐀0, (21)

It should be remembered that 𝐼3 = det𝐂 = 1 has been excludedsuch that it does not have an effect on the function 𝛹 . Finally, in our

investigation, we will use the so-called GOH (short for Gasser–Ogden–Holzapfel) model [15] including fibre dispersion (𝜅 model [4]) whoseelastic potential energy function has the form:
𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 𝑐10

(
𝐼1 − 3

)
+

𝑐1
2𝑐2

{exp [
𝑐2

(
𝜅𝐼1 + (1 − 3𝜅)𝐼4 − 1

)2
]
− 1},

𝜅 ∈
[
0, 1

3

]
. (22)

By using Eqs. (17) and (19), the stress response can be derived based onthe second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, which has the following form:
𝐒 = 2 𝜕𝛹

𝜕𝐂
= 𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙 + 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜 +

𝑚∑
𝛼=1

𝐐𝛼 , (23)
where 𝐐𝛼 is the non-equilibrium stresses in the sense of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [16] where:
𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙 =

𝜕𝛹𝑣𝑜𝑙
𝜕𝐽

𝐽𝐂−1, 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 2
∑
𝑘

𝜕𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜

𝜕𝐼𝑘

𝜕𝐼𝑘
𝜕𝐂

, 𝐐𝛼 = 2
𝜕𝛶 𝑖𝑠𝑜

𝛼
𝜕𝐂

. (24)
As 𝑡 → +∞, the stress tensor (23) achieves an equilibrium state. So,
𝐐𝛼 = 2𝜕𝛶 𝑖𝑠𝑜

𝛼 ∕𝜕𝛤𝛼 = 𝐎 [21]. To complete the model, we need to finda law which governs the internal variables to determine the isochoricnon-equilibrium stresses 𝐐𝛼 . As noted earlier, generalization of a one-dimensional Maxwell model is used in this investigation (Fig. A.11).Based on Eq. (A.6) in Appendix, the choice for the evolution equationsfor 𝐐𝛼 is:
�̇�𝛼 +

𝐐𝛼
𝜏𝛼

= 𝛽𝛼 �̇�𝑖𝑠𝑜, (25)
where 𝛽𝛼 is a free-energy factor (see Appendix), 𝜏𝛼 is relaxation time.A simple closed-form solution of (25) has the form:
𝐐𝛼 = ∫

𝑡

0
𝛽𝛼exp(

− 𝑡 − 𝑠
𝜏𝛼

)
𝑑
𝑑𝑠

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠)d𝑠 (26)
We also assume that 𝐐𝛼|𝑡=0 = 0. As can be seen from (26), 𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜 and 𝛹𝑣𝑜𝑙scalar functions are enough to determine the viscoelastic model, whichis a crucial advantage of this viscoelastic behaviour description.
4.2. Algorithm for stress tensor

The numerical integration algorithm for updating the stress tensorwith time will be explained. Firstly, the time period [0, 𝑡] is separatedinto 𝑁 sub-periods such that ⋃𝑁
𝑛=0

[
𝑡𝑛, 𝑡𝑛+1

]. These sub-periods are notnecessarily the same length of time. Assuming that the deformationhistory 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑡𝑛 and the measures 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛 , 𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑛 , 𝐐𝛼𝑛 , 𝐂𝑛
are known, andtheir equilibrium equations are satisfied, the task becomes derivationof these measures in the 𝑡𝑛+1 moment. Attention is now focused on thetime interval [𝑡𝑛, 𝑡𝑛+1]. We define time step 𝛥𝑡 = 𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑡𝑛. Applying asplit of the exponential expression:

exp(
−
𝑡𝑛+1
𝜏𝛼

)
= exp(

−
𝑡𝑛 + 𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝛼

)
= exp(− 𝑡𝑛

𝜏𝛼
)exp(

−𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝛼

)
.

to (26) yields:
𝐐𝛼𝑛+1 = 𝛽𝛼 ∫

𝑡𝑛+1

0
exp(

−
𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑠

𝜏𝛼

)
𝑑
𝑑𝑠

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠)d𝑠
= exp(

−𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝛼

)
𝛽𝛼 ∫

𝑡𝑛

0
exp(

−
𝑡𝑛 − 𝑠
𝜏𝛼

)
𝑑
𝑑𝑠

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠)d𝑠
+𝛽𝛼 ∫

𝑡𝑛+1

𝑡𝑛
exp(

−
𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑠

𝜏𝛼

)
𝑑
𝑑𝑠

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠)d𝑠
= exp(

−𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝛼

)
𝐐𝛼𝑛 + 𝛽𝛼 ∫

𝑡𝑛+1

𝑡𝑛
exp(

−
𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑠

𝜏𝛼

)
𝑑
𝑑𝑠

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠)d𝑠,
(27)

which is an exact recursive formula for the current 𝐐𝛼𝑛 . The transitionto a discrete time step is:
𝑑
𝑑𝑠

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠) = lim
𝛥𝑠→0

𝛥𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠)
𝛥𝑠

= lim
𝛥𝑠→0

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛+1 − 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛
𝛥𝑠

,
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and gives us the expression:
𝐐𝛼𝑛+1 = exp(

−𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝛼

)
𝐐𝛼𝑛 + 𝛽𝛼 ∫

𝑡𝑛+1

𝑡𝑛
exp(

−
𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑠

𝜏𝛼

) 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛+1 − 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛
𝛥𝑡

d𝑠.
(28)

Applying the mid-point rule to this expression gives:
𝐐𝛼𝑛+1 = exp(

−𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝛼

)
𝐐𝛼𝑛 + 𝛽𝛼exp(

− 𝛥𝑡
2𝜏𝛼

)(
𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛+1 − 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛

)
, (29)

and following [14] and substituting 𝜉 = −𝛥𝑡∕2𝜏𝛼 in (29) we are able toreceive the update formulas:
𝐒
𝑛+1

=

[
𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙 + 𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜 +

𝑚∑
𝛼=1

𝐐𝛼

]

𝑛+1

𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑛+1 =
𝜕𝛹𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝐂𝑛+1

)
𝜕𝐽

𝑛+1

𝐽
𝑛+1

𝐂−1
𝑛+1

,

𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛+1 = 2
∑
𝑘

𝜕𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝐂𝑛+1
)

𝜕𝐼𝑘

𝜕𝐼𝑘
𝜕𝐂

𝑛+1

,

𝐐𝛼𝑛+1 = 𝛽𝛼exp(𝜉𝛼)𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛+1 +𝐻𝛼
𝑛 ,

𝐻𝛼
𝑛 = exp(𝜉𝛼)[ exp(𝜉𝛼)𝐐𝛼𝑛 − 𝛽𝛼𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛 ].

(30)

The advantage of this algorithm is that it allows an additional inte-gration routine to be avoided by substituting the integral equationswith summation of several items. Furthermore, used explicit integrationscheme for the updating tensors does not include any components thatcould contribute to numerical damping in a solution and, therefore, itdoes not damp motion. For this reason, all the damping that can beseen from results can be assumed to be physical damping. Moreover,the algorithm can be easily applied and used together with standardintegration schemes, for example, ode23s in MATLAB, in order tosimulate motion of body.
4.3. Damage model

The above algorithm reproduces the first cycle of the experimentin Eliasson et al. [24], Khayyeri et al. [44] and Khayyerin et al. [25].It may even be used to capture deformation during several cycles,see Section 5. However, when several cycles are considered, it hasbeen observed that the tissues demonstrate a stress-softening effect,more commonly known as the Mullins effect. The Mullins effect is theeffect of material softening as a result of repeated cyclic loading oranother mechanical treatment. Since the seminal work of Govindjeeand Simo [45–47], the topic has received great attention over the lasttwo decades. Yet, to date, there is no general consensus regardingthe causative agent that results in manifestation of the Mullins effect.On the modelling side, two major approaches have been considered:(a) phenomenological models that use a damage parameter; and (b)micromechanics based models that consider physical changes as acausative agent. A detailed literature review on the Mullins effect isdiscussed in Harish et al. [48] and Harish [49]. In this work, weadopt a damage-based approach using the discontinuous damage modeldescribed in Simo [21]. Following numerical concepts for modellingdamage, the damage is assumed to affect only the isochoric part of thedeformation as:
𝐒 = 𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙 + [1 −𝐷]𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜 +

𝑚∑
𝛼=1

𝐐𝛼 , (31)
where [1−𝐷] is known as a reduction factor, and the variable 𝐷 ∈ [0, 1]is a normalized scalar damage variable. The damage is governed by themaximum of equivalent strain which has occurred during the loadingprocess:
𝛩𝑚
𝑠 = max

𝑠∈[0,𝑡]

√
2𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑠),

where 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝑡] denotes the history variable [50], and the initialcondition for 𝛩𝑡 = 0. Next, we define a damage condition [21]:
𝛷(𝐂(𝑡), 𝛩𝑚

𝑠 ) =
√
2𝛹𝑖𝑠𝑜(𝑡) − 𝛩𝑚

𝑠 ⩽ 0.

The condition defines a damage surface 𝛷(𝐂(𝑡), 𝛩𝑚
𝑠 ) = 0. The evolutionof parameter 𝐷 is characterized by the equation:

𝑑𝐷
𝑑𝑡

=

{
ℎ(𝛩𝑡, 𝛩𝑚

𝑠 )�̇�𝑡, if 𝛷 = 0 and 𝐍 ∶ �̇� > 0
0, otherwise

where 𝐍 = 𝜕𝛷
𝜕𝐂

is a normal to the damage surface in the strain space.
ℎ(𝛩𝑡, 𝛩𝑚

𝑠 ) is the given function of the damage evolution, and 𝛩𝑡 isthe equivalent strain in the current moment. Considering ℎ(𝛩𝑡, 𝛩𝑚
𝑠 ) isindependent of 𝛩𝑚

𝑠 by setting ℎ(𝛩𝑡) = −
𝑑𝑔(𝛩𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

, the reduction factor
can then be expressed as 1−𝐷 = 𝑔. We conclude the expression for thedamage model in the form:
𝐒 = 𝐒𝑣𝑜𝑙 + 𝑔(𝛩𝑚

𝑠 )𝐒𝑖𝑠𝑜 +
𝑚∑

𝛼=1
𝐐𝛼 , (32)

where:
𝑔(𝛩𝑚

𝑠 ) = 𝛾 + (1 − 𝛾)
1 − exp(−𝛩𝑚

𝑠 ∕𝜔)
𝛩𝑚
𝑠 ∕𝜔

, 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1], 𝜔 ∈ [0,∞), (33)
where 𝛾 and 𝜔 are regarded as given model parameters [21].
5. Model validation

First, the accuracy and robustness of the algorithm of the ANCFbased model is evaluated. To do so, we consider the deformations ofa rectangular solid beam with length 𝐿 = 1 m and a square cross-section with length of sides 𝑊 = 0.1 m and 𝐻 = 0.1 m. One end ofthe beam is clamped and a force of magnitude 𝐹 = 100 N is appliedat the other end of the beam. The physical constants for the potentialenergy function (22) are taken from [15] and assumed to be 𝑐10 =
7.64 kPa, 𝑐1 = 996.6 kPa, 𝑐2 = 524.6, 𝜅 = 0 with some characteristics ofviscoelastic behaviour such as relaxation time 𝜏 = 10 and 𝛽 = 1, 𝛥𝑡 = 2(see Eq. (29)), and damage behaviour such as 𝜔 = 20 and 𝛾 = 0.7. Thecrimp angle in real biological tissues varies from 0 to 60 degrees [3],and here we take the angle as equal to 30 degrees [51], which followsthe fibre direction 𝐚0 =

(√
3
2 , 0, 12

).
5.1. Creep and relaxation tests

Here, we present modelling of viscoelastic behaviour, namely, re-laxation and creep deformations. To present creep deformation, thebeam with only viscoelastic features is subjected to elongation by theconstant force for a long time period. During this period the beam has toreach a constant strain; furthermore, this deformation should be closeto the pure elastic solution (see Fig. 4a). When the desired constantstrain is reached, the load is removed, and after the same time periodthe beam should come to the unloading state (see Fig. 2a). To presentthe relaxation phenomenon, the beam is also subjected to elongationby the force. When some level of strain has been achieved, the load isremoved, and the obtained deformation is fixed. The inner stresses ofthe beam should exponentially decrease (see Fig. 2b).
5.2. Damage test

The Mullins effect is next demonstrated considering multiple cyclesof loading and unloading. The bar with only elastic features is consid-ered with the reduction function shown in (33). In the first test cycle,the applied load is increased from 0 to 50 N and then unloaded to 0 N;in the second cycle, the applied force ranges from 0 N to 75 N and thento the completely unloaded state. Then we apply elongation load up to
100 N followed by unloading to zero.As can be seen in Fig. 3, the dependence of the response on thepreviously applied loads, as well as the unloading and loading followdifferent paths.

5
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Fig. 2. Load–displacement viscoelastic behaviour of the GOH beam from ANCF3333 element.

Fig. 3. Load–displacement behaviour of the GOH beam considering damage.

5.3. Objectivity test
To ensure objectivity, it should be ascertained that the developedelements describe correctly the superimposed rigid body movements.The approach presented in [23,52] is used for this purpose. In theobjectivity test, we use a beam deformation with an imposed rigid ro-tation. The straight beam is used with the physical constants describedin Section 5.1 and the same geometrical dimensions. To this end, thestraight beam with a clamped left end is subjected to force applied atthe right end together with rigid rotation of the whole beam, where

𝜃 ∈ [0◦, 100◦].We carried out simulations for 𝜃 = 𝑡, i.e. 𝜃 = 0◦, 2◦, 4◦, ... 100◦, anddifferent finite elements. The objectivity of the elements was checkedby monitoring the deformation of the beam at each time step withdifferent angles. The finite element can be considered to pass theobjectivity test when all named characteristics for any time momentdo not depend on the angle.Results for the test are presented in Figs. 5a and 5b, and Table 1.Fig. 5b depicts the deformed configurations at the imposed top dis-placement. Additionally, the results from an ANCF experiment arecompared with those of 3D FEM analysis with ANSYS software for thecase of angle rotation 𝜃 = 0 (Fig. 4a). The viscoelastic deformation inANSYS is described through the Prony series. As can be seen the creepeffect is quite well described with the formulation used in this work.

Table 1The test elongation results with maximal used DOF by elements.
𝜃/t ANCF3333 ANCF3243 ANCF3363 ANCF34X3 ANSYS
10 0.1739 0.1739 0.1744 0.1746 0.174120 0.2115 0.2115 0.2114 0.2118 0.209530 0.2349 0.2349 0.2346 0.2353 0.231740 0.2493 0.2493 0.2575 0.2499 0.245450 0.2581 0.2581 0.2575 0.2589 0.253860 0.2634 0.2634 0.2628 0.2645 0.258970 0.2666 0.2666 0.2660 0.2678 0.262080 0.2685 0.2685 0.2680 0.2699 0.263990 0.2697 0.2697 0.2691 0.2711 0.2651100 0.2704 0.2704 0.2698 0.2718 0.2657

Table 2The results of the final elongations with the dependencies of DOFs by elements.ANCF3243 ANCF3333 ANCF3363 ANCF34X3
DOF Disp. DOF Disp. DOF Disp. DOF Disp.
24 0.270684 27 0.270404 54 0.270876 120 0.22652136 0.270412 45 0.270374 90 0.271043 210 0.25263048 0.270500 63 0.270370 126 0.271061 300 0.26073160 0.270421 81 0.270371 162 0.270961 390 0.26415572 0.270430 99 0.270371 198 0.270774 480 0.26657184 0.270417 117 0.270370 234 0.270517 570 0.26856796 0.270413 135 0.270370 270 0.270204 660 0.270299108 0.270409 153 0.270370 306 0.269841 750 0.271841

As there are no significant differences in displacement (see. Ta-ble 1), we will choose element ANCF3333 for our further experi-ments, because ANCF3333 requires less computational efforts. In thework [13], it was shown that during the elongation test of beam-like structures, the ANCF element is computationally efficient in acomparison of conventional finite element solution provided with com-mercial finite element software ANSYS. To clarify the computationalefficiency of the chosen ANCF element, converged results and the ratesof convergence for studied elements are presented in Table 2 andFig. 6. As can be seen from results, the ANCF 3333 element leadsto computationally efficient solution in this special application. Thesolution found by ANSYS solid element needs remarkable amount ofdegrees of freedom in comparison to the ANCF elements and all thesestudied ANCF elements convergence to a similar results with ANSYSsolid element. However, the ANCF3333 shows the highest the rate ofconvergence and therefore, it is chosen for the tendon problem.
6. Tendon experiments

Next, we consider experimental data from the tensile testing ofrat tendons described in the work of Eliasson et al. [24]. The animalexperiments were done on 16 week old female Sprague-Dawley rats.
6
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Fig. 4. Objectivity test results of a viscoelastic beam.

Fig. 5. Objectivity test results of a viscoelastic beam with an ANCF3333 element.

Fig. 6. Converge rate comparisons of different ANCF elements and ANSYS Solid186element.
The tendons were tested in a materials testing machine (100𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝐿,
𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑒,𝑀𝑁). The tendon was loaded with a constant speed of0.1 mm/s. The test was a cyclic test with 20 cycles between 1 N and
20 N. No preconditioning was done before the experiment. Geometricaldata from [24] are presented in Table 3.

Table 3Geometrical data [24].ID Diameter 1 (mm) Diameter 2 (mm) Length (mm)
1265 1.64 1.44 8.241267 1.51 1.09 8.981268 1.6 1.52 9.061269 1.84 1.13 8.141270 1.39 1.5 9.011272 1.77 1.38 8.171274 1.57 1.48 9.231275 1.47 1.54 8.341277 1.35 1.23 7.41

In our simulation, the model is assumed to be circular and to havea constant cross-sectional area along the length of the tendon. To usethe algorithm described in Section 2 with this type of cross-section wefollowed the scheme proposed in Abramowitz and Stegun [53]. Theaverage tendon length was 8.51 mm, and the average cross-sectionalarea was 1.6824 mm2. The constitutive material model was optimizedfor fitting of average experimental data (see Fig. 7) from a mechanicaltest following the scheme described in Section 4. We consider cycles 1–3 (see Fig. 7a), where large variations are seen between the cycles andcycles 10–12 (see Fig. 7b) [44]. In the simulations, the experimentaldisplacements for the first load cycle and uploading part of the sec-ond cycle were used as boundary conditions. Then, the optimizationMATLAB® function ‘fminsearch’ [54] was used to find parameters with
7
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Fig. 7. Experimental loading protocols for all 9 tendons.

Fig. 8. Viscoelastic model.
the minimum of the function of the root mean square error:
min𝑓 =

√∑𝑛
𝑗=1(𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝)2

𝑛
. (34)

Finally, the optimized results were assessed by calculating the rootmean square error (RMS) between the displacement of the model andthe experiments applying forces from the average data set:
RMS =

√∑𝑛
𝑗=1(𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑢𝑒𝑥𝑝)2

𝑛
. (35)

6.1. Viscoelastic model
In order the validate the developed model, we use some part of theexperimental data for fitting purposes. Our goal is to use the fittedmaterial parameters in the simulations and check if the model canreplicate the rest of the experimental data. In this subsection, we will
• Fit for the first cycle to obtain viscoelastic material parame-ters. We use these obtained material parameters to simulate andcompare the behaviour for the first three cycles
• Fit for the tenth cycle to obtain viscoelastic material parame-ters. We use these obtained material parameters to simulate andcompare the behaviour for the tenth, eleventh and twelfth cycles.
Note that experimental data is available for the first 12 cycles.The optimization task for the viscoelastic model (see Section 4.1)has several solutions when fitted for the first cycle. For example, thesets of optimized parameters for the first cycle are: 𝑐10 = 1436.64 Pa,

𝑐1 = 739.23 kPa, 𝑐2 = 0.0315, 𝜅 = 0.327, 𝜏 = 4.8 s, 𝛽 = 1.5, and: 𝑐10 =
0.408 Pa, 𝑐1 = 635.21 kPa, 𝑐2 = 1.6642 × 10−5, 𝜅 = 0.322, 𝜏 = 4.77 s and
𝛽 = 1.5. But one set, namely the second set of parameters, should not be

considered as a solution because dividing 𝑐1 into 𝑐2 gives a value thatsignificantly exceeds the limits of the breaking stress of tendons [55].To avoid nonphysical solutions further, we limit the search range forthe relation between 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 such that the division of the upper limitfor 𝑐1 into the lower limit of 𝑐2 should be less than 50 MPa [55]. Thelower limit for 𝑐2 is at 0.01, which helps to distinguish it from 0, andthe upper limit for 𝑐1 is set at 5 MPa.Similarly as above, the sets of optimized parameters for the tenthcycle are: 𝑐10 = 811.75 Pa, 𝑐1 = 1562.63 kPa, 𝑐2 = 0.357, 𝜅 = 0.287,
𝜏 = 1.58 s, and 𝛽 = 0.187, where the geometrical data of a tendon ofcylindrical form are: 𝐿 = 8.51 mm, and 𝑅 = 0.7318 mm (see Fig. 8).Next, we consider how the viscoelastic model can describe a defor-mation of several cycles, that is, 3 cycles. The results are shown in Figs.9a and 9b.From Fig. 9a, it can be seen that in the third cycle, the model doesnot give an accurate prediction for the unloading part. To address thisissue, the viscoelastic damage model is next considered.
6.2. Viscoelastic damage model

In this subsection, we present solutions for an experiment witha viscoelastic model that includes the Mullins effect (31). Here, wealso follow the approach described in the previous subsection. In thissubsection, we will
• Fit for the first one-and-a-half cycle (i.e. 1.5) to obtain both vis-coelastic material and damage parameters. We use these obtainedparameters to simulate and compare the behaviour for the firstthree cycles
• Fit for the tenth-plus-a-half cycle (i.e. 10th + half of 11th) to ob-tain the viscoelastic material parameters. We use these obtained

8
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Fig. 9. Viscoelastic model.

Fig. 10. Viscoelastic damage model.
material parameters to simulate and compare the behaviour forthe tenth, eleventh and twelfth cycles.

Again, note that experimental data is available for the first 12cycles. Parameters are optimized for fitting of data from the first loadcycle and the uploading part of the second cycle and then we examinehow the obtained parameters fit with data for the three cycles. Afteroptimization, the parameter set for the first to third cycles is: 𝑐10 =
1463.6 Pa, 𝑐1 = 1507.2 kPa, 𝑐2 = 0.0254, 𝜅 = 0.3316, 𝜏 = 5.39 s,
𝛽 = 1.1, 𝜔 = 1.247 and 𝛾 = 0.095, and for the tenth to twelfth cyclesis: 𝑐10 = 830.96 Pa, 𝑐1 = 2054.38 kPa, 𝑐2 = 0.0985, 𝜅 = 0.293, 𝜏 = 1.347 s,
𝛽 = 0.168, 𝜔 = 4.057, 𝛾 = 0.3136.As can be seen by comparing Figs. 10a and 10b with Figs. 9a and 9b,respectively, implementation of the reduction factor slightly increasesthe accuracy of the model when compared with the experimentalresults. Indeed, the inclusion of the damage model did not improve ourresults much, and for this reason, the damage model can be consideredan unnecessary inclusion that just expands the amount of materialparameters. However, this can only be in special cases. For example, itwas demonstrated in [56] that the inclusion of the Mullins effect intothe model of the biological tissues clearly improved the agreement withthe experimental results.
7. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented the responses of beam-type struc-tures using two different approaches, namely ANCF elements and stan-dard FEA. The ANCF framework used in-house codes developed usingMATLAB, whereas the FEA were obtained using the commercial finiteelement code ANSYS. 3D FEA was used only for validation purposesand to demonstrate the computational advantage of the ANCF-basedmodels. The obtained results showed that the ANCF elements agree

well with 3D FEM within reasonably acceptable limits of error. Theobjectivity test showed that rigid body motion does not affect theresults and the ANCF elements exhibit good convergence behaviour.Moreover, it was demonstrated that the ANCF solution provides goodapproximations to capture the nonlinear deformation behaviour ofbiological tissue, including time-dependent and damage effects.To sum up, the ANCF element technology approach is a good toolfor finite element analysis of soft tissues. It gives reasonably goodapproximations to describe deformations and requires fewer elementsfor good convergence. Consequently, fewer degrees of freedom areneeded and analysis is less computationally demanding. The presentpaper shows that the ANCF element is well suited for analysis of largesoft tissue deformations described with even time dependencies.
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Fig. A.11. Generalized Maxwell model.
Appendix. Derivation of evolution equations

Here we derive several formulas essential for the expressions inSection 4.2. Let us consider the generalized Maxwell model Fig. A.11.The basic elements of linear viscoelasticity are an elastic element(spring) and a viscous Newton-element. The relation for the elasticresponse is:
𝜎 = 𝐸𝜖. (A.1)
For the Newton-element the strain–stress relation depends on the strainrate:
𝑞 = 𝜂�̇�. (A.2)
The viscosity 𝜂 can also be expressed in terms of an elastic constant 𝐸:
𝜂 = 𝜏𝐸, (A.3)
where 𝜏 is relaxation time. Now, let us consider the combination ofthe elastic and Newton element of the generalized Maxwell model inFig. A.11. The total strain consists of elastic 𝜖 and 𝛾 components:
𝜖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜖 + 𝛾.

From the equilibrium of the applied stress we obtain the relation:
𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸0𝜖 +

𝑚∑
𝛼=1

𝑞𝛼 ,

where:
𝑞𝛼 = 𝐸𝛼(𝜖 − 𝛾𝛼) = 𝜂𝛼 �̇�𝛼 . (A.4)
From (A.4) the evolution equation is simply obtained
�̇�𝛼 +

𝑞𝛼
𝜏𝛼

= ddt𝐸𝛼𝜖. (A.5)
By adding the relation 𝛽𝛼 = 𝐸𝛼∕𝐸 we receive the final form of theevolution equation:
�̇�𝛼 +

𝑞𝛼
𝜏𝛼

= 𝛽𝛼
ddt𝐸0𝜖. (A.6)
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Abstract The absolute nodal coordinate formula-
tion (ANCF) is a nonlinear finite element approach
proposed for the large deformation dynamics anal-
ysis of beam- and plate/shell-type structures. In the
ANCF approach, elastic forces can be defined using
three-dimensional elasticity-based continuummechan-
ics. This approach is often straightforward, and itmakes
it possible to use advanced material models in the
ANCF framework. However, it has been pointed out in
several studies that continuum ANCF-based elements
with a full three-dimensional elasticity description can
suffer from locking phenomena. In this study, a com-
parison between various combinations of locking alle-
viation techniques and their applicability to different
ANCF beam variants is studied using numerical exam-
ples. Furthermore, the enhanced deformation gradient
(EDG) technique, which has been proposed recently in
finite element literature, is demonstrated for high-order
ANCF beam elements. Based on the numerical tests,
none of the currently available techniques are suitable
for all types of ANCF elements. The paper also shows
that the efficiency and accuracy of the techniques are
case-dependent. For theANCFbeamelement involving
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higher-order terms with respect to trapezoidal mode,
however, the EDG-based techniques are preferable to
reduce locking phenomena.

Keywords Absolute nodal coordinate · Locking
problems · FE analysis · Large strains · Nonlinear
elasticity

1 Introduction

The absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is a
nonlinear finite element approach proposed byShabana
in [28] for beam- and plate/shell-type structures under-
going large deformation dynamics. Today, the ANCF
elements are often used within the multibody commu-
nity to solve various two- and three-dimensional defor-
mation problems [13]. The key idea of ANCF elements
is to use absolute nodal positions and their gradients
in the kinematic description. Similar approaches were
proposed by Rhim and Lee [27] (termed the vectorial
approach) for nonlinear static problems involving finite
elements and, recently, in the work [4].

The gradient vectors, the slope vectors in the trans-
verse directions, are used to define cross-sectional
deformations. They make it possible to use three-
dimensional elasticity descriptions for the ANCF ele-
ments. However, ANCF elements based on full three-
dimensional elasticity are often unable to rightfully rep-
resent the deformation caused by the coupling of axial
and transverse normal strains [31]. As a result, an inac-
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curate response results when Poisson’s ratio is not zero.
This problem is often referred to as the Poisson locking
effect [7,24,27] etc.

The theoretical example of that is given in [18] and
[32] as follows. Pure bending deformation leads to the
trapezoidal shape of an initially rectangular cross sec-
tion. However, someANCF elements cannot reproduce
the trapezoidal shape,which leads to additional stresses
during the bending deformations. As a result, it pro-
duces an inaccurate response when Poisson’s ratio dif-
fers from zero.

Additionally, as shown in [10], ANCF-based ele-
ments can suffer from other locking phenomena such
as curvature thickness locking and shear locking. The
first can be attributed to the element kinematics vol-
ume description and related to elements with the linear
cross-section interpolation description. That interpola-
tion leads to the norm reduction in the vectors, which
define the cross-sectional thickness, when the ending
cross sections are not parallel, and the shrinking of the
intermediate cross sections. Another locking problem
is shear locking, which happens with a linearly varying
bending moment. In this case, some higher-order ele-
ments demonstrate quadratic shear strain distribution,
which is not correct. As a result, the shear strain compo-
nent will be assigned an inflated energy value, leading
to smaller displacement predictions. These phenomena
might influence results and require separate, careful
studies. Therefore, they have not been considered here.
Moreover, beam elements can also demonstrate stiffer
behavior, which is attributed to geometric nonlineari-
ties and can be wrongly interpreted as locking [8]. That
aspect has been also omitted here.

The higher-order ANCF elements proposed in [15,
16,29] can be used to reduce locking phenomena due to
the limited cross-section deformation description of the
ANCF element. The idea of a higher-order ANCF is to
enrich the polynomial basis with higher-order polyno-
mials by using the components of higher-order deriva-
tives as additional nodal coordinates to represent more
deformationmodes and by describing the cross-section
deformation more precisely.

Another option is to use one of the locking alle-
viation techniques. So far, several methods have been
proposed such as the Enhanced Assumed Strain (EAS)
method [30], the Enhanced Continuum Mechanics
formulation (ECM) [12,17,22], and the Strain Split
Method (SSM) [24]. The idea of the ECMapproach lies
in the concept of reduced integration. In this approach,

the matrix of elastic coefficients is divided into two
parts so that the first part presents Poisson coupling
between the normal strains and the second part only
involves thickness deformation. The strain splitmethod
is similar to the ECM, also considering the constitu-
tive model split. However, in the case of the ECM, the
same strain matrix is used for full and reduced integra-
tion parts. On the contrary, in the SSM, the different
strain matrices are used. However, the main limitation
of the mentioned approaches is applicable to only the
Kirchhoff–Saint-Venant material model, which signif-
icantly limits their usage. The EAS approach was first
proposed by Simo and Rifai [30]. The basic idea was
to enrich the element strain field to improve its non-
uniform strain conditions. The main advantage of the
EAS is that it can be used in all material models. How-
ever, it increases the degrees of freedom of the ele-
ments.

In the study, the usability of locking alleviation
techniques for lower-order, fully parameterized and
higher-order continuum-based ANCF beam elements
is demonstrated via various benchmark problems. Fur-
thermore, the enhanced deformation gradient method
(EDG), recently proposed by Pfefferkorn and Betsch
[25], is implemented in theANCF framework and com-
pared to other techniques. The EDG is similar to the
EAS but in the EDG, the strain field is enriched via
deformation gradients instead of via direct modifica-
tion of the strain field. Therefore, it possesses the same
advantages as the EAS approach. All approaches with
the additional requirements imposed on them for rep-
resentative purpose are collected in Table 1 below.

The introduced ANCF elements and corresponding
locking alleviation methods are verified against ana-
lytical or experimental results, and their convergence
speeds are compared. As a result, the most suitable
compositions, those that alleviate locking and demon-
strate solutions closest to analytical or experimental
results, should be found by testing various combi-
nations of the locking alleviation techniques and the
ANCF elements.

2 Kinematics of ANCF beam elements

This section explains, the kinematics of the spatial
ANCF beam elements. Let r = r (x, y, z) be the posi-
tion vector field at the current configuration, and r the
position vector in the initial configuration being. The
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Table 1 Methods’ imposed requirements

Methods

Requirements Cont ECM SSM EAS EDG

Additional variables – – – � �
Split of coefficient matrix – � � – –

Table 2 Proposed elements with their nodal degrees of free-
dom and the monomial basis, where the shorthand notation
β = {1, x, y, z, xy, xz, x2} is used
Elements Nodal degrees of freedom Basis

3333 r, ry, rz β ∪ {x2y, x2z}
3243 r, rx , ry, rz β ∪ {x3}
3343 r, ry, rz, ryz β ∪ {x2y, x2y, yz, x2yz}

connection between these vectors is:

r = r + uh, (1)

where vector uh a displacement vector. The paper con-
siders three different elements: gradient deficient 3333
[22], fully parametrized 3243, and high-order 3343 [7].
These four numbers in the element name abcd have the
following meaning: a is the dimension of the element,
b denotes the number of nodes, c is the number of vec-
tors used in the approximations, andd is the polynomial
basis used to approximate all three dimensions [7]. The
ANCF 3243 element has been under extensive investi-
gation, and the Poisson locking phenomenon is known
and well-documented in the literature. [11,20,31] are
examples. Moreover, this problem has been discussed
earlier in the work [27], where a similar vectorial
approach has been presented. The ANCF 3333 element
also suffers from Poisson locking, which was the main
problem with this formulation [21,22]. In the case of
bending, trapezoidal deformation of rectangular cross
sections is unavailable, because this deformation mode
is not included as one of the subject ANCF element
shape functions. This leads to stiff behavior, which is
the cause of the Poisson locking. The ANCF 3343 ele-
ment was introduced in [7], where it was also shown
that it suffers from severe Poisson locking. Figures 1
and 2 show the kinematics of the subject elements. The
nodal degrees of freedom used, and the polynomial
basis are also summarized in Table 2. The directional
derivatives are defined as rα = ∂r

∂α
, α = {x, y, z}.

The elements are isoparametric; therefore, they can
be described with the local bi-normalized coordinate
system ξ = {ξ, η, ζ } presented in Fig. 1, with the
ranges for the local coordinates being [−1, 1].

As an example of the three-node gradient deficient
beam 3333, the vector q of nodal degrees of freedom
can be written as:

q[3333] =
[
r(1)

T
r(1)

T

η r(1)
T

ζ r(2)
T
r(2)

T

η r(2)
T

ζ r(3)
T
r(3)

T

η r(3)
T

ζ

]T
.

The shape function matrixNm for this element takes
the form:

Nm(ξ, η, ζ ) = [N1I N2I N3I ... N9I] , (2)

where I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix and

N1 = 1

2
ξ(ξ − 1)N2 = 1

4
lyξη(ξ − 1)

N3 = 1

4
lzξζ(ξ − 1)

N4 = 1 − ξ2N5 = 1

2
lyη(1 − ξ2)

N6 = 1

2
lzζ(1 − ξ2)

N7 = 1

2
ξ(ξ + 1)N8 = 1

4
lyξη(ξ + 1)

N9 = 1

4
lzξζ(ξ + 1),

where lx , ly , and lz are the physical dimensions of the
element. Therefore, the finite elements can express the
body motion in the form:

r(ξ, η, ζ ) = r(ξ, η, ζ ) + uh = Nm (ξ, η, ζ ) q, (3)

3 Equations of motion

In this section, the equations of motion for the used
elements are derived based on the principle of virtual
work.

δWext + δWelast + δWinert = 0, (4)

whereWext is the virtual work by external forces,Welast

is the virtual work by elastic forces, and Winert is the
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Fig. 1 Beam element with
the position vector r of an
arbitrary particle p in the
current and reference
configurations

Fig. 2 Illustration of the elements occurring in this study, including their nodal degrees of freedom

virtual work by inertial forces. The variation of virtual
work by inertial forces with respect to the nodal coor-
dinates can be written as follows.

δWinert = −q̈T
∫

V
ρNT

mNmdV · δq, (5)

where ρ is the mass density, and V is the volume of
the element in the reference configuration. The integral
expression is usually called the mass matrix, which has
a constant meaning from Eq. (2).

M =
∫

V
ρNT

mNmdV . (6)

The variation of external forces takes the following
form:

δWext =
∫

V
bT δrdV =

∫

V
bTNmdV · δq, (7)

where vector b is the vector of body forces.

4 Virtual work of elastic forces

The following paragraphs present, in detail, the elastic
forces for each alleviation method.

4.1 Standard continuum-based method

Going forward, the general continuum mechanics
based approach with full three-dimensional elasticity
will be referred to “Cont.” This description suffers from
Poisson locking.Modificationsmade to strain energy to
avoid lockingwill be presented in the following subsec-
tions. The variation of Welast with respect to the nodal
coordinates is

δWCont
elast =

∫

V
S : δEdV =

∫

V
S : ∂E

∂q
dV · δq (8)
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where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, and E is
the Green–Lagrange strain, which is given as

E = 1

2

(
FT · F − I

)
. (9)

From (3), the deformation gradient F is

F = ∂r
∂ξ

(
∂r
∂ξ

)−1

= ∂r
∂ξ

J−1, (10)

where J is the Jacobian matrix providing the transfor-
mation between the physical and local coordinate sys-
tems. The expression for the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor is of the form

S = λItr(E) + 2GE, (11)

where λ and G are Lame elastic coefficients, which
relate to Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s coefficient
ν as

λ = Eν

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
, G = E

2(1 + ν)
.

The expression (8) can also be represented via Voigt
notation, where stresses and strains have the following
vector forms.

σ = [S11 S22 S33 2S23 2S13 2S12],
ε = [E11 E22 E33 2E23 2E13 2E12].
The stress–strain relation (11) can be rewritten as

σ = Dε, (12)

where the elasticity matrix D is defined as

D =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

λ + 2G λ λ 0 0 0
λ λ + 2G λ 0 0 0
λ λ λ + 2G 0 0 0
0 0 0 G 0 0
0 0 0 0 Gks2 0
0 0 0 0 0 Gks3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (13)

with shear correction factors ks2 , ks3 . Then, the expres-
sion (8) has the form

δWCont
elast = 1

2

(∫

V
εTDεdV

)
· δq. (14)

Recalling that the element is isoparametric,

δWCont
elast = 1

2

(∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
εTDε det(J )dξdηdζ

)
· δq.

(15)

An advantage of the expression (15) is that integra-
tion can be performed using the Gaussian integration;
furthermore, this procedure can be applied directly and
independently for the three integrations.

4.2 Enhanced continuum method—ECM

The elements based on the method presented in Sub-
sect. 4.1 suffer from Poisson locking, except for some
high-order ones, where the rich polynomial basis alle-
viates the effect naturally [7]. The ECMoffers locking-
free solutions based on splitting of the elasticity matrix
D. This approach was first suggested for ANCF ele-
ment in [12].

D = D0 + Dv, (16)

where Dv is responsible for the Poisson effect only

Dv =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

λ2

λ+G λ λ 0 0 0

λ λ2

λ+G λ 0 0 0

λ λ λ2

λ+G 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (17)

In Eq. (16), diagonal matrix D0 is as

D0 = diag
(
E, E, E,G,Gks2 ,Gks3

)
. (18)

The strain energy variation following (16) can be
also split into parts:

δWECM
elast = 1

2

(∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
εTD0ε det(J )dξdηdζ

+A
∫ 1

−1
εTDvε

∂r
∂ξ

dξ

)
· δq, (19)

where A = lylz is the cross-sectional area. Thismethod
can be considered as selective reduced integration [22],
and from Eq. (19), it is clear that the Poisson effect is
considered only on the beam axis {η, ζ } = {0, 0}.

4.3 Enhanced assumed strain method—EAS

Simo and Rifai [30] proposed the enhanced assumed
strain approach as a generalization of the method of
incompatible modes. The key idea behind this method
is improving the performance of the element with addi-
tional variables of strains via improvement of the non-
uniform strain conditions. The enhanced strain field can
be written in the following form:

E = Ecom + Eenh,

whereEcom is the compatible strain field obtained from
(9) and Eenh is the enhanced strain field, which is
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defined per element. The enhanced strain field must
be L2 orthogonal to the discrete stress∫

V
S : EenhdV = 0.

This eliminates the independent stress. Then, the varia-
tion of theHu–Washizu functional type in the reference
configuration, assuming that α is a vector of additional
enhanced strain variables, gives the following system
[24]:

δWEAS
elast = ∫

V S : ∂E
∂q dV · δq,

∫
V S : ∂E

∂α
dV · δα = 0.

(20)

The solution operations are performed as follows.
From the first equation of (20), the problem is solved
for q. Then, once q is defined, the additional enhanced
strain variables α are updated from the second equation
of (20). The only part left here is the discretization of
Eenh field. It is assumed that

Eenh = Mm(ξ)α, (21)

Mm is a shape function matrix. To alleviate the Poisson
locking in this work, the linear enhanced interpolation
in the element transverse directions is considered as the
following.

Eenh = Mm2α =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 ηα1 0
0 0 ζα2

⎤
⎦ . (22)

Additionally, the second Mm matrix is assumed to
be:

Mm4 =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 ηα1 ζα3

0 ηα4 ζα2

⎤
⎦ . (23)

In the numerical experiments, EASmethodsmethod
solutions that performed better using (22) are referred
to as E AS − 2. The solutions that performed better
using (23) are referred to as E AS − 4.

4.4 Enhanced deformation gradient method—EDG

The enhanced deformation gradient method was pre-
viously introduced by Pfefferkorn and Betsch [25]. It
is similar to the EAS. The main difference is that the
enhanced field is not added to the strain field directly,
but via enrichment of the deformation gradient F as:

F = Fcom + Fenh,

where Fcom is the compatible part of the deformation
gradient obtained in (10). On the other hand, the pre-
sentation of Fenh might have different forms, various
transformations are considered in [25]. In the case of the
ANCF elements, however, they lead to approximately
the same results. In this work, the form presented in
[26] with small modification will be used as:

Fenh = F0

⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 ηα1 0
0 0 ζα2

⎤
⎦ . (24)

Additionally, as given in Sect. 4.3, the second ver-
sion of the Fcom with four variables is as follows:

Fenh = F0

⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 ηα1 ζα3

0 ηα4 ζα2

⎤
⎦ , (25)

Using the referencing system from Sect. 4.3, they are
designated as EDG-2 and EDG-4, respectively. Again,
as in EAS approach, the system for the derivation of
δWelast has the following form:

δWEDG
elast = ∫

V S : ∂E
∂q dV · δq,

∫
V S : ∂E

∂α
dV · δα = 0.

(26)

4.5 Strain split method—SSM

The strain splitmethodwasfirst presented andexplained
in detail in [24]. One of its main advantages is that
it can cure locking without introducing the additional
variables described in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4. The key con-
cept of this technique is that—the axial and transverse
strains of high-order terms are split via decomposition
of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor (9) and the con-
stitutive law (13). According to [24,33], the gradient
deformation tensor (10) can be separated as

F = Fc + Fk, (27)

where

Fc =
[
∂rc
∂ξ

∂r
∂η

∂r
∂ζ

]
J−1, (28)

with rc = r|η,ζ=0 and

Fk =
[
lyη

2

∂r
∂ηξ

+ lzζ

2

∂r
∂ζξ

0 0

]
J−1. (29)

Then, with help of (28) and (29), Green–Lagrange
strain can be written as

ESSM = Ec + Ek, (30)
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where

Ec = 1

2

(
FcT · Fc − I

)
, (31)

Ek = 1

2

(
FcT · Fk + FkT · Fc + FkT · Fk

)
. (32)

UsingVoigt notation, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
can be defined as

SSSM = Dεc + D0εk, (33)

where

εc = [Ec
11 E

c
22 E

c
33 2E

c
23 2E

c
13 2E

c
12],

εk = [Ek
11 E

k
22 E

k
33 2E

k
23 2E

k
13 2Ek

12].
Finally, the expression for the virtual work of elastic
force takes the form

δW SSM
elast =

∫

V
SSSM : ∂ESSM

∂q
dV · δq, (34)

5 Results of bending tests

The following paragraphs analyze the performance of
the techniques described in Sect. 4. Several often gra-
dient deficient, fully parameterized, and high-order
ANCF elements are used. Their initial models, based
on standard continuum approach, suffer from Poisson
locking. They are referred to in the tables as “Cont.”

Several benchmark problems related to the bending,
presented in Fig. 3, are considered. In these tests, the
boundary condition is defined by fixing all the nodal
degrees of freedom at the clamped end.

Additionally, ANCF element 3363 is considered
based on the conclusions from [7]. This element
demonstrated reasonable results during deformation
tests and maintained usable convergence rates.

5.1 Small displacement cantilever problem

The beam structure under investigation has a rectangu-
lar cross section with widthW = 0.1, height H = 0.5,
and length L = 2. E = 2.07 × 1011 N

m2 and Pois-
son’s ratio ν = 0.3. The small deformations case is
tested first. To this end, the vertical tip load is set to
Fy = 62.5 × 103N .

The convergence rate against absolute error compar-
ison for all the above-mentioned elements and modifi-
cations is provided below. The absolute error is calcu-
lated in relation to the reference solutions presented in
[7].

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the bending beam experiment

Table 3 Modifications of gradient-deficient element, ANCF
3333, for small bending test

Approach Displacement Error %

Cont 0.0006056 25.2266

ECM 0.0008099 0.0004

SSM 0.0007914 0.0228

EAS-2 0.0007347 9.2788

EAS-4 0.0007348 9.2788

EDG-2 0.0007348 9.2788

EDG-4 0.0007348 9.2788

3363 0.0007981 1.4587

Reference 0.0008099

Table 4 Modifications of the fully parameterized element,
ANCF 3243, for small bending test

Approach Displacement Error %

Cont 0.0006055 25.2439

ECM 0.0008097 0.0229

SSM 0.0007947 1.8733

EAS-2 0.0007346 9.2974

EAS-4 0.0007346 9.2974

EDG-2 0.0007346 9.2974

EDG-4 0.0007346 9.2974

3363 0.0007981 1.4587

Reference 0.0008099
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Table 5 Modifications of the high-order element, ANCF 3343,
for small bending test

Approach Displacement Error %

Cont 0.0007296 9.9148

ECM 0.0008099 0.0004

SSM 0.0007914 2.2812

EAS-2 0.0008013 1.0622

EAS-4 0.0008018 1.0008

EDG-2 0.0008013 1.0622

EDG-4 0.0008023 0.9385

3363 0.0007981 1.4587

Reference 0.0008099
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Fig. 4 Convergence rate for the gradient-deficient element,
ANCF 3333, in the small bending test
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Fig. 5 Convergence rate for the fully parameterized element,
ANCF 3243, in the small bending test
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Fig. 6 Convergence rate for the high-order element, ANCF
3343, in the small bending test

The tests of the beam subjected to small bending
load revealed that best results for all element types are
obtained using theECMapproach. SeeTables 3, 4 and 5
and Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The ECM also provides the high-
est convergence rate among all approaches. However,
the results presented by the other approaches for the
high-order element agreewithin reasonable limits, with
the reference solution (about 1% error) and even out-
perform the high-ordered ANCF 3363 element. Addi-
tionally, including 2 or 4 degrees of freedoms into the
kinematics-based locking alleviation techniques results
in minimal differences for small cantilever bending
problems regardless of element type. Moreover, SSM
performance deteriorates as the number of vectors per
node increases.

5.2 Large displacement cantilever problem

The large displacement cantilever problem is analyzed
in this section.Thevertical tip load is set to Fy = 62.5×
106N . Other geometrical and physical characteristics
are the same as in Sect. 5.1.

Tables 6 and 7 show that for the large bending tests,
the best results for the gradient-deficient and the fully
parameterized elements are again provided by theECM
approach. Figures 7 and 8 also illustrate its high conver-
gence rate. However, for this task, it does not perform
as well as element 3363. In the case of the high-order
element, fromTable 8 aswell as fromFig. 9, the EDG-4
gives the smallest error alongside the best convergence
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Table 6 Modifications of the gradient-deficient element, ANCF
3333, for large bending test

Approach Displacement Error %

Cont 0.56419 20.6804

ECM 0.71643 0.7215

SSM 0.70084 1.4701

EAS-2 0.66183 6.9554

EAS-4 0.66182 6.9554

EDG-2 0.66221 6.9014

EDG-4 0.66221 6.9014

3363 0.70803 0.4598

Reference 0.71130

Table 7 Modifications of the fully parameterized element,
ANCF 3243, for large bending test

Approach Displacement Error %

Cont 0.56328 20.8104

ECM 0.71641 0.7181

SSM 0.70391 1.0395

EAS-2 0.66169 6.9741

EAS-4 0.66169 6.9741

EDG-2 0.66207 6.9217

EDG-4 0.66207 6.9217

3363 0.70803 0.4598

Reference 0.71130
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Fig. 7 Convergence rate for the gradient-deficient element,
ANCF 3333, in the large bending test
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Fig. 8 Convergence rate for the fully parameterized element,
ANCF 3243, in the large bending test

Table 8 Modifications of the high-order element, ANCF 3343,
for large bending test

Approach Displacement Error %

Cont 0.65782 7.5187

ECM 0.71514 0.5403

SSM 0.70085 1.4687

EAS-2 0.70869 0.3669

EAS-4 0.70903 0.3193

EDG-2 0.70893 0.3328

EDG-4 0.70961 0.2375

3363 0.70803 0.4598

Reference 0.71130
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Fig. 9 Convergence rate for the high-order element, ANCF
3343, in the large bending test
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rate and performs better than that provided by the 3363
ANCF element.

5.3 The Princeton beam experiment

The following paragraphs consider the Princeton beam
experiment. This problem was originally conducted in
[5], presented in [6], and already usedwithin theANCF
framework by Bauchau et al. [2] and Ebel et al. [7]. In
this study, beam length L = 0.508 m. Its rectangular
cross section was set to height H = 12.377×10−3 and
widthW = 3.2024×10−3 m. For such a cross section,
the torsional correction factor was set to kt = 0.198
[9]. All shear correction factors were set to 1 [7]. The
physical characteristics were set as follows. Young’s
modulus E = 71.7 × 109 N

m2 and Poisson’s ratio ν =
0.31. In this example, several tip loads, equal to F pb

1 =
8.896 and F pb

2 = 13.345 N, were analyzed. An angle
β was defined as the angle between the force vector
and the y-axis, meaning that with β = 0◦ the force
acted in the negative y-direction as shown in Fig. 3.
The angle varied from β ∈ [0◦, 90◦]. The results were
compared against commercial software solutions using
BEAM188 and Solid185 elements.

For the calculation, 32 ANCF elements were used.
The higher number of the elements leads to similar
results, also following from convergence speed tests
shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The reference results
for theANSYSsolutionswere obtainedusing128beam
elements (in the case of higher element number, see
Appendix Appendix A1), and 500 × 12 × 4 for the
model from the solid elements.

The displacements in z- and y-directions of the beam
under F pb

1 tip load were considered.
Figure 10a and b reveals that none of the modifi-

cations for the gradient deficient element fully passed
the test. Bending along the z-axis was well-represented
with the ECM and SSM approaches, with results sim-
ilar to the ANSYS beam, ANCF 3363, and solid ele-
ment solutions. Although the bending along the sec-
ond axis was not represented well, both these modi-
fications resulted in poorer performance than demon-
strated by the ANSYS software and ANCF 3363 ele-
ment (Fig. 11). Additionally, all the kinematic-based
approaches, EDG and EAS, provided similar inaccu-
rate results without differences to the number of addi-
tional DOFs.

Again, as for the gradient deficient element, in the
case of the fully parameterized element, none of the
modifications could correctly capture all deformations,
as shown in Fig. 11. The ECM and SSM approaches
gave appropriate displacement results only along the
z-axis. Furthermore, the SSM approach provided solu-
tions similar to those provided by the solid element, and
the ECMgave results similar to those obtained from the
ANSYS and ANCF 3363 beam elements.

For the high-order element, ANCF 3343, the best
results were provided by EDG-4 and the ECM
approaches, as shown in Fig. 12. The ECM ele-
ment demonstrated better agreement with the ANSYS
beam element solution, but EDG-4 demonstrated better
agreement with the ANSYS 3D solution. Additionally,
in the case of the EAS approach, there were no sig-
nificant differences between EAS-2 and EAS-4. The
displacements given under F pb

2 tip load were as fol-
lows.

Similarly to the previous loading case, Figs. 13
and 14 reveal that none of the approaches cured the
problems associated with bidirectional bending for
low-order and fully parameterized elements.

In the case of the high-order element, ANCF 3343,
the best results in the z- and y-axes came from the
ECM and EDG-4 approaches. The EDG-4 approach
is closer to the solid element-based solution, and the
ECM is closer to the beam-based commercial solution
(Fig. 15).

Interestingly, regardless of the number of additional
degrees of freedom, there were no significant differ-
ences in the EAS-based solutions despite element type.

6 Eigenfrequencies of the simply supported beam

The next numerical test was an eigenfrequencies analy-
sis, whichwas used for ANCF beams inmultiple works
[3,7,12,14,19,22,23] etc. There are multiple reasons
for deciding to consider the eigenfrequency analysis.
For example, Orzechowski and Shabana [23] men-
tioned that examining the eigenvalues might provide
some explanations for locking behavior. Ebel et al. [7]
stated that the eigenfrequency analysis can be used as
a linearized dynamics test, because it offers the advan-
tage of coordinate-free frequency and vibration mode
comparisons. In [14], the eigenfrequency analysis was
used to see if beam elements could capture the Poisson
modes. The solution of the nonlinear problem depends
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Fig. 10 Displacements of the Princeton beam experiment of the gradient-deficient element, ANCF 3333, with modifications under F pb
1
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Fig. 11 Displacements of the Princeton beam experiment of the fully parameterized element, ANCF 3243, with modifications under
F pb
1

on the set of deformation shapes assumed for the mod-
els. In this study, the example of a simply supported
beam used in [3,7,12,19,22] was analyzed.

A beam having a rectangular cross section with
width W = 0.4, height H = 0.4, length L = 2,
Young’s modulus E = 1 × 109 N

m2 , density ρ =
7850 kg

m3 , Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 was analyzed. Each
model was made up of 128 elements, as was done
for several modifications for the gradient-deficient ele-
ments in [7]. In this test, the boundary conditions of an
simply supported beam was undertaken.

The analytic solutions mentioned in Tables 9, 10,
and 11were based on the solutions and derivations pro-
vided in the works [1,17].

Of the solutions obtained for gradient-deficient,
fully parameterized, and high-order elements, only the
ECM modification was in full agreement with ana-
lytical solutions. Tables 9, 10, and 11 show that only
ECMmodification is in fully agreement with analytical
solutions. Additionally, for the kinematic-based lock-
ing alleviation techniques, EAS and EDG, the number
of additional DOFs did not significantly influence the
final results.
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Fig. 12 Chord-wise displacements of the Princeton beam experiment of the high-order element, ANCF 3343, with modifications under
F pb
1
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Fig. 13 Chord-wise displacements of the Princeton beam experiment of the gradient-deficient element, ANCF 3333, with modifications
under F pb

2

7 Conclusion

Locking alleviation techniques for ANCF elements
was the subject of this research. The authors con-
sidered all known techniques for continuum-based
ANCF elements including the enhanced assumed strain
method, the enhanced continuummechanics approach,
the strain split method, and a newly proposed enhanced
deformation gradient method. These methods were
applied to low-order, fully parameterized and high-
orderANCFbeamelements.All possible combinations

were investigated and compared. None of the modi-
fications performed better than the others for all the
presented tasks.

For small bending cases, the best results were
obtained via the ECM approach for all element types.
However, the results presented by other approaches for
the high-order element were within reasonable limits
and outperform the 3363 element excepting the SSM
approach.When the large bending case was considered
for the low-order and fully parameterized elements, the
ECMapproach again provided the best solutions. How-
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Fig. 14 Chord-wise displacements of the Princeton beam experiment of the fully parameterized element, ANCF 3243, with modifica-
tions under F pb
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Fig. 15 Chord-wise displacements of the Princeton beam experiment of the high-order element, ANCF 3343, with modifications under
F pb
2

ever, in the case of the high-order element, the results
of the EDG-4 approach were closest to the reference
with the highest convergence rate. During the Prince-
ton beam experiments, where the bidirectional load-
ing cases are considered, the appropriate results were
demonstrated by the ECM and EDG-4 approaches for
only the high-order ANCF element. Furthermore, the
EDG-4 provided solutions in good agreement with the
solid element, and the ECM showed good correlation
with beam-based commercial software solutions. The
EAS-2 and EAS-4 methods did not differ significantly

regardless of considered bending loading cases and ele-
ment types, which lead to the conclusion that between
them, the EAS-2 is the preferable choice, because it
is less computationally intensive. For eigenfrequency
analysis, the best performance was ultimately demon-
strated by the ECM approach.

Among the considered modifications, the locking
problem can be completely cured only for the high-
order element and only using the ECM and EDG-4
approaches. However, the ECM approach is limited
and does not allow working with material models other
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Table 9 Eigenfrequencies of the simply supported beam for selected modes rad
s of ANCF 3333 , gradient-deficient element example

Mode 3363 ECM Cont EAS-4 EAS-2 SSM EDG-4 EDG-2 Analytic

1 bend 95.41 95.63 110.27 100.54 100.54 97.77 100.54 100.54 95.63

2 bend 329.63 332.23 378.68 351.21 351.21 355.01 351.21 351.21 332.23

3 bend 625.10 635.70 717.13 675.39 675.39 708.48 675.39 675.39 635.70

1 tors 347.69 320.50 347.70 347.70 347.70 453.25 347.69 347.69 319.35

2 tors 695.39 641.00 695.39 695.39 695.39 906.50 695.39 695.39 638.70

1 axis 246.61 280.28 279.33 279.33 279.33 279.38 279.33 279.33 280.32

Table 10 Eigenfrequencies of the simply supported beam for selected modes rad
s of ANCF 3243 , fully parameterized element example

Mode 3363 ECM Cont EAS-4 EAS-2 SSM EDG-4 EDG-2 Analytic

1 bend 95.41 95.64 110.28 100.54 100.54 137.59 100.54 100.54 95.63

2 bend 329.63 332.26 378.71 351.23 351.23 494.49 351.23 351.23 332.23

3 bend 625.10 635.78 717.22 675.47 675.47 976.99 675.47 675.47 635.70

1 tors 347.69 320.51 347.70 347.70 347.70 641.01 347.70 347.70 319.35

2 tors 695.39 641.05 695.46 695.46 695.46 1282.12 695.46 695.46 638.70

1 axis 246.61 280.45 280.17 279.98 279.98 359.73 279.98 279.98 280.32

Table 11 Eigenfrequencies of the simply supported beam for selected modes rad
s of ANCF 3343 , high-order element example

Mode 3363 ECM Cont EAS-4 EAS-2 SSM EDG-4 EDG-2 Analytic

1 bend 95.41 95.63 102.86 96.95 97.42 97.77 96.3 97.41 95.63

2 bend 329.63 332.23 358.16 340.87 342.22 355.01 339.03 342.22 332.23

3 bend 625.10 635.70 686.53 659.35 661.44 708.48 656.522 661.44 635.70

1 tors 347.69 320.50 347.70 347.69 347.69 453.25 347.694 347.69 319.35

2 tors 695.39 641.00 659.39 695.39 695.39 906.5 695.39 695.39 638.70

1 axis 246.61 280.28 279.33 279.33 279.33 279.38 280.18 279.33 280.32

than Kirchhoff–Saint-Venant. Therefore, the 3343 ele-
ment with EDG-4 modification is the most universal
solution. Further comparison with the element denoted
3363, and assuming as the optimal solution for vari-
ous problems in [7], shows that 3343 with the EDG-4
element provides better results with the requirement of
fewer DOFs. Therefore, the newly proposed approach,
namely EDG-4, is a good tool to improve the per-
formance of the high-order ANCF continuum-based
beam element in the alleviation of Poisson locking in
conventional load cases. Further research with practi-
cal applications to ensure the performance of the 3343
might be interesting. Additional higher-order deforma-
tion modes could be beneficial in recreating deforma-

tions caused by centrifugal forces such as rotor dynam-
ics.
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Appendix A1 On ANSYS converge problems

In Sect. 5.3, the authors mentioned some convergence
problems within ANSYS commercial software and put
the element number as 128. As a matter of fact, with
increasing element number, the solutions stopped to
converge to analytical solution and started significantly
stepwise increasing, as shown in Fig. 16. The authors
wanted to demonstrate this convergence problem for
the case of Princeton beam experiment from Sect. 5.3,
for two rotational angles β = 0◦ and β = 30◦ in the
case F pb
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Fig. 16 Displacements from the Princeton beam experiment
with dependency on the element number for β = 0◦ and β = 30◦

The problem was not limited by the beam presented
in Sect. 5.3, and this feature was observed for any rod
model. Such high division can be considered as unnec-
essary exaggeration, but for the deformation analysis of

the large beams’ displacements or contact beam prob-
lems, this feature should be taken into account.
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A B S T R A C T
Results from experimental torsion and bending tests show the existence of a size effect, which conventionalcontinuum models are unable to describe. Therefore, the incorporation of the micropolar media into numericalapproaches for the analysis of materials with a complex microstructure looks necessary. So far, most studiesutilize Cosserat continuum theory with 3D finite solid elements, even though, it covers only few beam elementsdeveloped within a linear strain–displacement relationship, and therefore only works in a small deformationregime. In this study, the authors aim to develop a size-dependent 3D continuum beam element based on theabsolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) with microstructure inclusions. Comparing analytical solutionswithin the Cosserat continuum model and models based on the proposed and already existing 3D micropolarsolid elements, one can see a good correlation between them, with a faster convergence rate for the developedANCF beam element. That allows exploiting the developed beam element within the non-linear deformationrange, which is usually bypassed because of high computational costs, thus, accounting fully for differencesbetween two media descriptions.

1. Introduction
For many decades, bending and torsion tests were widely usedin experimental investigations (Liu et al., 2015). However, the ma-terial behaviour might differ significantly from the theoretically pre-dicted one because of the microstructure influence (Lakes, 1983; Parkand Lakes, 1986). That can come out in various manners, for exam-ple, during miniaturization (Lakes, 1986; Engel and Eckstein, 2002),where the so-called size-effect appears. Therefore, the rigidity de-pends on the object dimensions, and smaller samples respond morestiffly than larger samples from the same material. Current demand forthe correct description of miniaturized parts, such as nanostructuredmaterials (Atroshchenko et al., 2017), and the analysis of fibrousmaterials, e.g., bones (Hassanpour and Heppler, 2017), require theimplementation of the microstructure into the modelling process.One possible way to deal with it is the utilization of extended con-tinuum models, for example, the micropolar (also known as Cosserat)elasticity theory (Carrera and Zozulya, 2021; Neff and Jeong, 2009;Neff et al., 2010). The difference between classical and Cosserat mediais in the latter, material particles can be oriented via an additional ob-ject called a ‘‘director’’. Thus, the microrotations associated with pointsare introduced into the material description. In classical mechanics, amaterial particle only has one position, and its orientation does not playa role, contrary to the micropolar theory, where the particle orientationinfluences the results (Pabst, 2005).

∗ Corresponding author.E-mail address: Leonid.Obrezkov@lut.fi (L. Obrezkov).

The origin of the micropolar continuum theory traces back to theCosserat brothers’ work (Cosserat and Cosserat, 1909), although itsextensive use started after the work of Ericksen and Truesdell (1957),and later, in the 60s, continued wildly internationally (Aero and Ku-vshinskii, 1960; Truesdell and Noll, 1965). That progress was thengeneralized and developed in a number of Eringen’s and Kafadar’sworks (Eringen, 1967; Kafadar and Eringen, 1971a,b; Eringen andKafadar, 1976; Eringen, 1999). Initially designed for viscous fluids,then extended to elastic solids and later applied to the liquid crystaland biomaterial descriptions (Pabst, 2005; Park and Lakes, 1986; Lakes,1995), the micropolar theory has a variety of applications for mate-rials with a complex inner structure, e.g., fibrous, porous, granular,multilayered materials and molecule polymers (Eremeyev et al., 2016a;Hassanpour and Heppler, 2017; Walsh and Tordesillas, 2006; Riahi andCurran, 2009). Moreover, there is experimental evidence that red cellwalls have solid-like elastic properties and can be modelled via Cosseratmedia (Krishnaswamy, 1996). It can also be applied to the bone de-scription, where size-effect is noted and moments appear in addition toforces (Eremeyev et al., 2016b; Hassanpour and Heppler, 2017), andcan provide better results (Lakes, 1986). Thus, this theory is used toovercome the struggle points of classical continuum theories (Carreraand Zozulya, 2021): the size-effects (Neff et al., 2010; Kiani, 2017),problems related to strain localization computations (Ramezani et al.,
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2009). All of that is possible because it has additional descriptors for themicromutations and associated with them the internal lengths (Fantuzziet al., 2018).From here, one can see the benefits from the inclusion of Cosserattheory into FE modelling. Moreover, it can cure the mesh depen-dence on FE computations of strain-softening models (Providas andKattis, 2002; Trovalusci and Masiani, 2003) and stress concentrationsingularities in contact areas (Eremeyev et al., 2016a). The practicalaspects of the implementation can be found in Eremeyev and Skrzat(2017), Ramezani et al. (2009) and Riahi and Curran (2009), wherethe authors combined the theory with the general 3D continuum FEformulation. Subsequently, the developed element has been applied tonumerous problems, even the analysis of beam-like structures (Huanget al., 2000; Tang and Hu, 2017, 2011). However, in these cases, the3D formulation cannot be considered an efficient solution, and thecombination of micropolar theory and beam formulations seems morenatural. This combination could be beneficial and have applicationsin various fields where micro-scaled beam-like structures are takeninto account (Kiani, 2017; Akgöz and Civalek, 2015; Atroshchenkoet al., 2017; Reddy, 2011): microactuators, micro-electromechanicalsystems, microsensors, microbiological apparatus, optical microdevices,etc. Furthermore, some microstructural biomaterial elements such asstruts can be treated as beams, and, therefore, be described with suchan element (Eremeyev and Skrzat, 2017). The main possible advantageof the beam formulation is in saving computational power, which is ahighly important issue because of the heaviness of the micropolar solidelement. Several beam elements based on Euler–Bernoulli, Duleau andTimoshenko theories have been developed in Hassanpour and Heppler(2016) and Nampally and Reddy (2020) to describe the deformation ofthe micropolar continuum. However, they possess certain limitationsas original theories, such as the fixed cross-section in Hassanpour andHeppler (2016). In Nampally and Reddy (2020), the magnitude ofmicrorotation is assumed small with the following accepted approxi-mations, which make them suitable only for small deformation cases.Additionally, the developed elements are utilized within the so-called2D Cosserat media.Multibody system (MBS) dynamics offers computer-basedapproaches to generate and solve the equations of motion of systemsof interconnected rigid and elastic bodies. One of them, namely theabsolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF), was introduced morethan two decades ago for highly flexible beam-like structures (Sha-bana, 1997). The ANCF is a nonlinear finite element approach, wherebeam elements are represented via continuum-based functions and thenumber of these functions depends on the necessary level of cross-section deformation description. The key idea behind ANCF-basedelements is to use the spatial Hermitian shape functions based on theirabsolute nodal positions and gradients instead of rotational parameters.The usage of the gradients is a distinguishing feature of ANCF typeelements. However, there are several formulations close to it Rhim andLee (1998) and Choi et al. (2021), which can be considered as varia-tions of this approach. ANCF elements have been applied to standardproblems (Nachbagauer, 2014; Ebel et al., 2017) and demonstratedto be more efficient in simple loading cases than the conventionalsolid elements (Obrezkov et al., 2020, 2021). Additionally, the fairlysimple representation of beam-like solid kinematics advocates usingthis approach (Romero, 2008).The current work aims to develop a size-dependent beam elementby combining an advanced beam formulation and micropolar media.For this reason, the authors have chosen a reliable ANCF continuum-based beam element suitable for torsion and bending tasks and notcomputationally heavy (Ebel et al., 2017). The micropolar media de-scription for the element is based on the general non-linear formulationpresented in Kafadar and Eringen (1971a), which is significantly dif-ferent from the suppressed number of works within the field wherelinear material relations are considered. The researchers hope to revealthe possible benefits of the above-mentioned theory and the ANCFcombination.

2. Basic relations in micropolar continuum mechanics
Here, we briefly present basic relations of Cosserat continuum the-ory, which are essential for the next section.Let ℬ ⊂ R3 be the continuum body at the initial period of time, andwe refer to 𝒓 ∈ ℬ as a point of the body in the initial configuration.Then we define a smooth function of macrodeformation 𝜒 ∶ ℬ ⟶

ℒ ⊂ R3; therefore, the point position in the actual configuration can bedefined as 𝒓 = 𝜒(𝒓) ∈ ℒ . We also define two systems of the curvilinearorthogonal coordinate systems 𝒙 and 𝑿 corresponding to deformed andundeformed configurations, respectively, with 𝑒𝑖 and ℰ 𝑖 covariant basevectors tangent to the coordinate curves, where upper index 𝑖 denotesthe coordinate’s number and takes values 1, 2 and 3. That allows us todefine the deformation gradient as
𝐅 = 𝜕𝒙

𝜕𝑿
=

𝜕𝜒
𝜕𝑿

= 𝜕𝒓
𝜕𝒓

, 𝐽 = det 𝐅 > 0. (1)
The micropolar theory takes into account the local rotations ofmaterial particles for each point of ℬ. We define the angle of rota-tion as pseudovector 𝜽. We assume, that in the initial configuration,the microrotation pseudovector is zero vector. Then, the orthogonalmicro-rotation tensor has the following form:

𝐑 = exp(𝜴) =
(
𝐈 + sin 𝜃

𝜃
𝜴 + 1 − cos 𝜃

𝜃2
𝜴𝜴

)
, det 𝐑 = 1, (2)

where 𝜴 is the skew-symmetric tensor corresponding to 𝜽, having thefollowing representation in the indicial form 𝛺𝑖𝑗 = −𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜃𝑘, 𝜃 is themagnitude of 𝜽, and 𝜀𝑗𝑚𝑛 are components of the third-order Levi-Civitatensor 𝜺. Eq. (2) presents the so-called the exponential map, which isthe common parametrization approach and can be found in Eringen(1967), Kafadar and Eringen (1971a,b), Eringen and Kafadar (1976),Eringen (1999), Ramezani and Naghdabadi (2007), Ramezani et al.(2009), Ramezani and Naghdabadi (2010) and Bauer et al. (2010) etc.According to the work (Pietraszkiewicz and Eremeyev, 2009), it is validin the range [−2𝜋, 2𝜋], in that work, readers can also familiarize withother ways to parameterize.In the classical theory, the deformation gradient 𝐅 can be uniquelypresented via the polar decomposition:
𝐅𝑐 = 𝐑𝑐𝐔𝑐 = 𝐕𝑐𝐑𝑐 , (3)
where 𝐔𝑐 and 𝐕𝑐 are the right and left stretch tensors, respectively, and
𝐑𝑐 is an orthogonal rotation tensor within the classical theory. In themicropolar theory, the deformation measures are defined similarly, aswritten in Kafadar and Eringen (1971a), but are not the same:
𝐔 = 𝐅𝑇𝐑, where 𝐅 = 𝐑𝐔𝑇 . (4)

However, the strain measures can be defined in different ways,(see examples in Eringen (1999), Münch et al. (2011) and Eremeyevet al. (2013)). Then, we derive the expression for the wryness ormicrocurvature tensor 𝜞 in the form:
𝜞 = −1

2
𝜺 ∶ (𝐑𝑇∇𝑿𝐑), (5)

where ∶ stands for the double contraction operation and ∇𝑿 is thecovariant differentiation operator in the reference coordinate system.
Remark 1. In Eringen’s works (Eringen, 1967; Kafadar and Eringen,1971a,b; Eringen and Kafadar, 1976; Eringen, 1999), the wrynesstensor 𝜞 expression in Eq. (5) is given only in the index notation.The coordinate invariant form was presented in the works (Ramezaniand Naghdabadi, 2007; Ramezani et al., 2009; Ramezani and Naghd-abadi, 2010), but it has differences in components between (Ramezaniet al., 2009) and Eringen and Kafadar (1976). So, here, to prove ourderivation, we present Eq. (5) in the following index notation:
𝛤𝑖𝑗𝑒

𝑖𝑒𝑗 = − 1
2
𝜀𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒

𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡 ∶ (R 𝑣
𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒

𝑠R𝑝𝑞
,𝑗 𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑞𝑒

𝑗 )

=𝛿𝑠𝑝
1
2
𝜀𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒

𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑙 ∶ (R 𝑣
𝑝 𝑒𝑣R𝑝𝑞

,𝑙 𝑒𝑞𝑒
𝑗 )

=𝛿𝑠𝑝𝛿𝑡𝑣𝛿𝑞𝑙
1
2
𝜀𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒

𝑖R 𝑡
𝑝 R𝑝𝑙

,𝑗 𝑒
𝑗 ,

(6)
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where 𝛿𝑠𝑝 is the Kronecker delta function and, 𝑗 denotes the 𝑗 coordinatedifferentiation. Hereinafter, we apply the Einstein summation rule overrepeating indices. From Eq. (6), one can see that
𝛤𝑖𝑗 =

1
2
𝜀𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒

𝑖R 𝑡
𝑝 R𝑝𝑙

,𝑗 ,is in complete agreement with formulas given in Eringen’s works.
Then, using formula (4), we define the material strain tensor:

𝐇 = 𝐔 − 𝐈. (7)
When restricting to linear kinematics, the material strain and wrynesstensors reduce to 𝝐 and 𝜿, respectively, which have the following forms:
𝐇 ≈ 𝝐 = ∇𝑿𝒖𝑇ℎ +𝜴

𝜞 ≈ 𝜿 = ∇𝑿𝜽,
(8)

where the translation 𝒖ℎ field is defined as follows:
𝒖ℎ = 𝒓 − 𝒓. (9)
where the second one is responsible for the moment description inter-actions (Eremeyev et al., 2016a), or in component form as:
𝜖𝑖𝑗 = 𝑢ℎ𝑗,𝑖 − 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜃𝑘,

𝜅𝑖𝑗 = 𝜃𝑖,𝑗 ,
(10)

As it is possible to see from (10), even in a geometrically linear case, thestrain tensors are not symmetrical. Additionally, we would like to drawthe attention of our readers to the expressions of (10) – especially to theindex order of the of Levi-Civita tensor components and the componentorder of the rotational field differentiation.In this work, we consider a linear isotropic micropolar solid, wherethe relations between stress 𝐭 and couple stress 𝐦 tensors and thematerial strain and wryness tensors are:
𝐭 = 𝜆tr(𝐇)𝐈 + (𝜇 + 𝑘)𝐇 + 𝜇𝐇𝑇 ,
𝐦 = 𝛼tr(𝜞 )𝐈 + 𝛽𝜞 + 𝛾𝜞 𝑇 .

(11)
It can also be written in a compact form as Pabst (2005), Eremeyevet al. (2016a) and Eringen and Kafadar (1976):
𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶 𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜖𝑘𝑙 ,
𝑚𝑖𝑗 = �̃�𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜅𝑘𝑙 ,

(12)
where 𝐶 𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 and �̃�𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 are the elasticity tensors, which in the isotropiccase can be written as:
𝐶 𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝜆𝛿𝑖𝑗𝛿𝑘𝑙 + (𝜇 + 𝜅)𝛿𝑖𝑘𝛿𝑗𝑙 + 𝜇𝛿𝑖𝑙𝛿𝑗𝑘,

�̃�𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝛼𝛿𝑖𝑗𝛿𝑘𝑙 + 𝛽𝛿𝑖𝑘𝛿𝑗𝑙 + 𝛾𝛿𝑖𝑙𝛿𝑗𝑘.

The six elastic constants: 𝜆, 𝜇, 𝜅, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 should satisfy the followingconditions in order to meet the postulate of thermodynamic stabil-ity (Eringen, 1999):
3𝜆 + 2𝜇 + 𝜅 ⩾ 0,

2𝜇 + 𝜅 ⩾ 0,

𝜅 ⩾ 0,

3𝛼 + 𝛽 + 𝛾 ⩾ 0,

𝛾 ⩾ 𝛽 ⩾ −𝛾. (13)
The linear elastic constitutive equations can be written in slightlydifferent forms, which can cause confusion when comparing the re-sults (Carrera and Zozulya, 2021). Important work to clarify this ambi-guity has been done by Hassanpour and Heppler (2017), summarizingfive different notations. Additionally, the elastic constants can be pre-sented in the form of technical parameters (Eremeyev et al., 2016b;Lakes, 1995):

𝐺 = 2𝜇 + 𝜅
2

, 𝜈 = 𝜆
2𝜆 + 2𝜇 + 𝜅

, 𝑙2𝑡 = 𝛽 + 𝛾
2𝜇 + 𝜅

,

𝑙2𝑏 = 𝛾
2(2𝜇 + 𝜅)

, 𝑁2 = 𝜅
2(𝜇 + 𝜅)

, 𝛹 = 𝛽 + 𝛾
𝛼 + 𝛽 + 𝛾

,

where 𝐺 is the shear modulus, 𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio, 𝑙𝑡 is the characteristiclength for torsion, 𝑙𝑏 is the characteristic length for bending, 𝑁 is acoupling number and 𝛹 is the polar ratio. As can be seen, there are twolength scales. Interesting advice related to these length scales is givenin the work (Atroshchenko et al., 2017): the relationship between thesize of the Cosserat intrinsic length scales and the size of the materialsample 𝑙𝑡, 𝑙𝑏 ≪ 𝐿 leads to the standard theory; in the case 𝑙𝑡, 𝑙𝑏 ≈ 𝐿, thebodies should be approximated by the micropolar media.In this work, the technical parameters are used. However, if in thereferences have, as for example in Huang et al. (2000) and Tang and Hu(2017), different notations, the material parameters are transformed tothe technical ones.It is possible to reduce the number of elastic coefficients to fourby requiring, conformally invariant curvature state (Neff and Jeong,2009; Neff et al., 2010). As a result, the micro-curvature tensor issymmetric, resulting in the symmetric moment stress tensor. Yang et al.(2002) and Surana et al. (2017) have postulated an additional balanceequation, which also yields the symmetric moment stress tensor. In theconformally invariant curvature state, 𝛾 = 𝛽, 𝛽 = 𝜇𝑙2𝑡 and 𝛼 = − 2
3𝜇𝑙

2
𝑡 .In addition to the reduction of the number of material parameters, theconformally invariant curvature assumption results in bounded stiffnesswhen the size of the object tends to zero.From the balance equations of linear momentum and the moment ofmomentum, the equilibrium equations can be obtained in the followingform:

∇𝑿 ⋅ 𝐭 + f = 0,
∇𝑿 ⋅𝐦 + 𝜺 ∶ 𝐦 + c = 0

(14)
or in the component form:

𝑡𝑖𝑗,𝑖 + 𝑓𝑗 = 0,
𝑚𝑖𝑗,𝑖 + 𝜀𝑗𝑚𝑛𝑡𝑚𝑛 + 𝑐𝑗 = 0

(15)
where 𝑡𝑖𝑗 and 𝑚𝑖𝑗 are components of the stress 𝐭 and couple stresstensors 𝐦, respectively. Finally, 𝑓𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 are the components of externalbody forces and couples f and c.Thus, with the above-mentioned expressions, it is possible to de-scribe the deformation mechanism of the micropolar isotropic linearelastic continuum. However, even for such a micropolar media case,there are a few publications, where data for the elastic constants given.
3. ANCF element for micropolar media

In this section, we describe the kinematics of a beam element. Wefocus our attention on continuum-based ANCF elements due to theirability to faithfully represent the deformations of slender bodies andincorporate constitutive models without any modification (Romero,2008).Before we present our approach in detail, we would like to explainthe reason for this choice. The ANCF elements were already used forvarious applications and showed results in good agreement with thereferences. They also demonstrate better convergence rates against thecommercial software solutions (Obrezkov et al., 2020). However, somebeam elements, despite their benefits, have weak points: for example,suffering from various locking phenomena. Assuming in advance thatthe size-effect reveals itself during bending and has a significant in-fluence on it Liu et al. (2015) and Engel and Eckstein (2002), it isreasonable to choose the element that has no additional problems withthis type of deformation.Among all variations of the ANCF continuum-based beam elements,we limit our choice to the three-noded high-ordered ANCF beam el-ement called 3363c. The reason is based on the work of Ebel et al.(2017), where it was finalized that only this element gives appropriateresults in all conducted nonlinear tests and maintains a reasonable
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convergence rate. Also, it does not require any curing modificationsfor better performance (Obrezkov et al., 2022). To distinguish theelement dealing with Cauchy-continua, it will in this work be referredto as ‘‘ANCF Cauchy’’. The element applied to the micropolar mediadescription, we call ‘‘ANCF Cosserat’’.The whole procedure for the ANCF Cosserat element is similar tothe ANCF Cauchy one. As was already mentioned, the micropolar elas-ticity utilizes alongside displacement components three microrotationdegrees of freedom. Here, we apply to the microrotation field the sameapproximation procedure as to the displacement vector field, with thesame shape functions. Then, the whole shape function matrix has thefollowing form:
𝐍𝑚(𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 ) =

[
𝑁1 �̃� 𝑁2 �̃� 𝑁3 �̃� ... 𝑁18 �̃�

]
, (16)

where �̃� is an 6 × 6 identity matrix, and shape functions can be writtenas:
𝑁1 =

1
2
𝜉(𝜉 − 1) 𝑁2 =

1
4
𝑙𝑦𝜉𝜂(𝜉 − 1) 𝑁3 =

1
4
𝑙𝑧𝜉𝜁 (𝜉 − 1)

𝑁4 =
1
8
𝑙𝑧𝑙𝑦𝜉𝜂𝜁 (𝜉 − 1) 𝑁5 =

1
16

𝑙2𝑦𝜉𝜂
2(𝜉 − 1) 𝑁6 =

1
16

𝑙2𝑧𝜉𝜁
2(𝜉 − 1)

𝑁7 = 1 − 𝜉2 𝑁8 =
1
2
𝑙𝑦𝜂(1 − 𝜉2) 𝑁9 =

1
2
𝑙𝑧𝜁 (1 − 𝜉2)

𝑁10 =
1
4
𝑙𝑧𝑙𝑦𝜂𝜁 (1 − 𝜉2) 𝑁11 =

1
8
𝑙2𝑦𝜂

2(1 − 𝜉2) 𝑁12 =
1
8
𝑙2𝑧𝜁

2(1 − 𝜉2)

𝑁13 =
1
2
𝜉(𝜉 + 1) 𝑁14 =

1
4
𝑙𝑦𝜉𝜂(𝜉 + 1) 𝑁15 =

1
4
𝑙𝑧𝜉𝜁 (𝜉 + 1)

𝑁16 =
1
8
𝑙𝑧𝑙𝑦𝜉𝜂𝜁 (𝜉 + 1) 𝑁17 =

1
16

𝑙2𝑦𝜉𝜂
2(𝜉 + 1) 𝑁18 =

1
16

𝑙2𝑧𝜉𝜁
2(𝜉 + 1).

𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 are the bi-normalized coordinates in the local coordinate system
𝝃 with the range [−1, 1]; 𝑙𝑥, 𝑙𝑦 and 𝑙𝑧 are the physical dimensions of theelement. Assuming that for the 𝑖th node we have the following set ofthe nodal coordinate 𝒒𝑖 (see Fig. 1):
𝒒𝑖 =

[
𝒓𝑖𝑇 𝒓𝑖𝑇,𝑦 𝒓𝑖𝑇,𝑧 , 𝒓

𝑖𝑇
,𝑦𝑦 𝒓

𝑖𝑇
,𝑦𝑧, 𝒓

𝑖𝑇
,𝑧𝑧,𝜽

𝑖𝑇 𝜽𝑖𝑇,𝑦 𝜽𝑖𝑇,𝑧 𝜽𝑖𝑇,𝑦𝑦 𝜽
𝑖𝑇
,𝑦𝑧 𝜽

𝑖𝑇
,𝑧𝑧

]𝑇
, (17)

Hence, instead of the general curvilinear orthogonal coordinates, weuse Cartesian systems. Therefore, shorthand symbols used in Eq. (17)are:
𝒓𝑖,𝛼 = 𝜕𝒓𝑖

𝜕𝛼
, 𝛼 = {𝑦, 𝑧}. (18)

Then, the finite element approximation can be expressed in the form:
{𝒓,𝜽} = 𝐍𝑚 (𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 ) 𝒒(𝑡). (19)
With (19), the expressions for (1) and (2) have the forms:
𝐅 = 𝜕𝒓

𝜕𝒓
= 𝜕𝒓

𝜕𝝃

(
𝜕𝒓
𝜕𝝃

)−1
= 𝐈 +

𝜕𝒖ℎ
𝜕𝝃

(
𝜕𝒓
𝜕𝝃

)−1
,

𝐑 =𝐑(𝜽(𝝃)).
(20)

The internal virtual work 𝑊int is given as:
𝛿𝑊int = −∫𝑉

(
𝐭 ∶ 𝜕𝐇

𝜕𝒒
+𝐦 ∶ 𝜕𝜞 𝑇

𝜕𝒒

)
𝑑𝑉 ⋅ 𝛿𝒒, (21)

and the virtual work of the external forces has the form (Obrezkovet al., 2020):
𝛿𝑊ext =∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇 𝛿𝒓𝑑𝑉 + ∫𝑆 𝒏𝑇 𝛿𝒓𝑑𝑆

=
(
∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇𝑵𝑚𝑑𝑉 + ∫𝑆 𝒏𝑇𝑵𝑚𝑑𝑆

)
⋅ 𝛿𝒒,

(22)
where vectors 𝒃 and 𝒏 are the vector of body and surface forces,respectively. 𝑆 is the body surface. Assuming that we are dealing withstatic tasks, we have:
𝛿𝑊ext + 𝛿𝑊int = 0. (23)

Table 1The deformations in the 𝑦 direction [m] of the rectangular cantilever beam problemwithin classic linear elasticity; 𝑛 is the number of the elements.
𝑛 ANCF ANCF 𝑛𝐻 × 𝑛𝑊 × 𝑛𝐿 Solid Solid ANSYSCauchy Cosserat Cosserat Cauchy SOLID185
1 0.000655 0.000655 1 × 1 × 2 0.000296 0.000296 0.0003982 0.000757 0.000757 2 × 2 × 4 0.000548 0.000548 0.0006074 0.000783 0.000783 4 × 4 × 10 0.000739 0.000739 0.0007668 0.000793 0.000793 8 × 8 × 16 0.000776 0.000776 0.000786
Reference solution 0.0008099

4. Numerical results
In this section, we use the derived finite element to analyse afew static problems for solids. To check the results for the ANCFmicropolar element, we will compare them with analytical solutions, ifany are available, and with the 3D micropolar solid element developedin Eremeyev et al. (2016a) and Eremeyev et al. (2016b), hereinaftercalled ‘‘Solid Cosserat’’. Its counterpart within the Cauchy theory iscalled ‘‘Solid Cauchy’’.

4.1. Deformation within linear micropolar elasticity
Here, we consider the solutions obtained within linear micropolarelasticity with the strain relations given in Eq. (8). The reason fordividing cases into linear and non-linear is that most of the work relatedto micropolar elasticity considers only linear relations. Therefore, thesetasks with known solutions, including analytical ones, can be con-sidered as benchmark problems. That allows checking the robustnessof the offered calculation scheme. On the contrary, in the non-linearregime, the solutions are not so broadly presented, with only twoknown papers (Bauer et al., 2010; Erdelj et al., 2020). In the followingsubsection, these theories will also be compared.

Bending within Cauchy linear elasticityFirstly, the algorithm will be checked for linear displacementswithin Cauchy media. For this purpose, we will apply the fact thatwithin linear theory the micropolar elasticity should give the sameresults as the classic one if microrotations are equal to zero, i.e. as-suming 𝜽 = 𝟎 or decoupling microrotations and displacements via
𝑁 = 0 (Eremeyev et al., 2016a).Let us take a rectangular beam: one end of it is fixed, and a verticalforce 𝐹𝑦 is applied to the free end, as shown in Fig. 2. We take thefollowing set of parameters: 𝐸 = 207 GPa, 𝜈 = 0.3, 𝑁 = 0, 𝑙𝑡 = 0.22 mm,
𝑙𝑏 = 0.45 mm, 𝛹 = 1.5. 𝐸 and 𝜈 are chosen to follow the bendingbenchmark problem from Ebel et al. (2017). Other parameters are takenfrom the work (Eremeyev et al., 2016b), but they do not influence theresults, as 𝑁 = 0. 𝐹 is equal to 62.5×103 N. The geometrical dimensionsare 𝑙𝑥 = 𝐿 = 2 m, 𝑙𝑦 = 𝐻 = 0.5 m, 𝑙𝑧 = 𝑊 = 0.1 m. Additionally, theconvergence rate of the tip displacement is demonstrated in Table 1 asa function of the number of elements 𝑛.As one can see from Table 1, these solutions agree well each other,with the error for ANCF elements equalling 2.1%.
Bending within Cosserat linear elasticityTo show that the developed element works well within micropolartheory as well, we again study the cantilever beam bending problem.However, in this subsection, we consider the bending of two beamswith the following geometrical parameters: 𝐿 = 0.1016 m, 𝑊 = 0.00762m, 𝐻1 = 𝐿

20 , and 𝐻2 = 𝐿
10 . These beams are subjected to the bendingload in the 𝑦 direction 𝐹𝑦 = 4.4482 N. The physical parameters are

𝑙𝑡 = 0.35921 mm, 𝑙𝑏 = 𝑙𝑡√
2
, 𝛹 = 1, 𝑁 = 0.5, 𝜈 = 0.3, 𝐺 = 10.3421 GPa.

These problems were considered in Huang et al. (2000) and providedwith finite element solutions based on the Solid Cosserat element, and
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the nodal coordinates for the proposed ANCF Cosserat beam element.

Fig. 2. Geometry and boundary conditions for the bending benchmark within theclassic linear elasticity.
Table 2The deformations in the 𝑦 direction of the rectangular cantilever beam problems withinthe micropolar linear elasticity in mm.
𝑛 ANCF Cosserat

Beam №1 in [mm] Beam №2 in [mm]
Results Error (%) Results Error (%)

1 4.83399 27.21 0.64088 25.352 6.04260 9.004 0.79486 7.4104 6.40551 3.539 0.83735 2.4608 6.52729 1.705 0.85049 0.93016 6.56831 1.087 0.85513 0.38932 6.58256 0.873 0.85662 0.215
SolidCosserat (Huang et al., 2000) 6.77926 2.089 0.866648 0.953
Analyticsolution (Huang et al., 2000) 6.64052 – 0.85847 –

analytical solutions. For easy understanding, all data here are givenin the metric system in contrast to the original paper, where they arepresented in the imperial one.As one can see, the numerical solution errors presented in Table 2for the ANCF Cosserat element in comparison with the analytical resultsprovided by Huang et al. (2000) are 0.9% and 0.2%, respectively. Theseare less than the errors obtained by the same authors for the solidelement: 2.1% and 0.95%, respectively.
Torque of the micropolar beamNext, we consider a task of the microrod torque, which was previ-ously considered in the work of Tang and Hu (2017). Firstly, we want

Table 3The values of the rotational angle of the microrods varying the cross-section diameter
𝑑, with 𝑛 = 8 for ANCF-based solutions.
𝑑 in [mm] ANCF Cauchy ANCF Cosserat Solid Cosserat (Tang and Hu, 2017)
4 0.357473 0.07296 0.072798 0.049634 0.02198 0.0219312 0.014734 0.00917 0.0091924 0.001842 0.00158 0.0015840 0.000398 0.00037 0.00037
Analytic Difference with the analytic solution of the classical theory (%)solution
0.397887 10.157 81.663 81.7060.049736 0.2051 55.806 55.9070.014736 0.0136 37.771 37.6350.001842 0 14.224 14.2240.000398 0 7.0352 7.0352

Fig. 3. Setup for the torsion benchmark within the micropolar linear elasticity givenin Tang and Hu (2017).

to point out the different notation is used in the paper. To have it agreewith the description given in Section 2, the following changes shouldbe made: 𝐺𝑐 = 𝜅
2 , 𝑙𝑐 = 𝑙𝑡 =

√
2𝑙𝑏 and 𝛹 = 1. These changes lead to

𝑁 =
√

𝐺𝑐
𝐺𝑐+𝐺

, 𝛼 = 0, 𝛽 = 0, where 𝐺𝑐 and 𝑙𝑐 are called the Cosseratshear modulus and internal scale, respectively. However, it should beadded that the theory described above is related to the so-called 2Dmicropolar continuum according to Fantuzzi et al. (2018).Now, let us consider the cantilever beam with a circular cross-section, as given in Fig. 3. The free end of the beam is subjected toa torque with a magnitude of 𝑀𝑥 = 10 N m. The length of the rodis given via the relation 𝐿
𝑑 = 10, where 𝑑 is the diameter of the rodcross-section.
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Fig. 4. Setup for the size-effect benchmark within micropolar linear elasticity, withsize-coefficient 𝑘.

The physical parameters are the following: 𝐺𝑐 = 25 GPa, 𝑙𝑐 = 2 mm,Young’s modulus 𝐸 = 2𝐺(1 + 𝜈) and Poisson’s ratio of the materialare 100 GPa and 0.25, respectively. The constant values are takenfrom Tang and Hu (2017), and following the paper, we also presentan analytical value for the rotational angle at the free end within theclassical linear theory.The variation of the cross-section diameter 𝑑 leads to the resultspresented in Table 3.The number of the used ANCF elements is equal to 8. As one cansee, the solutions agree very well with ones presented in Tang and Hu(2017) and suggest the entire algorithm performs well. Moreover, hereit is possible to notice the size-effect: the smaller samples are used,the more different the solutions are between the classical and Cosserattheories.
Size-effect prediction Cosserat linear elasticityLet us consider the size-effect problem in detail. We consider thecantilever bending problem. We take the following physical features:
𝐺 = 4000 MPa, 𝜈 = 0.25, 𝑁 = 0.5, 𝑙𝑡 = 0.22 mm, 𝑙𝑏 = 0.45 mm, 𝛹 = 1.5.These constants represent micropolar material data for bones (Ere-meyev et al., 2016b), with the initial geometrical dimensions 𝐿 = 0.03m, 𝐻 = 0.01 m, 𝑊 = 0.002 m taken from the same resource. To oneend of the beam, we applied force equal to 𝐹 = 500 N. To representthe size-effect, we will proportionally, on some coefficient 𝑘, change allsample dimension lengths as well as the applied force, as presented inFig. 4. It should be noticed that in the linear Cauchy continuum modelthe coefficient 𝑘 does not influence on the results.

Table 4The deformations in the 𝑦 direction of the rectangular sample with dependency on thesize coefficient 𝑘.ANCF Cosserat
𝑛 k = 0.1 k = 1 k = 10
1 0.00110949 0.00241114 0.002451222 0.00135497 0.00272995 0.002774054 0.00147545 0.00279695 0.002839318 0.00152856 0.00281964 0.0028608016 0.00155007 0.00282770 0.0028685032 0.00155706 0.00282995 0.0028708664 0.00155847 0.00283037 0.00287148
Solid Cosserat
𝑛𝐻 × 𝑛𝑊 × 𝑛𝐿 k = 0.1 k = 1 k = 10
1 × 1 × 2 0.00075488 0.00122865 0.001240782 × 2 × 4 0.00114452 0.00210155 0.002129994 × 4 × 8 0.00138504 0.00260418 0.002642658 × 8 × 16 0.00149324 0.00278504 0.0028266810 × 10 × 20 0.00151196 0.00281017 0.0028522112 × 12 × 24 0.00152361 0.00282444 0.0028667013 × 13 × 26 0.00152788 0.00282937 0.00287171

The variation of the size-coefficient 𝑘 ∈ [0.1, 10] means the varyingof the size from 0.003 ⩽ 𝐿 ⩽ 0.3 m, 0.001 ⩽ 𝐻 ⩽ 0.1 m, and
0.0002 ⩽ 𝑊 ⩽ 0.02 m.As one can see from Table 4, the variation in size may affect the finalresults of each sample significantly. In Fig. 5(a), we also demonstratethe convergence rate of numerical calculations for several proposedsamples, where the relative error is defined as follows.
Relative error = ‖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖+1 − 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖‖

𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖+1
, (24)

where ‖ ⋅ ‖ is defined as 𝐿2 norm.From Fig. 5(b) and Table 4, it is noticeable that two elements showapproximately the same results in the full range 𝑘 ∈ [0.1, 10], but theANCF element demonstrates faster convergence, as Fig. 5(a) shows.That proves that the ANCF requires significantly less computationalpower.
4.2. Non-linear micropolar elasticity

In the literature, the results obtained within the non-linear Cosseratelasticity are barely presented, which can be explained by the computa-tional difficulties during the utilization of the non-linear relations, espe-cially in the cases of computationally heavy micropolar solid elements,

Fig. 5. Illustration of Table 4, the influence of the size element dependency (coefficient 𝑘) on displacements within linear micropolar theory.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the force–displacement linear and non-linear correlations within the Cauchy and Cosserat theories for two beams with size coefficients 𝑘 = 0.1 and 𝑘 = 1.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the differences in non-linear behaviour for the cantilever bending problem within the Cauchy and Cosserat theories, for a beam with a size-coefficient equalto 𝑘 = 0.1.

as in the work (Bauer et al., 2010). In Section 4.1, we have alreadyshown the computational efficiency of the ANCF-based micropolarelement over the Solid one within the linear Cosserat theory.Let us consider the task of the cantilever beam bending given abovejust for two different size coefficients 𝑘: 𝑘 = 0.1 and 𝑘 = 1. Here, weanalyse the problem both using geometrically linear kinematic relations(8) and using non-linear kinematics (7), (5).As one can see from Fig. 6, for the larger sample size, the differencesbetween the Cauchy and Cosserat theories are minimal regardless oflinear or non-linear theory is applied. At the same time, for the smallersample, one can notice serious differences in linear theories’ predic-tions, which were shown already in Table 4 and Fig. 5(b). However,the comparison between the non-linear Cauchy and Cosserat theoriesreveals that initial differences can reduce with the application of furtherloading.To present the matter in detail for the smaller samples, let usconsider only non-linear theories for the case 𝑘 = 0.1.From Fig. 7(b) one can notice, the difference might be up to 90%in the initial loading cases, where the relative difference is defined as
Relative difference =

‖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡 − 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦‖
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡

. (25)
However, under this loading, the displacements might be approxi-mated with linear theory, and for this benchmark, it would be sensibleto consider the difference between the non-linear theories when 𝐹𝑦 ≥ 50

Fig. 8. The relative difference between the non-linear solutions evaluated over thewhole beam length under bending load 𝐹𝑦 = 50 ⋅ 𝑘.
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Fig. 9. The von Mises-like couple stress distributions with different size-coefficient 𝑘 under bending load 𝐹𝑦 = 500 ⋅ 𝑘, 𝐿 = 0.03 ⋅ 𝑘 m, 𝐻 = 0.01 ⋅ 𝑘 m, 𝑊 = 0.002 ⋅ 𝑘 m.

Fig. 10. The displacement dependency from the size-coefficient of the cross-section 𝑘2.

N, where the differences are about 40% with the further tendency todecrease. The closeness of the two theories under large bending loads isbecause the benchmark task is targeting its bending angle limit underapplied force of 𝜋∕2, where elongation deformations appear instead ofbending.Comparing further the relative difference theories over the wholebeam length for the 𝐹𝑦 = 50 ⋅ 𝑘 from Fig. 7, one can obtain thedependencies presented in Fig. 8 for the different size-coefficients.From Fig. 8 we can see, that the biggest influence is at the fixededge. Therefore, based on this result and the results presented in Figs. 6and 7, one can conclude that couple stresses are most intensive at theedge while decreasing with the increase of the size coefficient. To verifythat claim, let us consider the couple stress distribution for the size-coefficients 𝑘 = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2. Couple stresses are compared with the vonMises yield criteria as follows.
m𝑉𝑀 =

√
3
2
(𝑚𝑖𝑗 −

1
3

tr(𝐦)𝛿𝑖𝑗 )(𝑚𝑖𝑗 −
1
3

tr(𝐦)𝛿𝑖𝑗 ). (26)
As one can see from Fig. 9, the influence of the couple stress ismostly concentrated at the fixed edge with the decreasing tendencywhile the size coefficient increasing.Next, we want to demonstrate the influence of cross-section size.For this reason, we consider the case with size-coefficient 𝑘 = 0.1 andapplied load 𝐹𝑦 = 50 where the influence of non-linearities is the mostnoticeable. To vary the cross-section, we will proportionally, on somecoefficient 𝑘2, change the width and height of the sample, 𝑘 ∈ [0.8, 1.5].Therefore, the variation of the cross-section geometrical parameters is

0.0008 ⩽ 𝐻 ⩽ 0.0015 m, and 0.00016 ⩽ 𝑊 ⩽ 0.0003 m (see Fig. 10).

5. Conclusion
This work has examined beam-like structures within Cosserat con-tinuum. The authors have utilized two FE schemes based on absolutenodal coordinate formulations and solid elements for the analysis,accompanied by analytical solutions. The algorithm for 3D FE wasbased on the work of Eremeyev et al. (2016a) and has been includedfor validation purposes and to highlight the computational advantageof the new ANCF beam element. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,it was the first attempt to implement micropolar media in a continuumbeam formulation within non-linear deformation regime. This workdemonstrated the behaviour of the beam-like structures based on themicropolar theory with linear and non-linear stress–strain relationships.The results showed that the ANCF-based results agreed well withones obtained with the 3D micropolar solid element within the linearCosserat theory. Moreover, during bending and torsion loading cases,the ANCF element converges closer to the reference solutions thanthose from the 3D micropolar solid element. Furthermore, the ANCFelement converges faster than the solid element. Then, based on twoformulations, in graphical and tabular forms, the size-dependency ofdeformations was shown. Finally, the non-linear effects were presentedduring bending tests and showed that they matter in some deformationrange.
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a b s t r a c t 

Achilles sub-tendons are materially and geometrically challenging structures that can 

nearly undergo around 15% elongation from their pre-twisted initial states during physical 

activities. Sub-tendons’ cross-sectional shapes are subject-specific, varying from simple to 

complicated. Therefore, the Achilles sub-tendons are often described by three-dimensional 

elements that lead to a remarkable number of degrees of freedom. On the other hand, 

the continuum-based beam elements in the framework of the absolute nodal coordinate 

formulation have already been shown to be a reliable and efficient replacement for the 

three-dimensional continuum elements in some special problems. So far, that element type 

has been applied only to structures with a simple cross-section geometry. To computa- 

tionally efficiently describe a pre-twisted Achilles sub-tendon with a complicated cross- 

section shape, this study will develop a continuum-based beam element based on the ab- 

solute nodal coordinate formulation with an arbitrary cross-section description. To demon- 

strate the applicability of the developed beam element to the Achilles sub-tendons, 16 

numerical examples are considered. During these numerical tests, the implemented cross- 

section descriptions agreed well with the reference solutions and led to faster convergence 

rates in comparison with the solutions provided by commercial finite element codes. Fur- 

thermore, it is demonstrated that in the cases of very complicated cross-sectional forms, 

the commercial software ANSYS provides inflated values for the elongation deformation in 

comparison with ABAQUS (about 6.2%) and ANCF (about 9.4%). Additionally, the numeri- 

cal results reveal a possibility to model the whole sub-tendons via coarse discretization 

with high accuracy under uniaxial loading. This demonstrates the huge potential for use 

in biomechanics and also in multibody applications, where the arbitrary cross-section of 

beam-like structures needs to be taken into account. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 

1. Introduction 

The Achilles tendon is one of the most important tendons of the human body. As the largest and strongest tendon, it has 

enormous energy-storing abilities and plays a key role during movements such as running or jumping. It is also character- 
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ized by its high tensile strength, non-linear deformations, up to 15% from its initial state [1] , and viscoelastic properties [2] . 

Its analysis in the framework of computational modelling has been under investigation over the past decade, and its achieve- 

ments have received wide attention in the literature [3] . However, the analysis itself is challenging because the exact form, 

functions and inner structure of the Achilles are very complex: a pre-twisted anisotropic structure consisting of several 

sub-tendons, sliding one around another, where each of them has a sophisticated geometrical shape with differential motor 

control from the muscles [4–6] . Additional factors affecting the mechanical behaviour may include age, gender and genet- 

ics contributions [7] . Thus, it is not surprising that most of the studies simplify the Achilles tendon models by considering 

only some features attributed to the tendon. For example, authors may consider it as an isotropic solid [3,8,9] , treat it as a 

single non-divided structure [10,11] , or ignore its pre-twisted configuration [12] . However, each of these approaches has a 

significant effect on the final results. The work of Handsfield et al. [4] , the authors conclude that the twist between 15 and 

45 degrees optimizes rupture load and stress distributions. Kinugasa et al. [10] have demonstrated the importance of the 

fiber orientation for the Achilles tendon. Hansen et al. [7] have shown the tendon cross-section geometry is an important 

determinant of injury risk even if the internal division of the tendon is omitted. On the other hand, the inclusion of all the 

features simultaneously leads to a computationally demanding model. A possible solution without resorting to physical or 

geometrical simplifications is the utilization of more efficient and robust approaches. 

Multibody system dynamics offers various computer-based approaches for generating and solving equations of motion of 

complex mechanical systems. About two decades ago, the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) was introduced to 

describe large deformations within beam-, plate- or shell-type structures in multibody applications [13,14] . Since then, the 

ANCF has actively been developed and utilized by the multibody community for various large deformation problems [15–18] . 

The ANCF is a nonlinear finite element approach in which beam and plate/shell element cross-sections can be deformable. 

The key idea behind ANCF-based elements is that having element nodal coordinates at hand, including the position vector 

derivatives, i.e., slope vectors, the kinematics of flexible spatial bodies can be described using polynomial based spatial 

shape functions [19] . Generally speaking, the use of components of the deformation gradient as degrees of freedom (DOFs) 

can be seen as a trademark of the ANCF. As a result, in specific situations, ANCF-based elements demonstrate computational 

efficiency in comparison with conventional three-dimensional finite continuum elements for the modelling of the beam- 

and plate/shell-like structures [17,20,21] . 

During the past decades, several ANCF elements have been proposed based on the various types of displacement interpo- 

lations and descriptions of internal energy [20,22,23] . So far, ANCF-based beam and plate/shell elements can be categorized 

mainly into three groups with respect to the number of slopes (first-order) vectors and higher-order slope vector deriva- 

tives: low-order, fully-parameterized, and higher-order elements. In the low-order elements (see examples in Nachbagauer 

et al. [16] , Kerkkänen et al. [24] , Garcìa-Vallejo et al. [25] ), the displacement interpolation is accomplished in a manner 

where all slope vectors are not taken into account in the kinematics description. In the fully-parameterized elements (see 

example studies [26–28] ), all first-order slope vectors are utilized. On the downside, the usage of all slope vectors leads to 

a higher computational cost in comparison to the low-order elements [20] . Additionally, the above-mentioned ANCF-based 

beam elements can either be defined with respect to the material laws based on general continuum mechanics, i.e., using 

full three-dimensional elasticity, or alternatively, with respect to structural mechanics-based approaches. For higher-order 

ANCF elements [29–31] , higher than first-order derivatives are used in displacement interpolation to describe the cross- 

section deformation more precisely [32] . On the downside, in the case of the higher-order ANCF elements, internal energy 

needs to be derived based on general continuum mechanics. 

Despite great effort s that have been devoted to introducing a variety of ANCF elements and demonstrating their usability 

in solving various problems, their applications have solely been limited to beams with simple geometries, such as cylindrical 

or parallelepiped structures [15,17,20,33,34] . In [35,36] , a subdomain integration method was introduced to capture the local 

surface geometry. The drawback of this numerical area integration method is that in the case of complex shapes, the body 

has to be divided into a significant number of subdomains, and each requires different integration methods. 

The aim of the study is to provide a general description for beam-like structures with an arbitrary cross-section in the 

framework of the ANCF, and subsequently, describe the Achilles sub-tendons. For this reason, we study the usability of the 

method based on a numerical integration scheme via Greens integral formula [37,38] for a three-node quadratic continuum- 

based ANCF beam element [16] . The advantage of this method is the implementation of the Gaussian integration scheme 

for the whole domain with piece-wise regular boundaries. That reduces the approximation error, which appears due to the 

splitting of the domain into the subdomains, and requires fewer degrees of freedom, increasing computational efficiency. 

2. The kinematics of an ANCF beam element 

In this section, the kinematics of a three-node quadratic ANCF beam element (denoted by ANCF 3333c) proposed by 

Nachbagauer et al. [16] is briefly reviewed. These four numbers in the element name abcd have the following meaning: a is 

the dimension of the element, b denotes the number of nodes, c is the number of vectors used in the approximations, and d

is the polynomial basis used to approximate all three dimensions [20] . The position vector field at the current configuration 

is defined as r = r ( x, y, z ) , with the position vector in the initial configuration being r ; see Fig. 1 . The connection between 

the position and displacement field vectors can be written as: 

r = r + u h , (1) 

670 
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Fig. 1. ANCF 3333c beam element with the position vector r of an arbitrary particle p in the current and reference configurations, respectively [16,17] . 

where vector u h describes a displacement field. Thus, the position and displacement fields of isoparametric finite elements 

can be interpolated in the form: 

r (x, y, z) = N m 

( x, y, z ) q , (2) 

u h (x, y, z) = N m 

( x, y, z ) u , (3) 

where N m 

is a shape function matrix, u is a vector of nodal displacements, and q is a vector of nodal position coordinates 

that in the case of the element 3333c for the i th node read as follows: 

q i = 

[
r i 

T 

r i 
T 

,y r 
i T 

,z 

]T 
. (4) 

Hence, shorthand symbols are used as follows: 

r i ,α = 

∂ r i 

∂α
, α = { y, z} . (5) 

A local bi-normalized coordinate system ξ = { ξ , η, ζ } is formed as illustrat ed in Fig. 1 , with the range for the local coor- 

dinates [ −1 , 1 ] . The position and nodal displacement vectors can, respectively, be expressed in terms of the bi-normalized 

coordinates as follows: 

r (ξ , η, ζ ) = N m 

( ξ , η, ζ ) q , 

u h (ξ , η, ζ ) = N m 

( ξ , η, ζ ) u , 
(6) 

where the non-dimensional quantities are defined as follows: 

ξ = 

x 

� x 
, η = 

y 

� y 
, ζ = 

z 

� z 
, (7) 

where l x , l y and l z are the physical dimensions of the element. The shape function matrix in the case of the ANCF 3333c 

takes the following form: 

N m 

(ξ , η, ζ ) = [ N 1 I N 2 I N 3 I . . . N 9 I ] , (8) 

where I is an 3 × 3 identity matrix, and shape functions can be written as 

N 1 = 

1 

2 

ξ (ξ − 1) N 2 = 

1 

4 

l y ξη(ξ − 1) N 3 = 

1 

4 

l z ξζ (ξ − 1) 

N 4 = 1 − ξ 2 N 5 = 

1 

2 

l y η(1 − ξ 2 ) N 6 = 

1 

2 

l z ζ (1 − ξ 2 ) 

N 7 = 

1 

2 

ξ (ξ + 1) N 8 = 

1 

4 

l y ξη(ξ + 1) N 9 = 

1 

4 

l z ξζ (ξ + 1) . 

From (6) , the deformation gradient F can be written as: 

F = 

∂ r 

∂ r 
= 

∂ r 

∂ ξ

(
∂ r 

∂ ξ

)−1 

= I + 

∂ u h 

∂ ξ

(
∂ r 

∂ ξ

)−1 

. (9) 
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The determinant of F defines the volume ratio of the element, and in this regard, considering continuity, it can be said 

that 

J = det F > 0 . (10) 

3. Equilibrium equation 

In this section, we derive the weak equilibrium equation as follows: 

F ext δq + F int δq = 0 , (11) 

where the vectors F ext and F int are the vectors of external and internal forces, respectively, and δq is a variation of nodal 

position coordinates. The latter one can be rewritten as 

F int = S : 
∂ E 

∂ q 

, (12) 

where S is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress, and E is the Green–Lagrange strain given as 

E = 

1 

2 

(
F T · F − I 

)
. (13) 

In this work, we deal with the description of biomaterials, which are often considered as incompressible hyperelastic 

solids [39] . This assumption is reasonable, as the biological tissues contain a significant amount of water [40] To obtain the 

form of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress S for such solids, the Helmholtz free energy function 	 is usually used. Then, fol- 

lowing the common approach presented in Handsfield et al. [3] , 4 ], Obrezkov et al. [17] , Holzapfel and Gasser [41] , Holzapfel 

and Ogden [42] , the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation into dilational (volumetric) and distortion (isochoric) 

parts is considered: 

F = J 
1 
3 F , (14) 

where F represents the deviatoric part with det F = 1 . Therefore, the right and left Cauchy–Green deformation tensors are 

C = F 
T · F , B = F · F 

T 
. (15) 

In the isotropic case, all deformations can be defined as a function of the right Cauchy–Green tensor. However, bioma- 

terials often demonstrate anisotropic behaviour. To describe anisotropy, the preferable deformation direction in the current 

configuration can be defined via a vector field a at each point. In the initial configuration, this vector is unit one and defined 

as a 0 , and the connection between them described as a = F · a 0 . The square of the preferable direction vector extension is 

defined as follows: 

λ2 
a 0 

= C : A 0 , (16) 

where A 0 is a structural tensor of order two and takes the form A 0 = a 0 � a 0 . Thus, the strain energy density for elastic ma- 

terials reinforced by one family of fibers (preferred deformation direction) can be expressed as 	 = 	( C , A 0 , J) . If necessary, 

the concept can be easily extended to several families of fibers. The additive split (14) leads to the following expression 

[43] : 

	 = 	( C , A 0 ) + 	v ol (J) , (17) 

where 	v ol (J) is the volumetric part and 	( C , A 0 ) is the isochoric part. In this work, the former is represented by a quadratic 

function: 

	v ol = 

d 

2 

(J − 1) 2 . (18) 

The experimental results [44] have demonstrated its possibility to adequately describe the volume change for slightly 

compressible solids in simple tensions. In (18) , d is the penalty coefficient, which need to be large enough for imposing 

the incompressibility constraint. Further, the deviatoric part can be expressed via the invariants of the Cauchy–Green and 

structural tensors [41,42] : 

	 = 	( I 1 , I 2 , I 4 , I 5 ) , (19) 

where 

I 1 = tr C , I 2 = 

1 
2 

(
tr C 

2 + tr 2 C 

)
, 

I 4 = C : A 0 , I 5 = C 

2 
: A 0 . 

(20) 

The total strain energy density 	 for anisotropic materials can be written as 

	 = 	( I 1 , I 2 , I 4 , I 5 ) + 	v ol (J) . (21) 
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Usually, for mathematical simplicity, I 5 is mostly neglected. References [45–47] showed its importance for shear defor- 

mations, but for axial loading cases it can be omitted. It should also be remembered that I 3 = det C = 1 does not have an 

effect on the function 	 . The total second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is 

S = 2 

∂	

∂ C 

= 2 

∂	

∂ C 

: 
∂ C 

∂ C 

. (22) 

Using the form of the strain energy density described in (21), (22) can be rewritten [17] : 

S = 2 

∂ 	

∂ C 

∂ C 

∂ C 

+ 2 

∂	v ol 

∂ J 

∂ J 

∂ C 

= 2 

( 

∑ 

k 

∂ 	

∂ I k 

∂ I k 

∂ C 

) 

∂ C 

∂ C 

+ 

∂	v ol 

∂ J 
J C 

−1 
. (23) 

Then, with (23) , the expression for the total second Piola–Kirchhoff (12) can reach its final form 

S = S + S v ol , (24) 

where the volumetric part from (18) is 

S v ol = d ( J − 1 ) J C 

−1 
, (25) 

where the form of S depends on the material model. 

4. Material models under consideration 

This section presents the Neo–Hookean and GOH [48] material models, alongside the expressions for the deviatoric parts 

of the strain energy densities and the corresponding second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensors. For hyperelasticity modelling of 

biological tissues, there are various material models [39] . The chosen models are the most used (see [3,4,7,12,41–43,48–

50] etc.) because of their simplicity and the minimal required number of material parameters for their characterization. 

They are also implemented in various software programs, which allows independently verifying research. The presented 

choice helps to consider the material description from two points of view, such as isotropic and anisotropic solids. Material 

laws usually describe anisotropy with exponential functions, as in the so-called GOH model [39] . The first model is the 

Neo–Hookean one. The deviatoric part is 

	 = 

1 

2 

c 10 

(
I 1 − 3 

)
. (26) 

The corresponding deviatoric part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress has the form 

S = 2 c 10 J 
− 2 

3 

[ 
I − 1 

3 

I 1 C 

−1 
] 
. (27) 

The next material model under consideration is the anisotropic GOH model [48] : 

	 = c 10 

(
I 1 − 3 

)
+ 

c 1 
2 c 2 

(
e c 2 ( I 4 −1 ) − 1 

)
, (28) 

and the corresponding deviatoric part of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is 

S = 2 J −
2 
3 

[ 
c 10 I + 

c 1 
2 

e c 2 ( I 4 −1 ) A 0 

] 

− 2 
3 

J −
2 
3 

[ 
c 10 I 1 + 

c 1 
2 

e c 2 ( I 4 −1 ) I 4 

] 
C 

−1 
. 

(29) 

Despite the significant number of papers considering the analysis of tendons, material parameters may differ due to a 

lack of consensus [50,51] . Moreover, the aim of this paper is to present a tool for tendon description. Thus, the authors will 

use the parameter values provided in the papers that describe related models [12,50] . 

5. Gauss–Green cubature 

Usually, the standard Gaussian quadrature integration scheme is used for calculations performed with ANCF elements 

[52] . The formula for the integration of any function f ( x, y ) can be applied only to the rectangular � and, according to this 

scheme, has the following form: 

∫ 

�
f ( x, y ) d� = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

n ∑ 

j=1 

f 
(
x i , y j 

)
w i w j , (30) 

where 2 n − 1 is the polynomial exactness degree of function f over one of the axis line, and w is the so-called weight 

of the point. In the case of other simple cross-section types (circular, etc.), the formula (30) might be updated according 

to Abramowitz et al. [53] . In this work, we aim to overcome the limitation of simple geometry applications via a combination 

ANCF approach with an advanced integration scheme. Here, the method originally proposed by Sommariva and Vianello 
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Fig. 2. An arbitrary domain in initial and local coordinate systems. 

[38] is discussed for the arbitrary cross-section description. That allows to extend the application of a ANCF element to 

various fields where the arbitrary cross-section of beam-like structures needs to be taken into account. This method allows 

avoiding splitting the area into subdomains, as it does in standard FE approximations with three-dimensional elements, thus 

minimizing the number of elements and approximation errors. 

Let us consider a closed domain �, which has a piece-wise border ∂� with points V i on it: 

V i = (αi , βi ) , i = 1 , . . . , ϕ, 

∂� = [ V 1 , V 2 ] ∪ [ V 2 , V 3 ] ∪ . . . ∪ [ V ϕ , V 1 ] . 
(31) 

Moreover, the lines [ V i , V i +1 ] have several additional control points, such as P i 1 = V i , P i 2 , . . . , P im i 
= V i +1 , or in the bi- 

normalized coordinates as P 
ξ
i 1 

= V 
ξ
i 

, . . . , P 
ξ
im i 

= V 
ξ
i +1 

. Subsequently, a parametrization is recalled; for example, the cumulative 

chordal formula [38] : 

[ αξ
i j 
, βξ

i j 
] = 

[ 

0 , 

m i −1 ∑ 

j=1 

�t i j 

] 

, | �t i j | = | P ξ
i j+1 

− P 
ξ
i j 

| , j = 1 , . . . , m i − 1 . 

Then, each line [ V 
ξ
i 

, V 
ξ
i +1 

] is tracked by a spline curve S i (t) = (S i 1 (t) , S i 2 (t)) degree of p i , where p i ≤ m i − 1 , ( Fig. 2 ). 

Then the cubature formula with the 2 n − 1 polynomial exactness degree over the � domain has the form 

I 2 n −1 = 

∑ 

λ∈ �2 n −1 

w λ f (ηλ, ζλ) , (32) 

where 

�2 n −1 = { λ = (i, j, k, h ) : 1 � i � ϕ, 1 � j � m i − 1 , 

1 � k � n i , 1 � h � n } , 
and w λ, ηλ and ζλ are: 

ηλ = 

S i 1 (q i jk ) − �

2 

τ n 
h + 

S i 1 (q i jk ) + �

2 

, 

ζλ = S i 2 (q i jk ) , 

w λ = 

�t i j 

4 

ω 

n i 
k 
ω 

n 
h (S i 1 (q i jk ) − �) 

d S i 2 (t) 

d t 
| t= q i jk 

, 

q i jk = 

�t i j 

2 

τ n i 
k 

+ 

t i j+1 + t i j 

2 

, �t i j = t i j+1 − t i j , 

n i = 

{
np i + p i / 2 , p i is even , 

np i + (p i + 1) / 2 , p i is odd . 

Thus, only τ
n i 
k 

, ω 

n i 
k 

and � need to be defined. � is an arbitrary straight line 

� ⊆ R 

2 = [ a, b] × [ c, d] , �(η) ∈ [ a, b] , η ∈ [ c, d] . 
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Table 1 

Border and control points of the square domain example in 

the initial and bi-normalized coordinate systems . 

i V i P i 1 V 
ξ

i 
P 

ξ
i 1 

1 (−0 . 05 , −0 . 05) (0 , −0 . 05) (−1 , −1) (0 , −1) 

2 (0 . 05 , −0 . 05) (0.05,0) (1 , −1) (1,0) 

3 (0.05,0.05) (0,0.05) (1,1) (0,1) 

4 (−0 . 05 , 0 . 05) (−0 . 05 , 0) (−1 , 1) (−1 , 0) 

Fig. 3. Examples of integration points from Tables 2 and 3 for the whole domain with different polynomial exactness degrees n given in the local coordinate 

system. 

Table 2 

The integration points for the side i = 2 of the 

square domain with polynomial exactness de- 

gree 2 n − 1 = 1 ; spline degree p 2 = 2 . 

ω λ ηλ ζλ

0.2778 0.5 −0.1127 

0.4444 0.5 −0.5 

0.2778 0.5 −0.8873 

0.2778 0.5 0.8873 

0.4444 0.5 0.5 

0.2778 0.5 0.1127 

The choice of � does not have any influence. However, it is necessary in obtaining the nodes and weights relative to it. 

τ
n i 
k 

, ω 

n i 
k 

are the nodes and weights, respectively, of the Gauss–Legendre quadrature formula of the exactness degree 2 n i − 1 

on [ −1 , 1] . 

As an example, the method is applied to the square domain with a side length of 0.1 m. Each side of the square is 

described via three points; see Table 1 . Therefore, we have i = 4 and m i = 3 . 

Applying the algorithm to, for example, the second side, we have: [ αξ
2 j 

, βξ
2 j 

] = [(0 , 0) , (0 , 1) , (0 , 2)] , j = 1 , 2 , 3 , p 2 ≤ m 2 −
1 = 2 . Then, we apply a spline interpolation to the sequence of points [ αξ

2 j 
, βξ

2 j 
] to obtain the curves S 2 (t) = (S 21 (t ) , S 22 (t )) . 

Assuming n = 1 (however, this number can be arbitrarily large), we obtain n 2 = 3 . The next step is to determinate the �

line. After assuming �(η) = 0 , the following sequence of points is obtained: 

The point coordinates and their weights for the sides 1, 3 and 4 can be obtained similarly, and the result can be seen in 

Fig. 3 (a). Assuming n = 2 , we can obtain n 2 = 5 and by repeating the whole procedure again, we get Table 3 and Fig. 3 (b). 

Thus, the substitution of the points’ coordinates multiplied by their weights (e.g. Fig. 3 (a)) into deformation characteristic 

functions described in Section 3 , which are in their turn based on the kinematics presented in Section 2 , enables obtaining 

the deformation of any arbitrary cross-section beam via a ANCF continuum-based beam element description. 
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Table 3 

The integration points for the side i = 2 of the square domain from 

Table 1 , with the polynomial exactness degree 2 n − 1 = 3 and spline 

degree p 2 = 2 . 

ω λ ηλ ζλ ω λ ηλ ζλ

0.0592 0.7887 −0.0469 0.0592 0.2113 −0.0469 

0.1197 0.7887 −0.2308 0.1197 0.2113 −0.2308 

0.1422 0.7887 −0.5000 0.1422 0.2113 −0.5000 

0.1197 0.7887 −0.7692 0.1197 0.2113 −0.7692 

0.0592 0.7887 −0.9531 0.0592 0.2113 −0.9531 

0.0592 0.7887 0.9531 0.0592 0.2113 0.9531 

0.1197 0.7887 0.7692 0.1197 0.2113 0.7692 

0.1422 0.7887 0.5000 0.1422 0.2113 0.5000 

0.1197 0.7887 0.2308 0.1197 0.2113 0.2308 

0.0592 0.7887 0.0469 0.0592 0.2113 0.0469 

6. Analytical solutions for beams 

This section derives analytical solutions for isotropic and anisotropic beams with rectangular and arbitrary cross-sections. 

It is assumed that, structures have no holes or other imperfections. 

6.1. Analytical solutions for the rectangular beams 

This section derives the analytical solution for a rectangular beam from the incompressible material model. The volume 

of the beam in the initial configuration denoted as V for rectangular bars can be expressed as 

V = HW L, (33) 

where L is the length (in the longitudinal direction) of the beam-like structure, and H and W are the height and the width 

of the beam (in the transverse directions), respectively. After the application of the tensile load N, we assume that initial 

length L changes γ times; thus, in the deformable state the length is l = γ L . As we consider the beam as an incompressible 

solid, the volume does not change. Hereafter, we have w = 

W √ 

γ and h = 

H √ 

γ , where h and w are the dimensions in the actual 

configuration. The Cauchy stress tensor for incompressible solids is [42] : 

σ = −p I + 2 F 

(
∂	

∂ C 

)
F T , (34) 

where 	 is the potential density function (17) , and p is a function of hydrostatic stress, which is not determined. C = F T · F 

and B = F · F T are, respectively, the right and left Cauchy–Green tensors before the multiplicative decomposition. 

Based on the assumption (19) , Eq. (34) can be rewritten as [42] 

σ = −p I + 2 

∂	

∂ I 1 
B + 2 

∂	

∂ I 2 
(I 1 B − B 

2 ) + 2 

∂	

∂ I 4 
a � a + 2 

∂	

∂ I 5 
( a � B a + a B � a ) . (35) 

As I 2 and I 5 in (35) are not used in the materials under consideration, namely in the Neo–Hookean and GOH material 

models presented in Section 4 , Eq. (35) can be reduced to 

σ = −p I + 2 

∂	

∂ I 1 
B + 2 

∂	

∂ I 4 
a � a . (36) 

p is not established directly from the deformation, but it can be obtained from the boundary conditions. Let us say that 

the elongation of the beam happens along one of the axes. Let us name it x (shown in Fig. 4 ). The components of stress 

tensors in other directions, i.e. y, z, are zero, and in that case, the expression for the deformation gradient tensor F is: 

F = 

⎡ 

⎣ 

γ 0 0 

0 

1 √ 

γ 0 

0 0 

1 √ 

γ

⎤ 

⎦ 

From this condition, the form of p can be derived and then substituted into σxx . The final expression for tensile force can 

be written as 

N = 

∫ h 

0 

∫ w 

0 

σxx d yd z = 

∫ H 

0 

∫ W 

0 

P xx d yd z = P xx HW, (37) 

where P xx is a component of the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, P = Jσ · F −T . γ , as a part of the deformation gradient 

tensor, is included in the expressions of stress tensors σ and P . Then, after obtaining γ from (37) , the final results for the 

displacements along the axis x will take the following form: 

u x = (γ − 1) L. (38) 
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Fig. 4. Tensile loading case for ANCF- and ANSYS-based models. 

Thus, we can conclude that the final result depends on the applied load, initial length, material properties, and initial 

cross-section area. 

6.2. Analytical solutions for sub-tendon models 

The analytical solutions for beams with arbitrary cross-sections are not straightforward, as in Section 6.1 . To address it, 

we will rely on the approach derived in Section 5 . Then, combining formulas (37) and (32) , the final analytical solution takes 

the following form: 

N = 

∑ 

λ∈ �2 n −1 

w λP xx . (39) 

7. Numerical examples 

In this section, numerical examples are solved to demonstrate the potential of the ANCF-based approach in comparison 

to the standard commercial software in the simple loading case for the straight and pre-twisted constructions, as well as 

Green’s integration-based method in the description of the continuum-based ANCF beam element (denoted by ANCF using 

Green’s integration). Firstly, we consider beams with rectangular cross-sections in which another end is simply supported, 

e.g. r | x =0 = 0 (to make a valid comparison with analytical solutions) and a tensile load is applied to the other end (in N), as 

presented in Fig. 4 . 

Secondly, for the verification of the whole procedure, the beam elongations of the rectangular cross-sections approxi- 

mated via the Gauss-Green integration scheme under axial loading are analyzed and compared with the results obtained 

earlier. Then, we consider the beams with cross-sections of the human sub-tendons arising from the soleus muscle. 

The results for the ANCF-based models will be compared with the presented analytical solutions and the results ob- 

tained by the commercial finite element software ANSYS. For the comparison, in ANSYS software, the 20-node brick element 

SOLID186 is used. The reason for the usage of the solid element instead of a beam one is the inability of the latter to cap- 

ture transversal cross-section deformations. Furthermore, to avoid distortions at the edges of the ANSYS-based model and 

to make the solutions provided by the two approaches more comparable, in the geometrical center of the free end surface, 

we create the mass point MASS21, which is assumed to be a node. With this point, we couple the nodes’ displacements on 

the free end’s surface along the load direction. The load will be applied on the point. 

This section will also present the convergence analysis. Considering a different number of nodes and nodal position 

coordinates in elements, the total number of DOFs is used in the analysis for comparison. The relative error is defined as 

Relative error = 

|| sol i +1 − sol i || 
sol i +1 

, (40) 

where || · || is defined as L 2 norm. The relative error figures will be also accompanied by sets of parallel lines with different 

rates of convergence, i.e., Relative error 
| DOFs −c| = a , where a is the rate of convergence, c is a positive constant, meaning the parallel 

shift of lines from the set along the abscissa. 

7.1. Rectangular cross-section beam 

Here, we consider the isotropic Neo–Hookean material model, with the constants for the strain energy density function 

taken from the earlier work of Obrezkov et al. [17] , c 10 = 0 . 9 MPa. To describe the rectangular cross-section, we take beams 

which have the width W = 0 . 1 m, the height H = 0 . 1 m, and the length L = 1 m. Firstly, we consider the straight beam. 

Results for the displacements are presented in Table 4 . 
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Table 4 

Comparison of the elongation test results in meter for the straight and pre- 

twisted beams from the Neo–Hookean material model. 

Load [ N] Elongation [m] 

Straight beam Pre-twisted beam 

Analytical ANSYS ANCF ANSYS ANCF 

500 0.018866 0.018865 0.018866 0.018906 0.018866 

2000 0.079830 0.079830 0.079831 0.079987 0.079832 

3500 0.147857 0.147858 0.147861 0.148124 0.147861 

5000 0.223538 0.223538 0.223543 0.223910 0.223543 

8000 0.399475 0.399475 0.399487 0.400052 0.399487 

9500 0.500000 0.500000 0.500017 0.500678 0.500017 

Fig. 5. Relative errors derived from Table 5 for the straight and pre-twisted beams from the Neo–Hookean material model subjected to N = 9 . 5 kN tensile 

force, dashed lines represent the rate of convergence equal to 2. 

As one can see, the results are well-matched, but the ANCF-based model results are closer to the analytical ones. The 

maximal error for the ANSYS-based model is 0 . 005% and for the ANCF-based model 0 . 003% . Further, we compare the con- 

vergence rates for two models via the number of used degrees of freedom against the elongation results. 

We can see from Fig. 5 that in the simple tensile test, the ANCF shows a better convergence rate than the solid element. 

The ANCF results are not presented in Table 5 , because the differences between values obtained with the ANCF-based model 

are very small and have differences only in the 10th digit. Moreover, it was revealed that even one element with 27 DOFs 

is enough to obtain results very close to the analytical solutions. 

The aim of the current paper is to propose an approach for sub-tendon’s cross-section description in the framework of 

the absolute nodal coordinate formulation. There are many studies which provide information related to the pre-twisted 

sub-tendon structure [4–6,54] . Let us take a look at the deformation of the pre-twisted beam with the same physical and 

geometrical features. The only difference is that its cross-sections are twisted about the centroidal axis from 0 ◦ at the 

clamped end to ψ degrees at the free end. The centroidal axis of the beam remains straight. It is a worth mentioning that 

there are several kinds of the pre-twisted structures [55] . In this work, we consider only the linearly pre-twisted structure; 

see an example of the pre-twist in Fig. 6 . As described in Section 6 , an analytical solution for pre-twisted structures is 

not straightforward. It requires separate careful study especially in the case of hyperelastic anisotropic material models. 

Therefore, the analytical solution has not been included in this work. Instead, a solution provided by commercial finite 

element packages is offered as a reference solution. 
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Table 5 

Elongation results for a number of mesh refine- 

ments for the straight and pre-twisted beams 

from the Neo–Hookean material model sub- 

jected to N = 9 . 5 kN tensile force in meter. 

Elongation [m] 

ANSYS 

DOFs Straight Pre-twisted 

243 0.49999 0.501355 

1275 0.49999 0.500718 

8019 0.50005 0.500679 

14,883 0.49998 0.500682 

56,355 0.49999 0.500681 

107,163 0.50000 0.500678 

Fig. 6. Pre-twisted beam with ψ = 90 ◦ in the initial configuration. 

Table 6 

Comparison of the elongation test results in meter for the straight and pre- 

twisted beams from the GOH material model. 

Load [ N] Elongation [m] 

Straight beam Pre-twisted beam 

Analytical ANSYS ANCF ANSYS ANCF 

500 0.003246 0.003245 0.003246 0.003481 0.004548 

2000 0.012743 0.012743 0.012744 0.013637 0.014701 

3500 0.021792 0.021792 0.021794 0.023289 0.023870 

5000 0.030316 0.030316 0.030320 0.032351 0.032457 

8000 0.045675 0.045674 0.045679 0.048591 0.047902 

9500 0.052526 0.052526 0.052532 0.055795 0.054800 

As shown by Table 4 , we have the same situation as in the previous numerical. The results given by ANSYS and ANCF 

are quite close to each other. Further, we again compare the convergence rates of the two solutions using graphical ( Fig. 5 ) 

approach. 

As shown before, the ANCF-based model for a pre-twisted structure has a faster convergence rate in comparison to the 

ANSYS-based model. 

Now we consider a beam-type structure described with a so-called GOH material model (28) . The beam has the following 

dimensions: the width W = 0 . 1 m, the height H = 0 . 1 m, and the length L = 1 m. The parameters used in this work are taken 

from the work of Khayyerin et al. [12] and are c 10 = 30 . 6 kPa, c 1 = 378 . 59 kPa, c 2 = 7 . 8085 , a 0 = [0 , 0 , 1] T . The results for 

the tensile tests of the straight beams are presented in Table 6 . 

Table 6 shows the close results for ANCF- and ANSYS-based models, with the ANSYS model being closer to the analytical 

solution. Again, let us also compare the convergence rates for two models. 

The results in Fig. 7 show a faster rate of convergence for the ANCF-based model than for the ANSYS-based one, and its 

results for the straight beam are not given in Table 7 , because there are only value differences in the 13th digit. Then, we 

consider the deformations of the pre-twisted beams from the GOH material model. The geometrical and physical parameters 

are the same as in the previous example. The pre-twisted angle ψ = 90 ◦ (see Fig. 6 ). 

Table 6 shows the agreement between the solutions based on the ANCF and ANSYS approaches. Analogous to the previous 

examples, the solution convergence analysis demonstrates the performance and computational merits of the ANCF-based 

approach in the case of tensile deformation of the anisotropic materials. 
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Fig. 7. Relative errors derived from Table 7 for the straight beams from the GOH material model subjected to N = 9 . 5 kN tensile force, dashed and dotted 

lines represent the rates of convergence equal to 2 and 4, respectively. 

Table 7 

Elongation results for a number of mesh refinements for the 

straight and pre-twisted beams from the GOH material model 

subjected to N = 9 . 5 kN tensile force in meter. 

Elongation [m] 

ANSYS ANCF 

DOFs Straight Pre-twisted DOFs Pre-twisted 

243 0.052530 0.055963 27 0.0547885 

1275 0.052526 0.055738 45 0.0547991 

8019 0.052526 0.055789 81 0.0547997 

14,883 0.052526 0.055790 153 0.0547998 

56,355 0.052526 0.055793 297 0.0547998 

107,163 0.052526 0.055795 585 0.0547998 

Fig. 8. Fibers form for the pre-twisted beam, dashes are enlarged a 0 . 
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Fig. 9. Relative errors for the rectangular ANCF-based beams from the Neo–Hookean material model with standard Gaussian quadrature and Green’s 

integration scheme subjected to N = 9 . 5 kN tensile force, dashed lines represent the rate of convergence equal to 2. 

Fig. 10. Relative errors for the rectangular ANCF-based beams from the GOH material model with standard Gaussian quadrature and Green’s integration 

scheme subjected to N = 9 . 5 kN tensile force, dashed and dotted lines represent the rates of convergence equal to 2 and 4, respectively. 

The comparison between the results in Table 7 and Fig. 7 as well as the other previous graphical and tabular results 

presented in this section show that the ANCF-based model provides reliable results for the tensile tests for the beams from 

the hyperelastic materials with requirements of fewer degrees of freedom to obtain the solutions. 

7.2. Rectangular cross-section beam via Gauss–Green integration scheme 

Let us again consider the beams with a rectangular cross-section with W = 0 . 1 m, H = 0 . 1 m, and L = 1 m. Firstly, to 

compare the results with Section 7 , we take the Neo–Hookean and GOH material models, with the material constants related 

to these models. Results for the tests of straight and pre-twisted beams are very close, with the same convergence rate for 

the straight beam and approximately the same for the pre-twisted ones (see Figs. 9 and 10 ). 

Table 8 , Figs. 9 and 10 show that for the simplest cross-section (rectangular), the Green-based integration formula agrees 

well with the standard Gaussian quadrature integration scheme. The model based on the Gauss-Green cubature formula 

provides similar results, with approximately the same convergence rate. Thus, one can conclude that the developed element 

based on Green’s integration scheme is a reliable substitution for the ANCF with the standard Gaussian quadrature integra- 

tion scheme in tensile deformations. The results for the Neo–Hookean model are not given in tabular form, as the relative 

error is small, with its maximum at about 10 −9 . 

7.3. The Achilles sub-tendon cross-sections 

It was already mentioned that previous studies have mostly considered the Achilles tendons as one-piece constructions 

with simple cross-sections. However, the tendons are a combination of three interconnected sub-tendons with arbitrary 

cross-sections [4–6,54] . Each of the sub-tendons has a complicated shape. To demonstrate the usability of the developed 
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Table 8 

Comparison of the elongation test results of the ANCF-based beams from 

the GOH material model with standard Gaussian quadrature and Green’s 

integration schemes 

Load [ N] Elongation [m] of the ANCF-based beams 

Using Green’s integration Standard integration scheme 

ψ = 0 ◦ ψ = 90 ◦ ψ = 0 ◦ ψ = 90 ◦

500 0.003248 0.004445 0.003248 0.004548 

2000 0.012754 0.014474 0.012754 0.014701 

3500 0.021813 0.023627 0.021813 0.023870 

5000 0.030346 0.032207 0.030346 0.032457 

8000 0.045725 0.047646 0.045725 0.047902 

9500 0.052587 0.054529 0.052587 0.054800 

Fig. 11. The sub-tendon representation for the Type I tendon [6] . 

continuum-based ANCF beam element with the arbitrary cross-sectional description, the Achilles sub-tendons under elonga- 

tion are used as numerical examples. There are three types of the Achilles tendon [5] . In this work, we consider two of the 

most common ones: Type I and Type II [6] . In our numerical analyses, we extract the geometrical description of sub-tendons 

that are connected to the soleus muscle. 

Now we deal with the first type of the Achilles tendon. The exact geometrical data of the sub-tendon are not presented 

in Edama et al. [6] . Therefore, we resorted to a CAD software to approximate the points’ positions. The coordinates for the 

leftmost point are (17 , 30) . For the rightmost, the highest and the lowest points, the coordinates are, respectively, (191 , 52) , 

(137 , 99) and (99 , 0) . Based on the geometrical results of Yin et al. [50] related to this tendon type, we can obtain the 

approximation area of 19.2 mm 

2 and the length of L = 0 . 04 m. The Type I sub-tendon’s cross-section representation can be 

seen in Fig. 11 (a) alongside its point approximation in Fig. 11 (b). 

Then, we consider the Type II tendon. The tendon length is L = 0 . 07 m according to Yin et al. [50] . Again, resorting to 

CAD software, the approximate position for the leftmost point is (438 , 436) , and (910 , 311) , (593 , 549) , and (649 , 85) for the 

rightmost, the highest and the lowest points, respectively. The sub-tendon cross-sectional area equals 47 . 135 mm 

2 , which 

can be seen in Fig. 12 (a) and its approximation at the integration point form is given in Fig. 12 (b). 

Due to the usage of the graphical editor, there is discretization error. For the Type I tendon, it is about 0 . 36 % and for 

the Type II tendon 0 . 14 % . 

Moreover, the sub-tendons are the pre-twisted structure [4,5,54] . Here, we consider the straight and pre-twisted beams 

(see Fig. 13 (a) and (b), for the Type I sub-tendon, and Fig. 14 (a) and (b), for Type II). 
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Fig. 12. The sub-tendon representation for the Type II tendon. 

Fig. 13. The sub-tendon representations of the Type I tendon. 

Fig. 14. The sub-tendon representations of the Type II tendon. 
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Table 9 

Comparison of the elongation test results in [mm] for the straight and pre-twisted sub- 

tendons Type I and Type II from the Neo–Hookean material model . 

Elongation [mm] of the straight sub-tendons 

Load [ N] Sub-tendon Type I Sub-tendon Type II 

Analytical ANSYS ANCF Analytical ANSYS ANCF 

10 0.067470 0.067637 0.068295 0.048048 0.048047 0.048098 

20 0.135167 0.135503 0.136798 0.096161 0.961606 0.096262 

30 0.203092 0.203599 0.205511 0.144341 0.144340 0.144492 

40 0.192587 0.271925 0.274436 0.192587 0.192585 0.192788 

50 0.240899 0.340481 0.343575 0.240899 0.240897 0.241149 

60 0.408247 0.409270 0.412929 0.289277 0.289275 0.289577 

70 0.477093 0.478291 0.482499 0.337722 0.337719 0.338070 

80 0.546172 0.547548 0.552288 0.386233 0.386230 0.386630 

90 0.615484 0.617034 0.622297 0.434811 0.434808 0.435256 

100 0.685030 0.686759 0.692528 0.483456 0.483452 0.483949 

Elongation [mm] of the pre-twisted sub-tendons 

Load [ N] Sub-tendon Type I Sub-tendon Type II 

ANSYS ABAQUS ANCF ANSYS ANCF 

10 0.079618 0.074342 0.068297 0.048047 0.048098 

20 0.157767 0.147273 0.136805 0.961606 0.096262 

30 0.234953 0.219354 0.205526 0.144340 0.144492 

40 0.311484 0.290901 0.274462 0.192585 0.192788 

50 0.387556 0.362131 0.343614 0.240897 0.241150 

60 0.463306 0.433186 0.412984 0.289275 0.289578 

70 0.538829 0.504157 0.482574 0.337719 0.338072 

80 0.614198 0.575105 0.552385 0.386230 0.386632 

90 0.689465 0.646091 0.622417 0.434809 0.435259 

100 0.764674 0.717157 0.692674 0.483452 0.483952 

Fig. 15. Relative errors derived from Table 10 for the sub-tendons of Type I and Type II from the Neo–Hookean material model subjected to N = 100 N 

tensile force, dashed and dotted lines represent the rates of convergence equal to 2 and 4, respectively. 

7.3.1. Neo–Hookean material model 

In this subsection, we repeat the tensile example presented in Yin et al. [50] . We use the Neo–Hookean material model 

with the shear modulus equal to c 10 = 103 . 1 MPa undergoing the maximum applied tensile load of 100 N. 

As one can see from Table 9 , the results are in a good agreement for the straight structures. For Type I, the ANSYS-based 

model provides results, where the difference between analytical solutions is about 0 . 3% . The difference between the ANCF- 

based model and analytical solutions is about 1 . 1% . In the Type II model, the differences are 0 . 001% in the ANSYS-based 

model and 0 . 1% in the ANCF-based model. Further, we compare the converge rates for the two models (see Fig. 15 (a) and 

(b). 
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Table 10 

Elongation results for a number of mesh refinements for the straight and pre-twisted sub-tendons from the 

Neo–Hookean material model subjected to N = 100 N tensile force in [mm]. 

Elongation [mm] of the straight sub-tendons 

ANCF ANSYS 

DOFs Type I Type II DOFs Type I DOFs Type II 

27 0.692520 0.4839487 2895 0.686781 2331 0.4834519 

45 0.692525 0.4839488 5766 0.686755 3807 0.4834519 

81 0.692526 0.4839488 19,107 0.686755 7251 0.4834519 

153 0.692527 0.4839488 31,443 0.686755 46,749 0.4834520 

297 0.692527 0.4839488 93,618 0.686755 92,529 0.4835619 

585 0.692528 0.4839488 259,641 0.686759 125,568 0.4834520 

Elongation [mm] of the pre-twisted sub-tendons 

ANCF ANSYS ABAQUS 

DOFs Type I Type II DOFs Type I DOFs Type II DOFs Type I 

27 0.69247 0.48394 2898 0.766294 2331 0.4834518 47,292 0.7165 

45 0.69265 0.48395 6123 0.764394 3807 0.4834518 53,556 0.7166 

81 0.69267 0.48395 19,842 0.764600 7251 0.4834519 75,042 0.7167 

153 0.69267 0.48395 31,830 0.764629 46,749 0.4834520 96,132 0.7168 

297 0.69267 0.48395 102,063 0.764666 92,529 0.4835619 146,145 0.7169 

585 0.69267 0.48395 259,074 0.764674 125,568 0.4834520 298,815 0.7172 

It is obvious that the ANCF-based models require significantly fewer DOFs for the structures’ descriptions, and can deliver 

accurate results with the discretization of one element. Now, we consider the deformation of the pre-twisted models. There 

are several proposals related to the pre-twisting Handsfield et al. [4] , P ̧e kala et al. [54] . In this work, we consider ψ = 90 ◦. 

A comparison of the elongation results in Table 9 indicates that the results of the two models of the Type I sub-tendon 

differ significantly in the case of the pre-twisted structures. The ANSYS-based model gives noticeably higher displacements 

for the body with the complicated cross-section. Meanwhile, the model based on the ANCF approach shows almost the 

same results as the straight beam, with a small difference up to 1 . 1% for the maximal displacement. Due to the significant 

discrepancy between the ANCF and ANSYS solutions for the maximum elongation, the tensile test was replicated with an- 

other software, namely, ABAQUS, using the quadratic 20-node continuum element in ABAQUS denoted as C3D20, which is 

similar to the used ANSYS element type. According to Table 9 , the ABAQUS solutions for the elongation are closer to the 

ANCF results than the ANSYS solution. Further, we consider the Type II sub-tendon (see Table 9 ). 

For both pre-twisted models, the rate of convergence of solutions are presented in Fig. 15 (b), Table 10 . 

7.3.2. GOH material model 

As mentioned above, the real biological tissues are anisotropic. To simulate such behaviour, we consider the GOH material 

model (28) with the material parameters adopted from Section 7.1 and by applying a tensile load of up to 100. We also 

consider the straight and pre-twisted beam models. Let us firstly, consider the Type I sub-tendon, with the total area of 

19 . 15 mm 

2 , the length of L = 0 . 04 m [50] , and the material parameters c 10 = 30 . 6 kPa, c 1 = 378 . 59 kPa, c 2 = 7 . 8085 , a 0 = 

[0 , 0 , 1] T [12] . 

Table 11 demonstrates that the results are relatively close to each other for the straight sub-tendons. The differences of 

the analytical solutions are about 0 . 14% for ANCF and 0 . 1% for ANSYS. Further, Fig. 16 (a) and Table 12 display the conver- 

gence rates for both models of the sub-tendons. 

Now we consider a pre-twisted tendon. Section 7.3.1 and Table 9 showed for the Type I sub-tendon that the ANCF 

delivers results close to the analytical results in the case of a straight beam and ABAQUS solutions in the case of a pre- 

twisted structure. Therefore, for this type, we consider only one ANCF-based model. In the case of the Type II sub-tendon, 

we provide our readers with both models. 

Comparing the results of Table 11 , the pre-twisted anisotropic beam underwent greater elongations under an uniaxial 

load than the straight beam, which can be partly explained by the structure’s longer fibers (see Fig. 8 ). As one can notice, 

the difference between the results of the ANCF- and ANSYS-based models is quite small, despite the complicated form and 

sophisticated structure. The comparison of the rate of convergence for that case is presented in Fig. 16 (b). Fig. 16 (b) shows 

that the pre-twisted sub-tendon, regardless of its type, could be described with relatively high accuracy with one ANCF- 

based element only. 

8. Limitations 

This research has several limitations. In the study, the geometrical data were extracted with the usage of the graphical 

redactor, therefore, the accuracy is questionable. To mitigate this limitation, the error estimation due to discretization errors 

is presented. Additionally, the cross-section area is considered the same along the longitudinal axis. However, it can vary, 

but there is no data to approximate such geometry. The interaction between fluid and solid is also omitted from this work. 
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Table 11 

Comparison of the elongation test results in [mm] for the straight and pre-twisted sub- 

tendons Type I and Type II from the GOH material model . 

Elongation [mm] of the straight sub-tendons 

Load [ N] Sub-tendon Type I Sub-tendon Type II 

Analytical ANSYS ANCF Analytical ANSYS ANCF 

10 1.25805 1.2627115 1.25523 0.94460 0.944630 0.94334 

20 2.25806 2.2626906 2.25444 1.82587 1.825854 1.82358 

30 3.02459 3.0299230 3.02145 2.63080 2.630783 2.62774 

40 3.62189 3.6274931 3.61986 3.35677 3.356751 3.35318 

50 4.10099 4.1066824 4.10039 4.00787 4.007843 4.00393 

60 4.49603 4.5017274 4.49700 4.59139 4.591365 4.58726 

70 4.82943 4.8351068 4.83208 5.11556 5.115528 5.11134 

80 5.11627 5.1219006 5.12065 5.58826 5.588231 5.58403 

90 5.36697 5.3725359 5.37312 6.01657 6.016543 6.01239 

100 5.58893 5.5944432 5.59685 6.40660 6.406570 6.40251 

Elongation [mm] of the pre-twisted sub-tendons 

Load [ N] Sub-tendon Type I Sub-tendon Type II 

ANCF ANSYS ANCF 

10 1.490723 1.022816 1.077669 

20 2.506607 1.976414 1.978382 

30 3.283207 2.840383 2.799663 

40 3.887926 3.615008 3.541619 

50 4.373086 4.305867 4.208678 

60 4.773447 4.920263 4.808188 

70 5.111770 5.473186 5.348351 

80 5.403297 5.968654 5.837045 

90 5.658558 6.416557 6.281320 

100 5.885057 6.823999 6.687249 

Fig. 16. Relative errors derived from Table 11 for the sub-tendons of Type I and Type II from the GOH material model subjected to N = 100 N tensile force, 

dashed and dotted lines represent the rates of convergence equal to 2 and 4, respectively. 

Nonetheless, it can be added with the usage of poroelasticity as it is done for the rat Achilles tendons in Khayyerin et al. 

[12] , Khayyeri et al. [56] . The material time-dependency is not included, however, the compatibility of the ANCF element and 

viscoelastic models was successfully considered in Obrezkov et al. [21] . Additionally, the current research aims to provide a 

tool for the description of beam-like structures, and such an important issue as uncertainties of parameters of the models 

is not considered here. Even with the limitations imposed on the geometry and physical parameters, it is shown, that the 

elongation results for the pre-twisted sub-tendon Type I differ for ABAQUS-, ANCF- and ANSYS-based models, although the 

two first are close to each other. Moreover, the material model used in this study could be still approximated to be closer 

to the real tendon’s tissues. In our study, the fibers of the anisotropic model follow the pre-twist angle given for the whole 

model. However, there are studies, as [54] , that show fiber pre-twist for the sub-tendons can differ from the pre-twist of 
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Table 12 

Elongation results for a number of mesh refinements for the straight and pre- 

twisted sub-tendons Type I and Type II from the GOH material model subjected 

to N = 100 N tensile force in [mm]. 

Elongation [mm] of the straight sub-tendons 

ANCF ANSYS ANSYS 

DOFs Type I Type II DOFs Type I DOFs Type II 

27 5.59689 6.40251 2895 5.596247 2331 6.414917 

45 5.59691 6.40251 5766 5.594443 3807 6.406605 

81 5.59692 6.40251 19,107 5.596247 7251 6.406590 

153 5.59692 6.40251 31,443 5.594445 46,749 6.406572 

297 5.59693 6.40251 93,618 5.594443 92,529 6.406570 

585 5.59690 6.40251 259,644 5.594443 125,568 6.406570 

Elongation [mm] of the pre-twisted sub-tendons 

ANCF ANSYS 

DOFs Type I Type II DOFs Type II 

27 5.882218 6.685200 3807 6.817963 

45 5.884770 6.686978 7251 6.821308 

81 5.885005 6.687203 51,039 6.824065 

153 5.885005 6.687236 101,019 6.825072 

297 5.885057 6.687249 125,568 6.823999 

the model. Another important feature of the biological tissue, presence of the inner stresses can be added into the model 

via inclusion of the pre-strain field [57] . 

9. Conclusion 

This work applies the continuum-based ANCF beam element to analyze the deformation of the human Achilles sub- 

tendons under tensile loading. To describe the sub-tendons, a continuum-based ANCF beam element with an arbitrary cross- 

section description has been developed based on the Gauss-Green cubature integration formula. The developed element is 

verified analytically and numerically with commercial finite element software using three-dimensional continuum elements. 

The material parameters were taken from the works of other researchers. It was found that the developed ANCF element 

with an arbitrary cross-section description performed well in all numerical tests. Furthermore, the computational advantage 

of the proposed ANCF-based approach for the deformation analysis of the Achilles sub-tendon in terms of the convergence 

rate against commercial software was demonstrated. Moreover, it was found that if the sub-tendons are pre-twisted, the 

ANCF-based beam model provides more reliable solutions than commercial finite element software does. It can be concluded 

that the developed ANCF elements with an arbitrary cross-section description based on the Gauss-Green integration scheme 

is a reliable and computationally efficient approach for analyzing the deformation of Achilles sub-tendons. The developed 

element has potential also in other applications with beam-like flexible structures, such as in the modelling of soft robotics, 

where flexible beam-like structures often appear and can now be described in more realistic forms. 
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Appendix A. Cross-sectional deformation 

The continuum-based ANCF beam are able to capture the cross-section deformations due to their kinematic description 

given in Section 2 . To demonstrate it, the results of the deformed cross-section areas at the applied force end are gathered 

in Table A.13 . To obtain the values of the deformed ANSYS-based model due to the absence of the procedure in the soft- 

ware postprocessor the following procedure has been done: the software was put into the preprocessor again; using saved 

nodal positions the form was generated with SURF154 surface skin elements; the recreated area was calculated with the 

preprocessor command. 

As one can see from Table A.13 , the results for the tendon Type II and rectangular cross-sections are in good agreement. 

However, the results of the ANSYS-based model for the Type I tendon are significantly different from the analytical and 
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Table A1 

Cross-sectional areas before and after deformation in [mm 

2 ] . 

Cross-sectional areas [mm 

2 ] 

Cross-section type Material model Pre-twist angle Area before deformation Area after deformation 

Analytical solution ANSYS solution ANCF solution 

Rectangular Neo–Hookean ψ = 0 ◦ 10 4 6 . 667 × 10 3 6 . 667 × 10 3 6 . 667 × 10 3 

Rectangular Neo–Hookean ψ = 90 ◦ 10 4 – 6 . 667 × 10 3 6 . 667 × 10 3 

Rectangular GOH ψ = 0 ◦ 10 4 9 . 5 × 10 3 9 . 501 × 10 3 9 . 501 × 10 3 

Rectangular GOH ψ = 90 ◦ 10 4 – 9 . 5142 × 10 3 9 . 482 × 10 3 

Type I Neo–Hookean ψ = 0 ◦ 19.15 18.877 20.957 18.949 

Type I Neo–Hookean ψ = 90 ◦ 19.15 – 21.009 18.949 

Type I GOH ψ = 0 ◦ 19.15 16.849 19.564 16.909 

Type I GOH ψ = 90 ◦ 19.15 – – 16.224 

Type II Neo–Hookean ψ = 0 ◦ 47.135 46.812 46.121 46.884 

Type II Neo–Hookean ψ = 90 ◦ 47.135 – 46.125 46.884 

Type II GOH ψ = 0 ◦ 47.135 43.183 43.161 43.252 

Type II GOH ψ = 90 ◦ 47.135 – 43.357 41.695 

ANCF-based solutions. That indicates the limited ability of the commercial software to reproduce this sophisticated tendon 

form. 
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A B S T R A C T
This work introduces a surface-to-surface contact description in the context of beam-to-beam contact. Theintroduced contact description is formulated in the frame work of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation.Leveraging the solid element-like features of the absolute nodal coordinate beam formulation and utilizing aninterpolation scheme to parameterize the cross-section geometry, the computationally expensive discretizationin beam’s thickness directions can be avoided. The developed formulation is general to account for internal andexternal contact scenarios. Numerical examples illustrate the robustness and applicability of the introducedformulation in contact problems comprising beams with arbitrary cross-sectional geometry and materialnonlinearities. The numerical results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed contact solution to problemsentailing various contact configurations, such as the presence of coupled large deformation modes withincontact, contact between beams with sharp-edges, and a scenario where an arbitrary curve-to-curve contacttakes place across beams’ surfaces. Accuracy of the contact integrals and the stability of the proposedformulation are also examined, respectively using the contact path and inf–sup tests.

1. Introduction
Numerous places where a highly flexible, beam-like structure playsa crucial role can be found in mechanical and bio-mechanical appli-cations. Belts, ropes and cables are examples of the mechanical appli-cations while slender soft tissues are one example of bio-mechanicalapplications. In many cases, the high-tensile or twisted cables in work-ing cranes, fibrous tissues and filaments in biological systems interactwith each other. The applications mentioned earlier, are characterizedby mechanical contact interactions where the geometrically complexcontact configurations usually exist between beam-like structures.Compared with the intensive work that has been performed on solid-based contact formulations [1–5] as for the distributed contact forceevolution in a simulation, the research contributions to the beam-to-beam surface contact formulation regarding the distribution of contactforce in beam-to-beam contact have marginally been developed.In the beam-to-beam contact, depending on the contact configu-rations and the underlying beam finite element formulation used, anadequate contact solution procedure should be considered particularlyin the definition of the contact normal vector. To alleviate the shortage

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Mechanical Engineering, KU Leuven, 3001 Heverlee, Belgium.E-mail address: babak.bozorgmehri@kuleuven.be (B. Bozorgmehri).

of contact points contribution (i.e., non-smoothness through the contactpoints) in the definition of normal and tangent contact vectors, aHermitian interpolation for two adjacent beams was introduced in [6].This smoothing procedure improves the stability of the formulation andthe contact stress distribution over a contact region when (frictional)sliding takes place [7]. Durville introduced an intermediate geometrywhere a proximity zone can be defined to detect the contact pointcandidates in application of fibrous material in [8]. Thereafter, Durvilleet al. [9] captured the initial configuration and the possible interpen-etration between the bundles of initially contacting interlock fibrousmaterials. With reference to the distribution of contact force, Meieret al. [10] developed a variant of line-to-line contact formulation with aparticular emphasis on integration interval segmentation in the vicinityof strong discontinuity at the end-points of the contacting beams. Thelimitations of the line-to-line formulation [10] were discussed in [11]and a new formulation was proposed to integrate the advantages ofboth the point-to-point and line-to-line formulations by introducinga transition procedure between the mentioned formulations. Never-theless, in Meier et al.’s contributions, the so-called all-angle beam
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contact model [11] was implemented with a rod-like variant of theKirchhoff beam theory [12] which ignores cross-section deformation.With the formulations above, the master-and-slave definition needsto be accounted for in the definition of the contact normal vector.One of the drawbacks of such a distinction between the master andslave contact entities is that when using a single-pass algorithm, onlythe slave nodes/points are checked for interpenetration but not themaster points. This can lead to an unchecked interpenetration of themaster points. In addition, the weak form of contact energy is biasedlyintegrated over the slave surface [13]. Although some algorithms makeuse of a double-pass to preclude this, the double-pass based algorithmsare prone to be computationally prohibitive, i.e., locking due to over-constraint at contact points. This was illustrated in [14] in the caseof solid elements. This flaw was treated by unbiasedly integrating theweak form of contact energy in [13]. Therein, the interchanging ofthe master–slave roles does not influence the results. Recently, GayNeto [15,16] proposed a master-to-master approach in which no dis-tinction is made in a pair of contacting entities (surface/line/point) tobe master or slave. Instead, both entities in a contact pair are assumedto be master.One of the well-established and pioneer beam-to-beam contact for-mulations was proposed in [17], which is also known as the seminalmaster-to-master contact description and laid the foundation for furthercontributions to this context [15,18–20]. The continuously definedcontact force over a contact interface becomes crucial when beamswith deformable cross-sections come into contact. Regardless of the ini-tial contact type, i.e., point-to-point, line-to-line or surface-to-surface,the contact region may evolve from a point to a line or from aline to a surface contact. In the context of beam-to-beam contact, aclass of the master surface to master surface formulation was intro-duced by Gay Neto et al. [18] that allows for the interpolation ofthe surface of contacting beam elements using a set of convectivecoordinates composed of the beam element’s degrees-of-freedom. Theformulation is based on the seminal master-to-master point-wise con-tact interaction introduced in [17] that laid the foundation for furthercontributions to this context [15,19–21]. The solutions to the localcontact problems in these master–master approaches were prone todivergence [16,20]. To remedy this, recently in [16], an optimizationprocedure based on the Hessian of the closest projected point prob-lems was replaced with the Newton’s iterative scheme to achieve aconverged solution. In all these works, the contact action–reaction isassumed to be an approximation of the actual distributed force onmaterial points within the contacting surfaces. Alternatively, it wouldbe preferable to apply the actual distributed action–reaction throughthe nodal degrees-of-freedom over the contacting beams’ surface. Thisis useful when cross-section deformable beams with non-typical cross-sectional shapes come into contact (i.e., large contact region in theinitial configuration), and when contacting beams are parallel or wrap-ping around each other. The latter situation was recently handledin [22] by integrating the weak form of contact energy along the slavebeam centre line curve (but not surface) in the case of beams withan elliptical, shear deformable (but rigid) cross-section. Distribution ofcontact action–reaction force is crucial when a contact region withinbeams with deformable cross-sections becomes larger during simula-tion or evolves from a line to a surface. For example, due to highlydeformable cross-sections in contact between beams with higher-orderinterpolations in their basis polynomials, the contact action has tobe distributed over a pair of contacting surfaces via the beam el-ement degrees-of-freedom within the simulation. It is also possiblethat a surface-to-surface interaction degenerates into a surface to line(e.g., surface to sharp edges) or into surface to point. These scenarioswere discussed in [15], where the local contact problem in the point-wise surface-to-surface description is degenerated into a surface- to-lineor a surface-to-point to circumvent singularity problems.Many of the finite element methods have been formulated using aone-dimensional beam theory, the so-called Simo–Reissner beam [23].

This theory, is the basis of many beam formulations in the frame-work of the fully nonlinear geometrically exact beams (GEB) witha shear-deformable cross-section [24–26], and with shear-free cross-section [12,27,28]. Another fully geometrically nonlinear beam formu-lation is described in the framework of the absolute nodal coordinateformulation (ANCF) [29,30] which assumes that the beam’s cross-section is deformable. In the ANCF, the kinematics of flexible spatialbodies, such as beams or shells, can be described using polynomialbased spatial element shape functions and the vector of nodal coordi-nates of an element. Absolute positions and components of the deforma-tion gradient that are derived either with respect to the bi-normalizedor physical coordinates, are used as nodal degrees-of-freedom in anANCF element [29]. Description of an ANCF element’s strain energyin the spatial elasticity is a crucial distinction between the ANCF andthe GEB formulation, which relies on the one-dimensional elastic linetheory. Thereby, the incorporation of the nonlinear material modelsinto the ANCF becomes more feasible [31,32]. Whether the strainenergy of an ANCF element is derived in terms of the componentsof the generalized spatial strains [33], or with respect to the com-ponents of the deformation gradient [34,35], the ANCF exhibits thefeatures that are typically recognized in the solid element types. Mostrecently, a continuous beam-type model is developed in [36] with theinclusion of the solid-like features of material nonlinearity and alsothe geometry nonlinearity in the study of the flexibility of archingmasonry walls subjected to out-of-plane loads. Within the finite elementanalysis with ANCF elements, there have been a few attempts madeto go beyond the standard cross-sections, such as rectangular andcircular forms. Nonetheless, they intend to capture only a local devi-ation from common cases [37,38] and therefore, they are not suitablefor addressing sophisticated cross-sectional areas. Recently in [39], acomputational model based on the ANCF was introduced to describe thepre-twisted Achilles sub-tendons as beam-like structures with arbitrarycross-sectional shapes using nearly incompressible material modelsto approximate the pre-twisted sub-tendons under tensile loads. Theusability and limitations of some higher- and lower-order ANCF beamsunder torsional and bi-moment loads has lately been studied in [40].The approach used in Gay Neto et al.’s works [16,18,20,41] tointerpolate the contacting surfaces, can conceptually be compared withthe spatial shape function to interpolate the lower- or higher-orderelements in the case of ANCF beams or plates [42–44]. For instance, Yuet al. used the spatial shape function interpolation to describe a point-to-point contact between a general rigid surface and a beam’s surface inthe two-dimensional implementation of an ANCF beam [45]. Recently,in [46] the efficiency of a higher-order ANCF element in terms ofthe numerical integration on the contact interface was shown withthe line-to-line formulation. Taking advantage of the ANCF’s spatialshape functions, a narrow-phase, local contact detection scheme wasimplemented to identify the contact points/segments following a globalcontact search using an oriented bounding box algorithm [47]. Ananalogy for the treatment of the local contact detection between robfibres using Lagrangian shape functions to interpolate a contact surfacecan be found in [48]. The same approach of the local contact searchis adopted and extended for the three-dimensional arbitrary shapecross-section in this study.The primary difference between the line-to-line and surface-to-surface beam contact descriptions is that the former in not applicableto the general description of contact boundaries on the beam’s sur-faces. The surface-to-surface contact formulation tackles the line-to-lineformulation limitations and can help properly impose the contact con-straint in general beam contact problems such as the twisting of beamswith complicated, highly deformable cross-sections, where the initialcontact line (or small region) would evolve to a surface in the deformedconfiguration. The developed surface-to-surface formulation introducedin this work achieves a converged solution with a reasonable numberof beam discretization, which will be discussed in detail in Section 5.
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On account of this, an approach is used to approximate an arbitrary-shape cross-section using a numerical integration scheme based onthe Green’s integral formula. This approach is used in this paper asa prerequisite for adapting the employed ANCF beam formulation, toinclude the contact scenarios in beams with anisotropic, non-typicalcross-section shapes undergoing the coupled deformation modes. Theproposed cross-section interpolation scheme using the arbitrary splinesis utilized in this work to perform the following tasks:

1. the computation of an ANCF beam element internal forces usinga Gauss integration scheme across the cross-section with anarbitrary shape2. the establishment of a contact surface candidate on contact-ing beams using the Gauss points that are already utilized tointerpolate the arbitrary cross-section.
The novelties in connection with the introduced surface-to-surfacecontact formulation are succinctly stated in the following order:
• A surface-to-surface contact formulation by parameterization(segmentation) of the contacting surfaces, including cross-sectionboundaries (locally interpolated cross-sections using the selectedsplines) is proposed.
• The kinematic constituents in the weak form of contact energyare simultaneously integrated across the slave and master beamsalong two distinct patches.
• With the proposed surface-to-surface contact formulation, as wellas the external beam-to-beam contact configuration, the internalsurface contact, i.e. contact in interconnected beams, can beformulated.
• The developed contact formulation is able to model the contactscenarios within which a point-wise or a line-to-line contactevolves to a surface-to-surface contact situation and vice versa. Inthis way, the transition schemes between the contact formulationssuch as those proposed in [11,47] are deemed unnecessary.

2. Continuum-based beam finite element
2.1. Beam kinematics

This study employs a spatial three-node beam element based the ab-solute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF). In this element, the nodesare located at the ends and in the middle of the beam longitudinalaxis [34]. The beam local coordinate system is denoted 𝒙 = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧},where 𝑥 is along the beam’s axis in the longitudinal direction, and 𝑦and 𝑧 denote the transverse directions. Each node has nine degrees-of-freedom: the three components of position vector 𝒓 and the threecomponents of each of transverse position vector gradients 𝒓,𝑦 and 𝒓,𝑧.Accordingly, the vector of the nodal coordinates can be written as:
𝒒𝐼 =

[
𝒓(𝐼)𝑇 𝒓(𝐼)

𝑇
,𝑦 𝒓(𝐼)
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]𝑇 with 𝐼 = 1, 2, 3, (1)
where 𝒓,𝑦 is the position vector derivative 𝜕𝒓
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𝜉 − 1

)(
𝜉 + 1

)
, 𝑁5(𝝃) = −1

2
𝓁𝑦𝜂

(
𝜉 − 1

)(
𝜉 + 1

)
,

𝑁6(𝝃) = −1
2
𝓁𝑧𝜁

(
𝜉 − 1

)(
𝜉 + 1

)
, (2b)

𝑁7(𝝃) =
1
2
𝜉
(
𝜉 + 1

)
, 𝑁8(𝝃) =

1
4
𝓁𝑦𝜂𝜉

(
𝜉 + 1

) and 𝑁9(𝝃) =
1
4
𝓁𝑧𝜁𝜉

(
𝜉 + 1

)

(2c)

are defined for the beam element in the bi-normalized local coordi-nates 𝝃 = {𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁} in which the non-dimensional quantities are definedas follows:
𝜉 = 𝑥

𝓁𝑥
, 𝜂 = 𝑦

𝓁𝑦
, 𝜁 = 𝑧

𝓁𝑧
, (3)

where 𝓁𝑥 is the length, 𝓁𝑦 is the height and 𝓁𝑧 is the width of a beamelement in the undeformed configuration. In the ANCF, the positionvector of an arbitrary particle 𝑃 , shown in Fig. 1, within an elementwith respect to the global coordinates system denoted 𝑿 = {𝑋, 𝑌 ,𝑍}at time 𝑡 is
𝒓(𝝃, 𝑡) = 𝐍(𝝃)𝒒(𝑡) = �̄�(𝝃, 𝑡0) + 𝒖ℎ(𝝃, 𝑡), (4)
where
𝒖ℎ(𝝃, 𝑡) = 𝐍(𝝃) 𝒖, (5)
is the 3 × 1 displacement field carrying the particle 𝑃 from its initialposition to the current position 𝑃 and 𝒖 = 𝒒 − 𝒒0 is a vector ofnodal displacements in terms of a beam element’s degrees-of-freedom inwhich 𝒒0 and 𝒒 are the initial and current vector of nodal coordinates, �̄�is the initial position of an arbitrary point on a beam element at 𝑡0 = 0,and
𝐍(𝝃) =

[
𝐈𝑁1 𝐈𝑁2 ⋯ 𝐈𝑁9

] (6)
is the matrix of element shape functions with dimension of 27 × 3 and
𝐈 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
2.2. Weak form of energy equilibrium

In the absolute nodal coordinate formulation when assuming aquasi-static equilibrium, weak form can be expressed as follows:
𝛿𝛱(𝒓, 𝛿𝒓) = −∫𝑉 𝐒∶ 𝛿𝐄d𝑉

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝛿𝛱int

+∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇 𝛿𝒓d𝑉 + ∫𝜕𝑉 𝒑𝑇𝑎 𝛿𝒓d𝜕𝑉
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝛿𝛱ext
+𝛿𝛱con = 0,

(7)
where 𝐒 is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, 𝐄 is the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, ‘‘∶ ’’ denotes the double dot product, 𝒃 is thebody force vector, which is 𝒃 = 𝜌𝒈, where 𝒈 is the field of gravity,
𝒑𝑎 is the surface force vector, 𝑉 denotes integration over an element’svolume and 𝜕𝑉 indicates a surface portion belonging to the volume 𝑉 .In Eq. (7), 𝛿𝛱int is the variation in strain energy of the element, 𝛿𝛱extis the variation in work done by externally applied forces, and 𝛿𝛱conrelates to the variational work done to enforce contact constraint.The internal force 𝒇 int can be derived from the variation of strainenergy 𝛿𝛱int as follows:
𝛿𝛱int = ∫𝑉 𝐒 ∶ 𝜕𝐄

𝜕𝒖
d𝑉 𝛿𝒖 = 𝒇 int𝛿𝒖. (8)

The weak form of strain energy stored in an ANCF element (8) canbe written in terms of the split stress tensors 𝐒0 and 𝐒𝑣 (𝐒 = 𝐒0 + 𝐒𝑣) inthe following form
𝛿𝛱int = ∫𝑉

(
𝐒0 ∶

𝜕𝐄
𝜕𝒖

+ 𝐒𝑣 ∶
𝜕𝐄
𝜕𝒖

)d𝑉 𝛿𝒖 = 𝒇 0,int𝛿𝒖 + 𝒇 𝑣,int𝛿𝒖, (9)
where 𝐒𝑣 and 𝐒0 are the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor parts, re-spectively excluding and including the Poisson ratio to handle the Pois-son locking phenomenon, and 𝒇 0,int and 𝒇 𝑣,int are the correspondingvector of internal forces components [34].The external force 𝒇 ext can be obtained using the variation of energy
𝛿𝛱ext as
𝛿𝛱ext = ∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇 𝛿𝒓d𝑉 + ∫𝜕𝑉 𝒑𝑇𝑎 𝛿𝒓d𝜕𝑉 = ∫𝑉 𝒃𝑇𝐍d𝑉 𝛿𝒖 + ∫𝜕𝑉 𝒑𝑇𝑎 𝐍d𝜕𝑉 𝛿𝒖

= 𝒇 ext𝛿𝒖. (10)
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Fig. 1. Schematic beam kinematics defined in the reference and deformed configurations with the illustration of the transformation between the bi-normalized and the localelemental coordinates [32].
The variation of energy 𝛿𝛱con is contributed by contact force andcan be written as

𝛿𝛱con = 𝒇 con𝛿𝒖, (11)
where 𝒇 con represents the contact force, which will be explained inSection 4.
Remark 1. The variation of strain energy (8) is integrated to derivethe vector of element elastic forces according to the developed schemeto define a cross-section geometry, that will be introduced in Section 3.It is derived analogous to the approach for description of the internalforces presented in [34].

This study employs two widely used hyperelastic material models,the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and the Neo-Hookean material models. Formore details about the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff employed in this paperone can refer to [50] and references therein. More information on thenearly incompressible material model employed here are available forexample in [51,52].
2.2.1. Equations of equilibriumSubstituting Eqs. (8) and (10) into Eq. (7), the weak form of theequations of equilibrium can be expressed as follows:
𝒇 int𝛿𝒖 − 𝒇 ext𝛿𝒖 + 𝒇 con𝛿𝒖 = 0. (12)
The spatially discretized version of the variational system of equationsin Eq. (12) after assembling the elemental quantities is read in thefollowing form:
𝑹𝑒(𝑼 ) = −𝑭 ext(𝑼 ) + 𝑭 int(𝑼 ) + 𝑭 con(𝑼 ), (13)
where 𝑹𝑒(𝑼 ) is the vector of residual forces, 𝑼 is the assembled globaldisplacement vector, 𝑭 ext, 𝑭 int, and 𝑭 con are the assembled vectors of

external, internal and contact forces, respectively. Solving Eq. (13) allover the places of application requires the Newton’s iteration scheme.One can derive the tangent stiffness matrix of system at the 𝑃 thiteration by taking Jacobian of the vector of residuals 𝑹𝑒 using thefollowing finite difference procedure
𝐊𝑡(𝑚)

𝑝 =
𝜕𝑹𝑒

𝑝

𝜕𝑼 𝑝
≈

𝑛∑
𝑚=1

𝑹𝑒
𝑝
(
𝑼 𝑝 + ℎ�̂� (𝑚)) −𝑹𝑒

𝑝
(
𝑼 𝑝 − ℎ�̂� (𝑚))

2ℎ
, (14)

where �̂� (𝑚) is the identity vector corresponding to the 𝑚th degree-of-freedom of the total 𝑛 degrees-of-freedom of the system, and ℎ is thereasonable infinitesimal step that is assumed to be ℎ = 2𝓁𝑥
√
𝜖𝐹 , wheremachine epsilon is 𝜖𝐹 = 2.220446−16 in this work [53]. At the nextiteration, the displacement vector 𝑼 𝑝+1 is given as

𝑼 𝑝+1 = 𝑼 𝑝 − (𝐊𝑡
𝑝)

−1𝑹𝑒
𝑝 (15)

provided that the convergence criterion
‖‖‖𝑹

𝑒
𝑝
‖‖‖ ≤ 10−5 (16)

holds, where ‖‖‖𝑹
𝑒
𝑝
‖‖‖ is the norm of the vector of residuals that is checkedat iteration 𝑝 by Eq. (16). The stopping criterion value given by (16)was set for all the numerical examples by which converged solu-tions with a reasonable number of iterations and beam finite elementdiscretizations can be attained [47].

3. Cross-section approximation
The detail approximation of a cross-section is an important taskand has a significant influence on the stress distributions [54]. Inthis section, the approach introduced in [39] is presented for derivingGaussian integration points based on the Green’s integral formula. The
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Fig. 2. Arbitrary domain 𝛺 in the bi-normalized local coordinate system.

advantage of this method lies in its ability to integrate the whole areawithout splitting it into sub-domains. Let us consider an arbitrary closeddomain 𝛺 with a piece-wise border line. On the border of the domain
𝜕𝛺 there are some points 𝑉𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝜑, such as 𝜕𝛺 = [𝑉1, 𝑉2]∪[𝑉2, 𝑉3]∪
... ∪ [𝑉𝜑, 𝑉1]. Besides, the lines [𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑖+1] have several additional points,such as 𝑉𝑖1 = 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑖2,… 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖

= 𝑉𝑖+1 [55]. It should be noted that allthe points are already in the bi-normalized local coordinate system 𝝃.see Section 2.1.Now we pay attention to the 𝑖th line only, i.e., [𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑖+1] or [𝑉𝑖1, 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖
],and parameterize it in the following way:

[𝛼𝑖𝑗 , 𝛽𝑖𝑗 ] =

[
0,

𝑚𝑖−1∑
𝑗=1

𝛥𝑡𝑖𝑗

]
, ∣ 𝛥𝑡𝑖𝑗 ∣=∣ 𝑉𝑖𝑗+1 − 𝑉𝑖𝑗 ∣, 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑚𝑖 − 1. (17)

Then this 𝑖th line is tracked by a spline curve 𝑆𝑖(𝑡) of the degree 𝑝𝑖,where 𝑝𝑖 ≤ 𝑚𝑖−1 and 𝑆𝑖(𝑡) =
(
𝑆𝑖1(𝑡), 𝑆𝑖2(𝑡)

), see Fig. 2. Additionally, weneed to define an arbitrary straight line 𝛯:
𝛺 ⊆ R2 = [𝑎, 𝑏] × [𝑐, 𝑑], 𝛯(𝜂) ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏], 𝜂 ∈ [𝑐, 𝑑].

The choice of 𝛯 does not have any influence on the results, however,it is necessary for further calculations, because the nodes and weightswill be obtained relative to this line [55]. Then, the cubature formulaover the domain 𝛺 with the polynomial exactness degree 2𝑛 − 1 takesthe following form:
𝐼2𝑛−1(𝑓 ) =

∑
𝜆∈𝛬2𝑛−1

𝑤𝜆𝑓 (𝜂𝜆, 𝜁𝜆), (18)
where 𝜆 is 4-index and is given as follows:
𝛬2𝑛−1 = {𝜆 = (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, ℎ) ∶ 1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝜑, 1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 𝑚𝑖 − 1, 1 ⩽ 𝑘 ⩽ 𝑛𝑖, 1 ⩽ ℎ ⩽ 𝑛}(19)
and 𝜂𝜆 and 𝜁𝜆 𝑤𝜆, are respectively given as follows:
𝜂𝜆 =

𝑆𝑖1(𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘) − 𝛯
2

𝜏𝑛ℎ +
𝑆𝑖1(𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘) + 𝛯

2
, (20a)

𝜁𝜆 = 𝑆𝑖2(𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘) (20b)
and
𝑤𝜆 =

𝛥𝑡𝑖𝑗
4

𝜔𝑛𝑖
𝑘 𝜔

𝑛
ℎ(𝑆𝑖1(𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘) − 𝛯)

d𝑆𝑖2(𝑡)d𝑡 ∣𝑡=𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘 , (20c)
in which
𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘 =

𝛥𝑡𝑖𝑗
2

𝜏𝑛𝑖𝑘 +
𝑡𝑖𝑗+1 + 𝑡𝑖𝑗

2
, 𝛥𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖𝑗+1 − 𝑡𝑖𝑗 ,

with 𝑛𝑖 =

{
𝑛𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖∕2, 𝑝𝑖 is even,
𝑛𝑝𝑖 + (𝑝𝑖 + 1)∕2, 𝑝𝑖 is odd. (21)

Only 𝜏𝑛𝑖𝑘 and 𝜔𝑛𝑖
𝑘 need to be defined. They are, respectively, thenodes and weights of the Gauss–Legendre quadrature formula of theexactness degree 2𝑛𝑖 − 1 on [−1, 1].As it was anticipated with Remark 1 in Section 2.2, the varia-tion of strain energy (8) is to be integrated within the parameterizeddomain explained in this section and represented by (18). So in the bi-normalized frame 𝝃, the vector of element elastic forces is obtained byadding the following corresponding Gauss integrals to split the strainenergy parts containing 𝐒0 and 𝐒𝑣:

∫𝑉 𝒇 int(𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 )d𝜉d𝜂 d𝜁 = det( 𝜕�̄�
𝜕𝝃

) 𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

∑
𝜆∈𝛬

𝑤𝜆𝑤𝑗𝒇 0,int(𝜉𝑗 , 𝜂𝜆 𝜁𝜆)

+ det( 𝜕�̄�(1)
𝜕𝜉

) 𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑗𝒇 𝑣,int(𝜉𝑗 ),
(22)

where 𝑛𝐺 and 𝑤𝑗 are the number and weight of Gauss points in thelongitudinal direction, respectively.
4. Beam-to-beam contact formulations

In this section, a new beam-to-beam contact formulation is in-troduced. The developed formulation has been inspired by the line-to-line contact procedure in [10] and subsequently, the line-to-lineformulation recently developed in the frame work of two-dimensionaland three-dimensional ANCF, respectively in [46,47]. The line-to-lineformulation is first reviewed in Section 4.1 and then a beam surface-to-surface contact formulation is introduced in Section 4.2. The surface-to-surface contact formulation is particularly designed to describe contactin beams with arbitrary non-typical cross-sections and in the case ofinternal contact.
4.1. Line-to-line contact formulation

The unilateral minimum problem for two contacting beams is ex-pressed in terms of the closest distance field between the two contactingbeams. The closest vector field on beam 𝐵 (master) 𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 ) correspond-ing to the position field that belongs to beam 𝐴 (slave) 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴) isobtained by solving the following minimal distance problem
𝑑
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴)
)
∶= min

𝜉𝐵
𝑑(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵) = ‖‖‖𝒓

𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 ) − 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴)‖‖‖, (23)
where subscript 𝑐 denotes the closest projected point on the masterelement for a given slave point, and hereafter it denotes the projectionof contact entity evaluated at the unilateral closest points. In the line-to-line contact, the unique solution to minimum distance problem (23)leads to one orthogonality condition in which the task is seeking forunknown 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), which is the master closest point corresponding tothe slave point in terms of the slave coordinate field parameter 𝜉𝐴.Assuming contact takes place along a patch between the upper beam(master) at 𝜂𝐵𝑐 = −1, and the lower beam (slave) at 𝜂𝐴𝑐 = 1 in the currentconfiguration [56], the closest projection problem
ℎ1(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵) =

(
𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴) − 𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵)

)𝑇 𝒓𝐵,𝜉 (𝜉𝐵) with ℎ1(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 ) = 0 (24)
has to be solved; where 𝒓𝐵,𝜉 (𝜉

𝐵) is the derivation of the position vectorbeam 𝐵 with respect to local coordinate 𝜉.The gap function field 𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

) is defined to express the non-penetration condition
𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
= 𝑑

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴)
)
= ‖‖‖𝒓

𝐴
𝜂,𝜁=0 − 𝒓𝐵𝜂,𝜁=0

‖‖‖
−
(‖‖‖𝒓

𝐴 − 𝒓𝐴𝜂,𝜁=0
‖‖‖ +

‖‖‖𝒓
𝐵
𝑐 − 𝒓𝐵𝑐,𝜂,𝜁=0

‖‖‖
) with 𝑔

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

) ≥ 0,
(25a)

where position field 𝒓𝐴𝜂,𝜁=0 results from the closest projection of masterbeam end-point 𝒓𝐵 on the slave beam centre line, and 𝒓𝐵𝜂,𝜁=0 is the vectorfield resulting from projecting back the slave point abscissa on theclosest master element according to Eq. (24). This latter projection taskis carried out after the segmentation that will be illustrated in detail inSection 4.1.2.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of integration segmentation along the contact patch in the contacting master and slave beams.
4.1.1. Enforcement of contact constraint

The gap function field 𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

) in terms of the slave beam localparameter 𝜉𝐴 is defined to express the non-penetration condition
𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
= 𝑑(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 ) with 𝑔

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

) ≥ 0. (26)
Accordingly, the variation of contact energy contribution to the equa-tion of equilibrium (7) can be expressed as follows:
𝛿𝛱con = 𝑝𝑛 ∫𝛺𝑐

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
𝛿𝑔

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)d𝛺𝑐 , (27)
where:
𝛿𝑔

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
=
(
𝛿𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴) − 𝛿𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵)

)𝑇 𝛿𝒓𝐵,𝜉 (𝜉𝐵), (28)
and 𝛺𝑐 indicates the integration domain, i.e., the contact patch to beconstrained on the contacting surface of the slave (𝐴) and master (𝐵)beams, and 𝑝𝑛 is the penalty parameter. The vector of the distributedcontact forces can be identified in Eq. (27) in the form of
𝒇 con = 𝑝𝑛 𝑔

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝑓con
𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
, (29)

where 𝑓con is the average magnitude of action–reaction contact pres-sure on the entire surface of the contact region and
𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴)
)
=

𝒓𝐵
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴)
)
− 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴)

‖‖‖𝒓𝐵
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴)

)
− 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴)‖‖‖

(30)
is the contact normal vector.

4.1.2. Contact patch segmentation
The weak form of contact energy (27) can be expressed in dis-cretized form by substituting the position vector 𝒓 from Eq. (4) into

Eq. (27) as follows:
𝛿𝛱con

= −𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇 𝑝𝑛
𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 )
)
𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 )𝒏

(
𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 )
)
𝑤𝑗𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 )

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝒇𝐴con(𝜉𝐴𝑗 )

+ 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇 ⋅ 𝑝𝑛
𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 )
)
𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 )

)
𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 )
)
𝑤𝑗𝐽

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 )
)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝒇𝐵con(𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 )

)

.

(31)
In Eq. (31), 𝑛𝑗𝐺 is the number of the Gauss points along a slaveelement’s centre line, 𝑤𝑗 is the weight of the 𝑗th Gauss point, 𝜉𝑗 isthe 𝑗th Gauss point’s coordinate parameter in terms of the slave beamparameter 𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 ) is the closest projected master point assignedto the slave Gauss point parameter 𝜉𝐴𝑗 and 𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 ) and 𝐽

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 )
) arethe scaling factor between the increment of the Gauss point coor-dinates in the bi-normalized and the physical coordinate systems inthe slave and master beam, respectively. Terms specified by 𝒇𝐴con(𝜉𝐴𝑗 )and 𝒇𝐵con(𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 )) represent the vector of distributed contact reactionforces corresponding to the slave and master elements, respectively.The integration interval used in Eq. (31) can be further parameterizedby assigning 𝑛𝑆 segments to each beam slave element. Therefore, for

𝑛𝑆 number of segments within a slave element, the new coordinateparameter in a slave beam element can be expressed with respect tothe interpolation
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 = 𝜉𝐴𝑠 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ) =

𝜉𝐴𝑠,2𝑒 − 𝜉𝐴𝑠,1𝑒
2

𝜉𝐴𝑗 +
𝜉𝐴𝑠,2𝑒 + 𝜉𝐴𝑠,1𝑒

2
, for 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛𝐺 ,for 𝑠 = 1,… , 𝑛𝑆 ,

(32)
where 𝜉𝐴𝑠,1𝑒 and 𝜉𝐴𝑠,2𝑒 are the integration boundaries at each integrationsegment. The further parameter 𝜉𝐴𝑠 is equidistantly spaced within theinterval [−1, 1] unless there exists a valid projection for a master beamendpoint 𝒓𝐵

(
𝜉𝐵𝑠,1𝑒∕𝑠,2𝑒(𝜉

𝐴)
) on a slave element according to Eq. (24),that is to be iteratively solved via the following closest projection pointproblem

ℎ1(𝜉𝐴1𝑒, 𝜉
𝐵
1𝑐 ) = 0 and ℎ1(𝜉𝐴2𝑒, 𝜉

𝐵
2𝑐 ) = 0, (33)
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where 𝜉𝐵1𝑐 and 𝜉𝐵2𝑐 are the abscissa coordinate parameters of the masterbeam end-points. Fig. 3 illustrates the projection of the Gauss pointson the corresponding closest master element for 𝑛𝑆 = 3. Now thediscretized contact energy variation (31) can be expressed with afurther parameterization consisting of the beam discretization (4), andthe contact segmentation (32) written in the form of two sums over thenumber of Gauss points and over the integral segments as follows:
𝛿𝛱con = −𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 )

)
𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 )𝒏

(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 )

)

⋅𝑤𝑗𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 )

+ 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇 𝑝𝑛
𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 )

)
𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 )

)
𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 )

)

⋅𝑤𝑗𝐽
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 )

)
,

(34)

where
𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ) =

𝜕𝒓(1)𝐴

𝜕𝜉𝐴
𝜕𝜉𝐴

𝜕𝜉𝐴𝑠
= 𝐻𝐴𝑊 𝐴 𝐿𝐴

2

𝜉𝐴𝑠,2𝑒 − 𝜉𝐴𝑠,1𝑒
2

, (35)
in which 𝐿𝐴 and 𝑊 𝐴 are the slave beam’s length and width.
Remark 2. Perhaps the presented line-to-line formulation is analogousto the modified virtual slave node-to-segment formulation introducedin [57] that the original virtual slave node-to-segment formulation hadbeen presented in [58]. In the modified formulation [57], the Gausspoints distribution on a slave beam was replaced with the virtualpoints or nodes that are placed in the centroid of each contactingelement’s segment for a planar linear solid element. Comparing tothe so-called algorithm "a modified node-to-segment algorithm passingcontact patch test (VTS-PPT)", the introduced line-to-line and surface-to-surface formulations show an analogy up to a certain level. In par-ticular, the abscissa displacements of the equally-spaced slave segmentsand their containing Gauss points are associated to a beam element’s(end/middle) node via a linear interpolation given by Eq. (32). Onthe other hand, the formulation in this work differs from the NTS-PPTwith respect to the following points. In the introduced line-to-line andsurface-to-surface formulations, the resultant of contact pressure actingfrom each of slave segments denoted 𝑓𝑁 in Eq. (29), is distributedover a projected area on the master surface (i.e., element) as shown byFig. 3, which ultimately, is transferred into a master node’s degrees-of-freedom. Conversely, with the NTS-PPT algorithm, the resultant of thecontact pressure acting from a slave segment will finally be transferredto the master end nodes in the master surface involving the projectedarea as equivalent concentrated nodal forces in the normal direction.
4.2. Surface-to-surface contact formulation

In this section, the described line-to-line formulation in Section 4.1is extended into a beam surface-to-surface contact formulation. Theintroduced formulation is developed to be applied in both external andinternal beam contact configurations. The internal contact descriptionof the formulation is particularly developed to take advantage of thesolid-like features of the continuum based ANCF beam that is integratedwith the introduced cross-section approximation scheme explained inSection 3.
4.2.1. External contact descriptionThe unilateral minimum problem defined by Eq. (23) is now ada-pted to measure the minimum distance field between the closest vectorfield
𝒓𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐴

)) ≡ 𝒓𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

))
, (36a)

defining the portion of contact surface of on beam 𝐵 (master), and theposition vector field
𝒓𝐴

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴)

) ≡ 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) (36b)

that belongs to beam 𝐴 (slave) surface. Hereafter, according to theequivalence expressions (36), the notations for coordinate parameters
𝜉𝐵𝑐 and 𝜁𝐵𝑐 will be simplified. As implicitly pointed out with the expres-sions (36), the transverse coordinate 𝜁𝐴 is the solutions to the followingclosest projection point problem
𝑝1
(
𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴)

)
=
(
𝒓𝐴

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴)

)
− 𝒓𝐴𝑓 (𝜉

𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)
)𝑇

𝒓𝐴,𝜉
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴)

)
= 0,

(37)
where
𝒓𝐴𝑓 (𝜉

𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) = 𝐍(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)𝒒𝐴 (38)
is the position vector field of the Gauss points defining the cross-sectionof a slave beam element.
Remark 3. The normal projection (37) is performed to assure that thevector field 𝒓𝐴

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴)

) represents the contact points candidatein terms of the deformation-dependent coordinate parameter 𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴).
The minimum distance problem between the vector fields (36) is inthe form of

𝑑
(
𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐴)
)
∶= min

𝜁𝐵 (𝜉𝐴 ,𝜁𝐴)
𝑑(𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵) = ‖‖‖𝒓

𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) − 𝒓𝐵𝑐 (𝜉
𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 )

‖‖‖,

(39)
in which again, assuming contact takes place across a surface with 𝜂𝐵𝑐 =
−1 and 𝜂𝐴𝑐 = 1 in the current configuration, the further orthogonalitycondition in addition to Eq. (24) in the case of the line-to-line contactmodel, is in the following structure
𝑝2(𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵) =

(
𝒓𝐵

(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐵(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)

)
− 𝒓𝐴𝑓 (𝜉

𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)
)𝑇

× 𝒓𝐵,𝜁
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐵(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)

)

with 𝑝2
(
𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐴
))

= 0,

(40)
where 𝒓𝐵,𝜁 (𝜉

𝐵 , 𝜁𝐵) is the derivation of the position vector in beam 𝐵with respect to local coordinate parameter 𝜁𝐴. The gap function field
𝑔
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)

) is defined to express the non-penetrationcondition
𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵) = 𝑑

(
𝝃𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴), 𝝃𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 )

)

= ‖‖‖𝒓
𝐴(𝜉𝐴)𝜂,𝜁=0 − 𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 )𝜂,𝜁=0

‖‖‖
−

( ‖‖‖𝒓
𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) − 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴)𝜂,𝜁=0

‖‖‖
+ ‖‖‖𝒓

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

))
− 𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 )𝜂,𝜁=0

‖‖‖
)

with 𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵) ≥ 0.

(41a)

Similar to the line-to-line formulation in Section 4.1, the variationof contact energy due to the surface-to-surface contact reads as follows:
𝛿𝛱con = 𝑝𝑛 ∫𝛺𝑐

𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵)𝛿𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵)d𝛺𝑐 , (42)
where 𝛺𝑐 denotes the integration over the projected area on the bothslave and master beams external surface. According to the kinematicsdemonstrated in Fig. 4, the contact normal vector is defined as the crossproduct of the tangent vectors
𝝉(𝜁𝐵) = 𝜕𝒓𝐵

𝜕𝜁𝐵
(43)

and
𝝃𝐵(𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐵) = 𝜕𝒓𝐵

𝜕𝜉𝐵
(44)

with respect to the beam local coordinate 𝜁𝐵 and 𝜉𝐵 , respectively. Thecontact normal vector from the master element surface to the slave
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Fig. 4. Kinematic parameters of a beam surface-to-surface contact problem.
element surface is then
𝒏(𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐵) = 𝝃𝐵(𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐵) × 𝝉(𝜁𝐵)

‖‖‖𝝃
𝐵(𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐵) × 𝝉(𝜁𝐵)‖‖‖

. (45)
It is known that similar to the definition of the contact normalvector in Section 4, the normal vector in the surface-to-surface contactdescription is perpendicular to the master beam centre line, and isnot necessarily perpendicular to the slave element. The contact normalvector defined by Eq. (45) can alternatively be calculated similar to thatof the line-to-line formulation given by Eq. (30). Hereon, the contactvector is in the form of

𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐴
))

=
𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 ) − 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)

‖‖𝒓𝐵(𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜁𝐵𝑐 ) − 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)‖‖
. (46)

Remark 4. The contact normal vector given by Eq. (46) is analogousto that in the case of the line-to-line formulation that appeared inSection 4.1 (see Eq. (30)). The above-mentioned contact normal ispreferred over (45) which is defined similarly to that in [59] in theimplementation of the introduced formulation in this work.
4.2.2. External contact surface segmentationThe discretized form of contact energy (31) can be parameterized inthe transverse directions 𝜂 or 𝜁 that herein the 𝜂 direction is abstainedwithout loss of generality and consistency. It is assumed that contactbetween the beams takes place in between the upper surface of beam 𝐴(slave), and the lower surface of beam 𝐵 (master), see Fig. 4. Analogousto Section 4.1.2, the variation of contact energy is of the followingform:
𝛿𝛱con = −𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )𝒏

(
𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)
𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

+ 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)
𝐍𝑇 ((𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 ), 𝜁𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁𝐴𝑘 )

)

×𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

⋅𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)
.

(47)

In Eq. (47), 𝑛𝑘𝐺 is the number of Gauss points in a slave element,along the cross-section border in the 𝜁 direction, 𝑤𝑘 is the correspond-ing Gauss point weight, 𝜁𝑘 is the Gauss point coordinate in termsof the slave beam parameters 𝜉𝐴 and 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵𝑐 (𝜉
𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 ) is the closestprojection master point assigned to the Gauss slave point parameters

𝜉𝐴𝑗 and 𝜁𝐴𝑘 , and 𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 ) and 𝐽

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

) are the scalingfactor between the increment of the Gauss point coordinates in thebi-normalized and the physical coordinate systems in the slave andmaster beam, respectively. For 𝑛𝑆 number of segments within a slaveelement, the variation of discretized contact energy can be expressedwith an additional integration along the transverse direction 𝜁 , usingthe coordinate parameter 𝜁𝑘 as follows:
𝛿𝛱con = − 𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )𝒏

(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)
𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

+ 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜁𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁𝐴𝑘 )
)
𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

⋅𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)
.

(48)

where
𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 ) =

𝜕𝒓𝐴(1)
𝜕𝜉𝐴

𝜕𝜁𝐴

𝜕𝜉𝐴𝑠

𝜕𝒓𝐴(3)
𝜕𝜁𝐴

= 𝐻𝐴 𝐿𝐴

2

𝜉𝐴𝑠,2𝑒 − 𝜉𝐴𝑠,1𝑒
2

𝑊 𝐴

2
. (49)

Remark 5. In the implementation of the parameterized contact con-tribution (48), two loops are sufficient enough to go through theintegration patches. One loop imposes the contact constraint on each of
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 and 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ) simultaneously in a collocation manner, and the secondone imposes the corresponding contact constraint for 𝑛𝑘𝐺 number ofGauss points corresponding to 𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 and 𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 ), see Algorithm 1.

4.2.3. Internal contact descriptionDescription of the surface-to-surface contact presented inSection 4.2.1 is slightly adapted for the configurations in which theinternal contact exists. An essential difference between the external
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the definition of the parameterized contacting surfaces in an internal contact description. The procedure of treatment of the Gauss points candidates on anactive slave beam’s internal surface and their projection on the master beam’s external surface is shown.
and internal contact descriptions in this work is that in the case ofthe internal contact, at least one of the contact pairs (a master or aslave beam), comes into contact with its inner surface where none ofthe transverse coordinate parameters 𝜂 or 𝜁 are located on the externalsurface of the contacting beam, i.e. 𝜂, 𝜁 ≠ {−1, 1}. This means that inaddition to the position vector fields (36), the following position vectorfields are expressed in terms of coordinates 𝜂𝐴 and 𝜂𝐵 such that
𝒓𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐴

)
, 𝜂𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴)

)
, 𝜂𝐴

) ≡ 𝒓𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 )
)

(50a)
and
𝒓𝐴

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴(𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐴(𝜉𝐴)

) ≡ 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) (50b)
define the portion of contact surfaces on beam 𝐵 (master), and theposition vector field belongs to beam 𝐴 (slave) surface in an internalcontact scenario. The notations for coordinate parameters 𝜂𝐵𝑐 and 𝜂𝐴will also be simplified in the rest of the paper. Similar to the externalcontact description, the following additional closest projection pointproblems have to be solved for the transverse coordinates 𝜂𝐴 and 𝜂𝐵 .The transverse coordinate parameters on the slave beam is given bysolving the following projection point problem
𝑝3
(
𝜂𝐴(𝜉𝐴)

)
=
(
𝒓𝐴

(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) − 𝒓𝐴𝑓 (𝜉

𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)
))𝑇

× 𝒓𝐴,𝜉
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)

)
= 0,

(51)
Again, the following minimum distance problem between the vectorfields (50)

𝑑(𝜂𝐴, 𝜂𝐵𝑐 ) ∶= min
𝜂𝐴 ,𝜂𝐵

𝑑(𝜂𝐴, 𝜂𝐵) = ‖‖‖𝒓
𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴) − 𝒓𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 )

‖‖‖ (52)

requires the solving of an additional closest projection problem for theunknown 𝜂𝐵𝑐 which is not constant anymore in the case of an internalcontact. So,
𝑝4(𝜂𝐴, 𝜂𝐵) = 𝒓𝐵

(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜂𝐵(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴) − 𝒓𝐴𝑓 (𝜉

𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)
)𝑇

× 𝒓𝐵,𝜂
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴), 𝜂𝐵(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴)

) with 𝑝4
(
𝜂𝐴, 𝜂𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜂𝐴
))

= 0
(53)

is to be solved along with Eq. (40). The gap function 𝑔 in terms ofthe slave and master beam local parameters is defined to express thenon-penetration condition
𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜂𝐴, 𝜂𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵) = 𝑑

(
(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴), (𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 )

)

= 𝑔0 −
‖‖‖𝒓

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 )
)
− 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)‖‖‖with 𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜂𝐴, 𝜂𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵) ≥ 0,

(54a)
where 𝑔0 is an initial gap in a beam-inside-beam configuration. Thenormal vector in the internal contact is prescribed similar to (46) andis expressed in terms of Eqs. (50) as follows:
𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

)
, 𝜁𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

))
=

𝒓𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐 (𝜉

𝐵
𝑐 )
)
− 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)

‖‖‖𝒓𝐵𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐵𝑐 ), 𝜁𝐵𝑐 (𝜉𝐵𝑐 )

)
− 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐴, 𝜁𝐴)‖‖‖

. (55)

4.2.4. Internal contact surface segmentationThe discretized form of contact energy (31) can be parameterizedin the transverse directions 𝜂 or 𝜁 that herein the 𝜂 direction is alsoaccounted for in the parameterization. An internal contact within thebeams takes place such that the internal surface of the upper beam 𝐵(master) comes into contact with the external surface of the lower beambeam 𝐴 (slave), see Fig. 5. The variation of contact energy is expressed
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the parameterized contact patch in a surface-to-surface contact description. The procedure of defining the contact point candidates on the active contactsurface is shown for beams experience contact when wrapping around each other.
as
𝛿𝛱con = −𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜂
𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜂
𝐴
𝑘 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

⋅ 𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

)
, 𝜁𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

)
𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

+ 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑔(
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜂
𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 ( (
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜂
𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )

)

⋅ 𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵𝑐 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐
(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

)
, 𝜁𝐵𝑐

(
𝜉𝐵𝑐

))
𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽 (𝜉𝐵𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑘 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑘 ).

(56)

In Eq. (56), 𝑛𝑘𝐺 is again the number of Gauss points in a slaveelement in the directions along the internal surface of the cross-sectionin terms of the transverse coordinates 𝜂 and 𝜁 , 𝜂𝑘 is the Gauss pointcoordinate in terms of the slave beam parameters 𝜉𝐴, 𝜂𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑗 ) isthe closest projected master point assigned to the Gauss slave pointparameters 𝜉𝐴𝑗 and 𝜁𝐵𝑘 , 𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 ) and 𝐽 (𝜉𝐵𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐵
𝑘 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑘 ) are the scalingfactor between the bi-normalized and the physical coordinate systemsin terms of the Gauss point coordinates in the slave and master beams,respectively. Again, the integration interval used in Eq. (56) can befurther parameterized by assigning 𝑛𝑆 segments for each beam slaveelement. Therein, for 𝑛𝑆 number of segments within a slave element,the variation of discretized contact energy can be expressed with anadditional integration patch along the transverse direction, i.e., alongthe splines defining the cross-section portion that is in contact. Theparameterized contact energy contribution to Eq. (12) reads accordingto the following structure:

𝛿𝛱con = − 𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇
𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂𝐴𝑘 (𝜉𝐴), 𝜁𝐴𝑘 (𝜉𝐴)
)

⋅ 𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂
𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )

)
𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽

(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐴𝑘 (𝜉
𝐴)
)

+ 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇
𝑛𝑘𝐺∑
𝑘=1

𝑛𝑗𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴
𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)

× 𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂𝐵𝑘 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂𝐴𝑘 ), 𝜁𝐵𝑘 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁𝐴𝑘 )
)

⋅ 𝒏
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜉

𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂
𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 ), 𝜁

𝐵 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜁
𝐴
𝑘 )

)
𝑤𝑗𝑤𝑘𝐽

(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐴𝑘 (𝜉
𝐴)
)
,

(57)

where
𝐽
(
𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 (𝜉

𝐴), 𝜁𝐴𝑘 (𝜉
𝐴)
)
= 𝜕𝒓𝐴(1)

𝜕𝜉𝐴
𝜕𝜉𝐴

𝜕𝜉𝐴𝑠

𝜕𝒓𝐴(2)
𝜕𝜂𝐴

𝜕𝒓𝐴(3)
𝜕𝜁𝐴

= 𝐿𝐴

2
𝜉𝐴2𝑒 − 𝜉𝐴1𝑒

2
𝐻𝐴𝑊 𝐴

2
.

(58)

4.3. Arbitrary curve-to-curve contact in the surface-to-surface contact de-scription
In this section, the contact between beams with elliptical cross-sections was described as an arbitrary curve-to-curve contact acrossthe surface of the contacting beams when warping around each other.The contact points’ candidates were identified on the contacting beam’ssurfaces using a local contact search algorithm at each beams’ sectionscharacterized by an abscissa and the two ordinate parameters (𝜉𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂𝑘,

𝜁𝑘) as illustrated in Fig. 6. It follows the Euclid’s distance check
𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min

(‖‖‖‖
(
𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑘 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑘 )

)
− 𝒓

(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑙 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑙
)‖‖‖‖
)
,

𝑗 = 1, 2,… , 𝑛𝑗𝐺 , 𝑠 = 1, 2,… , 𝑛𝑆 𝑘 = 1, 2,… , 𝑛𝑘𝐺 , 𝑙 = 1, 2,… , 𝑛𝑙𝐺

(59)
over the entirety of the contacting beams. When the closest pointsfrom two contacting curves’ sections are identified by Eq. (59) (seeFig. 6), a Newton’s iterative scheme seeks for an ordinate parametersolution for a closest projection of the identified points belonging tothe slave surface, onto the master surface. This task is accomplished bysubstituting the position vector
𝒓𝐴min = 𝒓𝐴(𝜉𝐴min, 𝜂𝐴min, 𝜁𝐴min), (60)
corresponding to the contact points candidate on the slave surface, intoEqs. (40) and (53). Subsequently, the contact energy variation can becomputed using the following line integral over the specified contactcurves on each of the slave and master elements:
𝛿𝛱con = 𝛿𝒖𝐴,𝑇 𝑝𝑛

𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐
)
𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝜂

𝐴
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐴
𝑐 )

× 𝒏
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐
)
𝑤𝑗𝐽 (𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 )

− 𝛿𝒖𝐵,𝑇 𝑝𝑛
𝑛𝐺∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑔
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐
)
𝐍𝑇 (𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂𝐵𝑐 , 𝜁𝐵𝑐

)

× 𝒏
(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ), 𝜂

𝐵
𝑐 , 𝜁

𝐵
𝑐
)
𝑤𝑗𝐽

(
𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 )

)
,

(61)
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where 𝜂𝐴𝑐 and 𝜂𝐵𝑐 are respectively, the solutions of Eqs. (51) and (53)when assigning position vector (60) to the slave and master elements,and similarly, 𝜁𝐴𝑐 and 𝜁𝐵𝑐 are the solutions after assigning vector (60)to Eqs. (37) and (40).
Remark 6. The integrand in (61) is a parameterization of the contactenergy over the helix like patch illustrated in Fig. 6 within which theordinate parameters 𝜂𝑐 and 𝜁𝑐 are deformation dependent on both themaster and slave beams. This emanates from the fact that those ordinateparameters, which are solutions of Eqs. (51) and (53), are locally solvedusing the Newton’s scheme.
5. Numerical examples

In this section, the robustness, accuracy and performance of thebeam surface-to-surface contact formulation presented in Section 4.2are to be investigated by a number of contact problems. For all exam-ples, the nonlinear Newton’s solver is used in order to solve Eq. (13)arising from the variational form of equations of equilibrium (12).A standard finite difference procedure is employed to evaluate theglobal tangent stiffness matrix (14) with the convergence criterion (16)during the numerical simulations. The total number of Gauss pointsper integration interval over each contact surface segment, is given byadding the Gauss points according to a Gauss rule with respect to theorder of the contact energy function and those Gauss points across theportion of a cross-section in contact as follows:
𝑛𝐺 = 𝑟 + 1

2
⏟⏟⏟

𝑛𝑗𝐺

+𝑛𝑘𝐺 (62a)

with the total number of 𝑛𝐺𝑇 = 𝑛𝑆 ⋅ 𝑛
𝑗
𝐺+𝑛𝑘𝐺 Gauss points per slave beamelement, where 𝑟 is the order of the integrating polynomial.

5.1. Contact patch test
The first example studies the performance and stability of thesurface-to-surface contact formulation using a variant of the well-known patch test introduced in [60]. Fig. 7 shows the configuration ofthe test with the modified boundary conditions for the upper beam 𝐴.The modification has to be made to apply a simply-supported boundaryconditions in order to avoid the ill tangent stiffness matrix (i.e. highvalue of the condition number) in the static analysis performed. Thematerial and geometrical parameters are collected in Table 1. Thebeams are made of a nearly-incompressible material model with re-spect to the Neo-Hookean model [51]. As discussed in [7], a contactalgorithm can pass the patch test if the contact pressure magnitudewithin the numerical integration of the contact energy potential (42),(i.e., it can be identified analogously to (29)) can be equal to a constantnormal traction 𝑓con exerting on the contacting surfaces that mustremain constant throughout the contact patch. Fig. 9 plots the evolutionof the contact pressure acting on both the contacting surfaces of beamsin terms of length of the contact patch. In the figure, each data pointrepresents the magnitude of the contact pressure associated with eachintegration segment. It is evidenced by the figure that with increasingthe number of (total) segments within the contact region, the contactpressure is getting converged towards an relatively constant value (48segments). It should be recalled that the fluctuations in the contactpressure in the left half of the contact patch can be ascribed to the pin-type constraint used in the left end of the upper beam (𝐴). This hindersthe axial displacement in left-end of the beam and induces an exces-sive normal pressure. The technique used with the VTS-PPT in [57]to transform the uniform contact pressure acting over the projectedmaster surface into equivalent concentrated nodal forces brings aboutthe equivalence of the momentum over each master segment/element,which in turn leads to passing the patch test. However, re-producing

Table 1Parameters of contact patch test.Parameters Value
Young’s modulus 𝐸 [Pa] 2.07 ⋅ 109Poisson ratio 𝜈 0.3Penalty parameter 𝑝𝑛 106External surface force 𝑝𝑎 [ Nm2 ] 𝑝𝑛
𝐿𝐴 [m] 2.5
𝐿𝐵 [m] 1
𝐻𝐴 = 𝑊 𝐴 [m] 0.2
𝐻𝐵 = 𝑊 𝐵 [m] 0.1

Table 2External bending simulation parameters.Parameters Value
Young’s modulus 𝐸 [Pa] 2.07 ⋅ 1011Poisson ratio 𝜈 0.3External nodal force 𝑓𝑦 [N] −109 ⋅𝐻3

𝐿 = 𝐿𝐴 = 𝐿𝐵 [m] 2

the three-dimensional variant of this technique here can lead to theabdicating of the master nodal degrees-of-freedom associating with thecross-section deformation. Moreover, there is no proof that the VTS-PPT algorithm could satisfy the inf–sup condition which have alreadysatisfied here that proves the stability of the introduced formulation inthis study. The stability, on the other hand, is studied using the inf–suptest [7,61]. To this end, the following inf–sup condition
∫𝛺𝑐

𝑝𝑛𝑔(𝜉𝐴, 𝜉𝐵 , 𝜁𝐴, 𝜁𝐵)d𝛺𝑐

ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑛‖𝒖‖ = 𝛽ℎ𝑠 > 0 (63)
should be satisfied according to [7], where ℎ𝑠 is the integral segmentsize and 𝛽ℎ𝑠 is the inf–sup value. Fig. 8 shows the logarithmic values ofthe inf–sup with the increasing of integration segments on the contactpatch. After a slight increase of 𝛽ℎ𝑠 for 𝑛𝑆 = 3, it is almost boundedoverhead with a small rise for 𝑛𝑆 = 6. Therefore, the inf–sup test ispassed [61].
5.2. Bending problem - external contact

In this example, the performance and accuracy of the presentedbeam contact formulation is examined by considering a double can-tilever beam problem. The example is inspired by the classical bench-mark problem originally discussed in [59]. Due to the complicatednon-symmetric beams cross-section in this example, the ambient pres-sure applied in the original problem in [59] is omitted. This is becauseof the fact that the imposition of the ambient pressure or more specifi-cally, the bidirectional oppositely applied pressure on top of the upperbeam and bottom of the lower beam on such a configuration wouldinduce torsional moments that are the results of the non-symmetricbeams cross-section. The lateral nodal degrees-of-freedom in the ANCFbeam and similarly, the lateral surfaces in the 20-node solid elementtype in ABAQUS are constrained to avoid an instability problem. Thematerial parameters used in the simulation are 𝐸 = 2.07 ⋅ 1011 Pa and
𝜈 = 0.3. The cross-section geometry with C-shape is shown in Fig. 10and the beams length are 𝐿𝐴 = 𝐿𝐵 = 2 m as shown in Table 2. Theoriginal material properties and geometrical parameters are changed tocomply with the chosen cross-section shape, and with the ANCF beaminternal force definition which was derived with respect to Eq. (18).The initial configuration of the structure is illustrated in Fig. 11(a). Thestructure underwent a large deformation at the end of the simulationat the maximum loading of 𝑓𝑦 = −109 ⋅𝐻3, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Inorder to investigate the segmentation effect on the contacting beams, aconvergence analysis was done with an increasing number of segmentson the contacting beam interface.The rate of convergence of the norm of the contact reaction forceapplied from the slave beam (lower beam) in terms of the increasing
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Fig. 7. Patch test illustration.

Fig. 8. Inf–sup values for the contact patch test for increasing number of integrationsegments. The results are based on the discretization of 16 ANCF elements.

number of total Gauss points on the entire slave beam’s contactingsurface is illustrated in Fig. 12. The discretization used on the beam iseight ANCF beam elements and the total number of Gauss points 𝑛𝐺𝑇increases according to Eq. (62) for ascending number of integrationsegments 𝑛𝑆 ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 14}. The reference value is the norm ofcontact force when 𝑛𝑆 = 14. It can be interpreted from Fig. 12 that withincreasing number of Gauss points, the relative error in the case of theslave beam’s contribution to norm of vector of contact force is almostquadratically decreased and is minimized when 𝑛𝑆 = 10. The convergedsolution for the norm of vector of contact force is associated with anacceptable small value for a relative error that was achieved with alow number of beam discretization. Moreover, as will be observed inSection 5.5, the relative error can also be mitigated by the increasingof number of beam discretization.
Fig. 13 compares the convergence rate of solution for the end point’svertical displacement. Therein, the relative errors are expressed versusincreasing number of the beam discretization 𝑛𝑙 ∈ {3, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32}to investigate the used beam element type performance. The relativeerrors for each beam discretization is computed with respect to thehighest discretization (32 beam elements). It is evidenced by the figurethat after some fluctuations at 𝑛𝑙 = 3 and 𝑛𝑙 = 4 where no convergedsolution is delivered, the solution converges almost quadratically at

Fig. 9. Contact pressure fields within contact patch in the patch test for increasingnumber of integration segments. The results are based on the discretization of eightANCF elements when Neo-Hookean material is employed.

Fig. 10. C-shape cross-section geometry after mapping the Gauss points coordinatefrom bi-normalized local coordinate to the physical local coordinate.
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Fig. 11. Bending of two beams with C-shape using discretization of eight beam elements.

Fig. 12. Rate of convergence of the double cantilever beam solution for the norm of thevector of contact (reaction) force ‖‖‖𝑭
𝐴con‖‖‖ exerted from the slave beam with increasingnumber of Gauss points on entire of the slave beam. The dashed black and red linesindicate the second and first orders of convergence rate.

𝑛𝑙 = 8 at a sharp pace and afterward, the convergence rate followsa smoother trend. The diverged solutions at 𝑛𝑙 = 3 and 𝑛𝑙 = 4 canbe explained by the fact that for low number of discretization, thereis a positive gap distance between the candidate contacting elementsin the region near to the beam clamped end under bending. Thissimply gives an inaccurate value for the vertical displacement, althoughthe contact constraint are properly enforced where the contactingelements lie on each others. Nonetheless, the diverged solution at avery low beam discretization is expected from the ANCF beam’s shapefunction interpolation under cross-sectional load cases, see [62] for amore specific discussion. For further investigation, the simulation wasreplicated in commercial finite element code ANSYS using a three-node beam element BEAM189. The contact elements options were setto replicate the used contact constraint enforcement in the proposedformulation. Therein, the contact model was chosen for parallel beamwith distributed force, and the penalty method was chosen to enforcethe contact constraint. Fig. 14 shows the lower beams centre line dis-placement based on the proposed contact formulation and the ANSYSsolutions for the maximum loading. The results are based on eightANCF elements with eight integration segments per element and 80BEAM189 elements when a nonlinear large static solver is selected.

Fig. 13. Rate of the convergence of the double cantilever beam’s solution forend tip vertical displacement of the upper beam with increasing number of beamdiscretizations. The red and black dashed lines represent the first and second orders ofthe solution convergence rate.

Although, the comparison between displacement of the two centre linesfor the line-to-line and surface-to-surface formulations indicates a closeagreement with BEAM189, they are not in strong agreement whencompared with SOLID C3D8.It can be explained that although the lateral degrees-of-freedom inall the four cases are constrained, it affects the solid element signifi-cantly. This is because the Poisson effect is restricted in the lateral di-rection and does not induce more elongation and vertical displacement.This effect is less prominent in beam elements.
5.3. Bending problem - internal contact

This example examines the introduced surface-to-surface contactformulation when the internal contact description is considered. Twointerconnected beams with the C-shape cross-sections undergo a largeglobal deformation due to an applied nodal force at the outer beam’send-point. The geometrical and material parameters used in this ex-ample are identical to those in 5.2 except for 𝐻𝐴 = 𝐻𝐵∕2 and
𝑊 𝐴 = 𝑊 𝐵∕2. An external nodal force of 𝑓𝑦 = −3.5 ⋅ 108(𝐻𝐵)3 N isapplied at the outer beam’s end. Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) respectivelyshow the interconnected beam structure at the beginning and the end ofsimulation. As is evident from Fig. 15(b), as well as the global bending
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Fig. 14. Comparison between the solutions for the slave beam centre line positionusing the proposed contact formulation, ANSYS and ABAQUS. A certain discretizationof 16 ANCF beams, 80 number of ANSYS BEAM189, and mesh size of 𝐿𝐴∕64 ABAQUSSOLID C3D8 are used.

Fig. 15. Interconnected beams using discretization of four beam elements. Refer to thesupplementary electronic material for the animation (see Video S1 in Appendix B).

Fig. 16. Comparison between the solutions for the outer beam centre line positionfield using the proposed contact formulation and ABAQUS. Discretizations of eightANCF beams, and mesh size of 0.025 with SOLID C3D20 are used.

deformation, a lateral warping occurred due to the torsional momentinduced by the unsymmetrical distribution of the applied force overthe cross-section plane. As a consequence of such loading induction,

Fig. 17. Rate of mitigation of interpenetration as a function of the Gauss points usedwhen beam discretization of four elements is applied in the case of the internally con-tacting beams undergoing bending. Red and black dashed lines respectively representthe first and second order of convergence rates.

Fig. 18. Number of iterations required to achieve a converged solution according tothe stopping criterion (16) using our in-house code at each load step in comparisonwith the number of iterations required in ABAQUS to solve the internal contact problemof beams under bending.

the inner beam rotated in the direction opposite to the outer C-shapecylinder within the contact. Fig. 16 plots the trajectory of the middlecontact line of the structure based on the solutions obtained by theproposed formulation in Fig. 4 and the quadratic solid element typein ABAQUS. The figure indicates an acceptable agreement between thetwo solutions for this complex contact scenario. The extrema valuesfor the end-point of the outer beam are collected in Table 3. The tableshows that the lateral deformation in the 𝑧 direction, mainly emanatingfrom the induced lateral warping and bending, was captured by thedeveloped surface-to-surface contact formulation with the ANCF beamand is in excellent agreement with the solid element in ABAQUS. Thevertical and axial displacements given by the introduced approach arealso in acceptable agreement with the ABAQUS solution. Such a smalldifference in vertical displacement solutions between the ANCF andABAQUS solid element is predictable for the ANCF beam element with
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Fig. 19. Interconnected beams under an uniaxial load applied on the inner beam. The result is based on eight ANCF beam elements.
Table 3Displacement of the end-point of the outer beam based on the ANCF solution accordingto the surface-to-surface contact formulation and that obtained using ABAQUS solidC3D20.Solution [element size] Disp. in 𝑥 [m] Disp. in 𝑦 [m] Disp. in 𝑧 [m]

ANCF [𝐿/4] −0.07473 −0.46637 −0.13273ABAQUS [0.025𝐴𝑐𝐿a] −0.06770 −0.45438 −0.13754
a𝐴𝑐 = 𝜋

(
(𝑊

𝐴

2
)2 − (𝑊

𝐵

2
)2
)
∕2.

the linear interpolation in the cross-sectional directions, see [43,62]for detailed discussions. Fig. 17 shows that the relative error of in-terpenetration starts to diminish at a second-order pace and by thefurther increasing of the Gauss points across the contacting surfaces,it continues at a first-order rate. The relative error approaches to itsminimum value in the quadratic order from the second data pointwhere 𝑛𝐺𝑇 > 120. Fig. 18 provides a comparison between the requirednumber of Newton’s iterations to achieve a converged solution forthe global system of equations using the proposed contact formulation(according to criterion (16)) and ABAQUS. Overall, the solution givenby the proposed formulation obtained with a less computational effortin terms of required number of iterations.
5.4. Axial internal contact problem

This example illustrates the internal contact between the intercon-nected beams (𝑔0 = 0) with the cross-section properties which areidentical to those in the previous subsection. The internal contact pres-sure between the inner and outer beams is to be applied by imposingthe uniaxial force 𝑓𝑦 = −109 ⋅ 𝐻3 on the inner beam’s free end. Thegeometrical parameters of this example are identical to those in 5.3,
𝐸 = 2.07 ⋅ 109 and 𝜈 = 0.3.Figs. 19(a) and 19(b) visualize the solutions of the interconnectedC-shape cylinders at the beginning and end of simulation, respectively.Fig. 20 shows the rate of convergence in terms of the interpenetra-tion between the interconnected beams. It indicates that by increasingthe number of Gauss points (ascending number of integration seg-ments), the gap distance converged well to a small value. To investigatethe accuracy of the converged solutions for the axial displacementof the inner beam and the radial displacement of the outer beam, acomparison against the corresponding solutions given by commercialfinite element code ABAQUS was made. The displacement results arecollected in Table 4. The results are based on the eight discretizationsused with the ANCF and the mesh size of 0.025 m with the solid20-node element using ABAQUS. The results given by the internalsurface-to-surface formulation with the ANCF beam are in acceptableagreement with those acquired by ABAQUS. The gap distance value inthe case of the ANCF element solution is significantly smaller than thatgiven by the solid element in ABAQUS. It is also in compliance withFig. 20 which shows that the interpenetration decreases with increaseof the number of integration points across the contacting surfaces.Whereas in the case of the lowest number of Gauss points, the gapdistance is close to the value reported from ABAQUS. It indicates thatthe surface segmentation considerably reduces the interpenetration,

Fig. 20. Interpenetration as a function of the Gauss points used when beam dis-cretizations of four and eight elements are used for the axial internal contactproblem.

and consequently, provides a converged solution using a reasonablenumber of beam discretizations.
5.5. Twisting beams contact problem

This subsection considers the pure twisting of two parallel beams.Three cross-sectional shapes are considered in this section. First, twocontacting beams of rectangular cross-section shape undergo a tor-sional moment. Second, the beams with an elliptical cross-sectionare investigated and third, beams with honeycomb cross-section areexamined.
5.5.1. Rectangular cross-sectionIn the case of beams with a rectangular cross-section, a maximumnodal torque of 𝑚𝑥 is applied at both beam ends, see Table 5. The twobeams are clamped at one end. In this example, both the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean material models are used. Fig. 21 showsthe initial and deformed configurations of the structure with increasingvalue of torsional moment 𝑚𝑥, expressed in terms of the angle of twist
𝜃 ∈ [0𝜋, 0.625𝜋, 0.7𝜋, 0.75𝜋] rad. It can be realized from the figurethat at 𝜃 = 0.7𝜋 there is sharp edge-to-sharp edge contact includingthe beam’s cross-section corners. So, this sharp edge contact can beinterpreted as a specific state of the surface-to-surface contact. Fig. 22compares the rate of convergence of the interpenetration mitigation interms of the number of Gauss points used in the computation of thevariation of the strain energy for both the material models employed.One can notice a converged value for the interpretations within acertain number of Gauss points with both the materials used. The SaintVenant–Kirchhoff material converged to a smaller value for the gap
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Table 4Comparison of the axial and radial displacements of the inner and outer beams, respectively obtained by the proposed contactformulation against ABAQUS.Solution [element size] Inner beam axial disp. [m] Outer beam radial disp. [m] Interpenetration [m]

ANCF [𝐿/8] −0.07744 0.002746 −1.48937 × 10−5ABAQUS [0.025𝐴𝑐𝐿a] −0.07689 0.002425 −3.18285 × 10−4

a𝐴𝑐 = 𝜋
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∕2.

Fig. 21. Deformed configurations of the twisted structure with a rectangular cross-section with increasing values of angle of twist 𝜃. The results are based on the discretizationof eight ANCF elements. The grey grids denote the imported solid-based mesh of a unit volume of an undeformed structure to be spatially visualized in the post-processing usingParaview.

Fig. 22. Interpenetration as a function of the Gauss points used when beam discretiza-tion of four ANCF beams is used with the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookeanmaterial models. The beams’ cross-section is of rectangular shape.

distance (𝑔𝑁 = −3.2011 ⋅ 10−4) compared to that of the Neo-Hookeanmaterial (𝑔𝑁 = −1.2306 ⋅ 10−3).
Fig. 23 plots the relative error of the norm of contact forces (re-action force) exerted from the entire slave beam 𝐴 in the case ofthe Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean materials in terms ofthe ascending number of degrees-of-freedom. One can realize from

Fig. 23. Relative error of norm of the vector of contact forces ‖‖‖𝑭
𝐴con‖‖‖ exerted fromthe entire slave beam with increasing number of beam discretizations when the SaintVenant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean material models are used. A rectangular cross-section is used in the structure. The dashed red lines denote the first order ofconvergence rate.

the figure, that both material models exhibit a converged solution forthe induced contact reaction force, while the values resulted from thematerial models employed disagree. This indicate the different values
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Fig. 24. Deformed configurations of the twisted structure with an elliptical cross-section with increasing values for the angle of twist 𝜃. The results are based on the discretizationof four ANCF elements. Refer to the supplementary electronic material for the animation (see Video S2 in Appendix B).

Fig. 25. Interpenetration as a function of the Gauss points used when the beamdiscretization of four ANCF beams is used with the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean material models. The torsion of 𝑚𝑥 = 0.025𝜋𝜇𝐽𝑡
𝐿

N m with a single load step isapplied.

Table 5Parameters of twisting beams problem with a rectangular cross-section.Parameters Valuea
Young’s modulus 𝐸 [Pa] 2.07 ⋅ 1011Poisson ratio 𝜈 0.3Shear modulus 𝜇 [Pa] 𝜇 = 𝐸∕

(
2(1 + 𝜈)

)
Maximum applied torque 𝑚𝑥 [N m] 0.75𝜋𝜇𝐽𝑡∕𝐿
𝐿 = 𝐿𝐴 = 𝐿𝐵 [m] 4
𝐻𝐴 = 𝐻𝐵 [m] 0.2
𝑊 𝐴 = 𝑊 𝐵 [m] 0.4

a𝐽𝑡 = 𝛽𝑊𝐻3 where 𝛽 = 0.229.

of norms for the contact force vectors obtained with both the mate-rial models employed. This was expected when recalling Fig. 22 thatindicates the larger values of interpenetration with the Neo-Hookeansolution compared with the interpenetration values reported by theSaint Venant–Kirchhoff material model. This discrepancy is relevant tothe smaller value of the penalty parameter having to be used with theNeo-Hookean material model (𝑝𝑛 = 107) than that which was selectedwith the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff material model (𝑝𝑛 = 108).
5.5.2. Elliptical cross-sectionIn this example, the previous twisting beam contact problem is con-sidered with an elliptical cross-section. Again, the structure is clamped
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Fig. 26. Relative error of norm of the vector of contact forces exerted from theentire slave beam with increasing number of beam discretizations when the SaintVenant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean material models are used.

Fig. 27. Evolution of norm of the vectors of contact forces exerted from the masterand slave beams denoted ‖‖‖𝑭
𝐵con‖‖‖ and ‖‖‖𝑭

𝐴con‖‖‖, respectively evaluated at each load stepusing the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean material models.

at one of its ends. All of the simulation parameters except for thecross-sectional parameters, are identical to those in Table 5. The cross-sectional properties are 𝐻𝐴 = 𝐻𝐵 m and 𝑊 𝐴 = 𝑊 𝐵 m. The maximumapplied torque is 𝑚𝑥 = 𝜋𝜇𝐽𝑡∕𝐿 N m where 𝐽𝑡 = 𝜋𝑊 3𝐻3

𝑊 2 +𝐻2 . Fig. 24
illustrates the initial and deformed configurations of the structure withthe increasing values of torsional moment 𝑚𝑥 specified at the selectedload steps in the figure. As evidenced by the figure, the structure’sfree end almost underwent the torsion angle of 180◦. The cross-sectiondeformation can be recognized from Figs. 24(e) and 24(f) where theline-to-line contact evolved to the surface-to-surface. Fig. 25 comparesthe interpenetration evolution with ascending number of Gauss pointsused in the computation of the variation of the strain energy for boththe material models employed. The interpenetration corresponding tothe Saint Venant–Kirchhoff material model converged to a value of(𝑔𝑁 = −6.6876 ⋅ 10−5) with a relatively lesser number of Gauss points

Fig. 28. Number of iterations required to achieve a converged solution according tothe stopping criterion (16) when solving the global system of equations at each loadstep for the twisting beams with the elliptical cross-section.

Fig. 29. Initial configuration of two structures with honeycomb cross-section.

used to parameterize the contact patch, compared to that of the Neo-Hookean material (𝑔𝑁 = −2.1339 ⋅ 10−4). Fig. 26 displays the relativeerror of the norm of contact forces, exerted from the entire slavebeam 𝐴 for both the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff and Neo-Hookean materialmodels in terms of the ascending number of degrees-of-freedom. Solu-tions for both the material models exhibit an acceptable convergencerate for the induced contact reaction force with a reasonable beamdiscretization (moderately course mesh). Moreover, it is interpretedfrom the figure that, the values of the norm of contact forces in thecase of both material models agree well. It was expected as a resultof using a certain value of 𝑝𝑛 = 𝜇𝐽𝑡 for the penalty parameter in bothmaterial models.While different descriptions for the strain energy functions wereused for the Neo-Hookean material model with the deformation gradient-based internal energy potential, and the Saint Venant–Kirchhoff modelwith the strain-based internal energy function, they achieved the con-verged solutions with an acceptable agreement. Fig. 27 shows thecontact action–reaction in terms of the norm of contact forces imposedfrom the slave and master beams. The torsional load was prescribedwith respect to an exponentially increasing function
𝑚𝑖
𝑥 =

( 0.0625𝜋𝜇𝐽𝑡
𝐿

)
(1 − 𝑒

− 10𝑖
𝑛𝑙𝑠 ) with 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛𝑙𝑠, (64)

where 𝑛𝑙𝑠 is the maximum number of load increments. The almostbalanced norm of the vector of contact forces associated with the slaveand master beams illustrated in Fig. 27, concretely implies that the
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Fig. 30. Deformed configuration of the twisted structure with a honeycomb-shape cross-section at the end of simulation based on the discretization of four ANCF elements. Referto the supplementary electronic material for the animation (see Video S3 in Appendix B).
weak form of contact energy potentials were unbiasedly integratedover both the master’s and slave’s surfaces. This can be compared withthe unbiased treatment of weak form of the contact potential overthe two contacting surfaces by virtue of introducing the two-half-passalgorithm in [22]. The figure shows that the contact force magnitudeswere evaluated almost smoothly by increasing the torsional load ap-plied. Fig. 28 compares the required number of iteration attempts toachieve a converged solution at each load increment in the case ofboth material models. According to the figure, when using the Neo-Hookean material, the least number of iterations were needed. It canbe explained by recalling that the prescribed torsion is a function oftwist angle, see Eq. (64), and the stress–strain relation in the case ofthe Neo-Hookean material model can be approximated with respect toan exponential function.

5.5.3. Honeycomb cross-sectionThe final example focuses on the usability of the proposed contactformulation in the case of a highly sophisticated cross-section. Thehoneycomb shape beam consists of a central elliptical core surroundingby six elliptical petals which are mutually connected to the centralellipse. Two geometrically identical beams with the length of 𝐿 = 5m, the lateral dimensions of 𝑊 = 0.6 m and 𝐻 = 0.539595 m are towrap around each other as shown in Fig. 29. The polar moment ofinertia for the honeycomb cross-section is given as 𝐽𝑡 = 0.39575 m4. Thematerial properties of the beams are identical to the previous examplein Section 5.5.2. The maximum torsional load of 𝑚𝑥 = 0.020𝜋𝜇𝐽𝑡
𝐿 Nm andan axial tensile load of 𝑓𝑥 = 3.75𝑚𝑥 N are gradually applied accordingto a quadratic function within 40 load steps on the structure’s freeend. The deformed shape of the structure at the end of the loading isshown in Fig. 30(a). Fig. 30(b) illustrates the contacting beams’ cross-sections when the structure is clipped at 𝑥 ≈ 3

4
𝐿. Fig. 31 compares

the norm of the vectors of contact force exerting from the master andslave beams when both the beams are discretized using four elementsand one segment is used to discretize the slave surface. The norm ofaction–reaction force vectors are almost identical within the most ofthe load steps, that indicates the unbiased integration of the contactenergy on both the contacting surfaces.In the case of contact between beams with different orientations,the only further task is the identifying of the region of contact interms of the elements and segments involved. This task can properlybe carried out by identifying the close-by elements, for example usingthe broad phase search for contacting elements such as what has beenused in [47].

Fig. 31. Evolution of the norm of the vectors of contact forces exerted from themaster and slave beams denoted ‖‖‖𝑭
𝐵con‖‖‖ and ‖‖‖𝑭

𝐴con‖‖‖, respectively evaluated at eachload step. The solution is based on the Neo-Hookean material model and using fourbeam elements.

6. Conclusions
A novel approach for the description of contact in the case ofslender continua with arbitrary cross-sectional geometry was intro-duced within this paper. The introduced approach was formulatedin the framework of the absolute nodal coordinate formulation. Thenumerical results indicate that the proposed approach is sufficientlyrobust, accurate, and applicable in the problems in which the beam-like structures with non-trivial cross-section shapes come into contactsuch as soft, slender biological tissues. The contact path test deliveredthe acceptable results that showed the performance of the proposedsurface–surface integration scheme. The inf–sup condition was satis-fied that indicates the stability of the formulation. Moreover, owingto the fully interpolated beam’s surface with the proposed contactformulation, an arbitrary curve-to-curve contact, e.g. contact betweenspiral patches in beams with non-conformal cross sections that wraparound each other can be described. With the twisting beam problems,the unbiased treatment of the arbitrary contact patch was observed.Utilizing the Gauss points in the interpolated beam’s cross-section in thematerial description, averts a step of computational effort for a furtherparameterization of the contacting surface in terms of the spatial points
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Algorithm 1 Surface-to-surface integration schemes for the external and internal contact descriptions1: loop over the slave beam to check distance between the both master end-points and the slave elements (search for the closest slave element ID to the masterend-points)2: for i = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐴 do3: end for ⊳ closest slave element number (ID) to master 1𝑠𝑡 and 2𝑛𝑑 master end-points were identified.4: The recorded vector of nodal coordinates corresponds to the closest slave element are retrieved on which the master end-points are projected using Eq. (33).

⊳ The left boundary of the first slave integration segment 𝜉𝐴𝑠,1𝑒 is identified ⊳ The right boundary of the last slave integration segment 𝜉𝐴𝑠,2𝑒 is identified5: for i = 𝑛(1𝑒) ∶ 𝑛(2𝑒) do ⊳ Loop over the slave contacting elements6: for j = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝑗𝐺 do ⊳ Loop over the slave Gauss points7: for k = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝑆 do ⊳ Loop over the slave segments8: Equidistantly slave element segmentation if no projection for the master end-point exists9: Calculation of the Gauss points and their weights on the slave beam ⊳ The vector of the abscissa coordinate parameter 𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ) on entire contactingelements on slave beam after segmentation is recovered10: end for11: end for12: end for ⊳ The Gauss points on the slave beam are to be projected back to the master beam through the following procedure13: for i = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐵 do ⊳ Loop over the master beam to assign the slave Gauss point to the closest master beam14: for i = 𝑛(1𝑒) ∶ 𝑛(2𝑒) do ⊳ Loop over the slave contacting elements15: for k = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐺𝑇 do ⊳ Loop over the total Gauss points along the slave beam centre line16: Position vector field of Gauss points on the slave surface is recorded17: end for18: end for19: end for20: for k = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐺𝑇 do ⊳ Loop over the total Gauss points along the slave beam centre line21: for i = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐵 do22: Find the closest master element to each Gauss point on the slave beam23: end for24: end for25: An element ID, where the Gauss points belong to, is recorded for the all Gauss points on the slave beam26: for k = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐺𝑇 do27: Get the Gauss coordinate parameter 𝜉𝐵(𝜉𝐴𝑠𝑗 ) on the master beam after projecting them28: end for ⊳ The full set of the Gauss coordinate parameters on the master beam are saved into a vector29: An element ID, where the projected Gauss points belong to, is recorded for the all Gauss points on the Slave beam ⊳ The following procedure establishessurface segmentation in the case of an external or an internal contact30: if There is an external contact then31: Recovering the Gauss points on the external cross-section portion of the master beam where an active contact exists32: The Gauss points values in 𝜂 and 𝜁 direction and their weights are recovered in to three separate vectors33: end if34: if There is an internal contact then35: Recovering the Gauss points on the internal cross-section portion of the slave beam (in the case of hollow-type cross-sections) where an active contactexists36: The Gauss points values in 𝜂 and 𝜁 direction and their weights are recovered in to three separate vectors37: end if38: for k = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝑘𝐺 do ⊳ Loop over the Gauss points on the beam cross-section portion where an active contact exists39: for k = 1 ∶ 𝑛𝐺𝑇 do ⊳ Loop over the total Gauss points along the slave beam centre line40: Position vector field of Gauss points on an active contact surface of the on the master beam cross-section is recorded Solving the orthogonalityproblems for 𝜂𝐵 and 𝜁𝐵 to project the Gauss points on the master beam contact surface Solving the orthogonality problems for 𝜂𝐴 and 𝜁𝐴 to project theGauss points on the slave beam contact surface41: Calculate the contact force contributions appeared in Eqs. (48) and (57) for the external and internal contact descriptions, respectively42: end for43: end for
in the transverse directions. The introduced contact description can beutilized with beams with non-typical cross-sections where a contactregion is relatively large enough to be regarded as surface-to-surfacecontact or on the contrary, is sufficiently small enough to be consideredas the point-based or the line-based contact, e.g., contact involvingsharp edges. In our forthcoming contribution, the presented contactdescription will be adopted to solve contact problems between severalpre-twisted biological tissues with geometrically inhomogeneous cross-sections.
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